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IN TTIE IINTTED STATES DISTRICT COI,JRT
FOR TTIE NORTIIERN DISTRICT OF IOWA

WESTERN DIVISION

IJNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STEVEN KEITH VANDEBRAKE,

Defendant.

No. CR10-4O25-MIVB

ORDER REGARDING
DEFENDAI\T'S RIJLE ll(cXlXC)

PLEA AGREEMENT

On April 26, zOtO, an Information was filed against defendant Sæven Keith

Vandebrake, charging defendant Vandebrake with violations of the Sherman Act, 15

U.S.C. $ 1. On May 4,2010, defendant Vandebrake appeared before Chief United.States

Magisrate Judge Paul A. Zoss and entered a plea of guilty to Counts l, 2 md 3 of the

Information, under a binding plea agreement, pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedure 11(c)(1)(C). In the plea agreement, the parties stþlated to a sentence of 19

months imprisonment and a fine of $100,000. The couf has reviewed the plea agreement

and is unwilling to be bound to the plea agreement's limitations on the court's discretion

regarding the length of sentence and the anrount of the fine. Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedure 11(cX5) requires the court to reject such a plea agreement in open court and on

the record. Accordingly, the court will, after contacting the parties to determine a

convenient time, set by separate order a hearing to permit the court to comply with the

requirements of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11(cX5).

Add.01
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

DAIED this 20th day of May, 2010.

lnt-AuJ.f^L-JF
MARK I$T. BENNETT
U. S. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA

2
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DTSTRICT OF IOWA

ú]ESTERN DIVTSTON

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

PIaíntiff,

vs.

STEVEN KETTH VANDEBRAKE,

Defendant.

No. cR10-4025

TRANSCRIPT OF
STATUS CONEERENCE

The Status Conference held before the Honorable Mark
Vù. Bennett, Judge of the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Iohra, at the Federal Courthouse, 320 Sixth
Street, Sioux City, Iol'la, l{ay 26, ZOLO, commencing at 7:59 a.m-

APPEARANCES

For the Plaintiff: ANDRE M. GEVEROI,A, ESQ.
ROBERT .'ACOBS, ESQ.
L. HETDI MÃNSCHRECK, ESO.
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of .fustice
Suite 600
209 South l,aSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60604

For the Defendant: FRANCIS L. GOOD!ìIIN, ESO.
Baron, Sar, Goodwin, GilI e Lohr
750 Pierce Street
Sioux Cíty, IA 5L101

Also present:

Reported by:

Shane Moore, U.S. Probation

Shelly Semmler, RMR, CRR
320 Sixth Street
Sioux Cíty, IA 51101
l7t2) 233-3846

Cotttøct$/nellg Seìturn¡løotzr2-2gg-g846orshelly-semtnler@íø¡d,.usùtñB.gott
to ptnrc.lrøse a ærnplete øpry oJ the transc'rípt.
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THE COURT: Thank you. Good morning. Please be

seated.

This is United States versus Steven Keith VandeBrake,

Criminal Number 010-4025. The defendant is personally present

represented by T,ee Goodwin, and we have some Justice Department

lawyers here so -- Mr. Geverola, are you the Lead lawyer?

MR. GEVEROIA: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Iûhy donrt you turn your microphone

on. f guesg they didn't teach you that at Departrnent of

Justice, huh?

MR. GEVEROLA: They have not, Your Honor. Sorry about

that,

THE COURT: Itrs just a little button right in front.

That way our court reporter can take everything down-

MR. GEVEROIA: Thank you' Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Why donrt you introduce yogr

co-counsel-.

MR. GEVEROLA: !ûith me today is Robert ilacobs and

Heidi Mairschreck also of the .Tustice Department.

THE COURT: And pardon my inquiry, but why would you

spend the taxpayers' money to send three people to this hearing?

MR. GEVEROIA: Judge, ¡,¡e've been here since Monday in

relation to other activities in addition to today's hearing- So,

f guess to elaborate on the story a little bit, the trip was

more invol-ved than just today's hearing, and all of us were

Contøct SheIIy &nrnnleÌ st Vz-2gg-9846 or slæ1fu-serunler@ímtd..trscor.vts.gots
to gnn'rchørse a complete copy ol t/nle trølsøiptt.
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reguired to be there.

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. Okay. I entered a

order, a short order, on May 20 declining to accept the

11(c) (1) (C) plea agreement, and then my -- Irm a notoriously

poor historian, so my recoLl-ection of what happened was that --

and f donrt know'the detaífs because it was all filtered through

my judiciaf assistant .Iennifer GiIl, that the same day the order

was fj-Ied the parties called my charnbers and wanted to meet with

me and suggested kl-nd of a meeting in charnbers. I said I donrt

meet in cha¡nbers on criminal cases but lrd be glad to meet in

the courtroom on the record. And then we set the hearing for

today. Does that essential-ly jive with your recol-Iection?

MR, GEVEROLA: Yes, Judge.

THB COURT: Okay. So you catl-ed for the hearíng.

What do you want to do?

MR- GEVEROLA: .fudge, first, thank you for allowing us

to be heard on this issue. Our intent for this hearing was to

provide for Your Honor's consíderation the reasons for the plea

agreement entered by the parÈies. And in addition, we'd wefcome

an opportunity to address any concerns Your Honor might have-

And if you'lJ- permit me a few minutes, I'd like to go into the

reason --
THE COURT: Sure. ,fus! so you know -- I just want to

Iet you know what Irve done -- I've read the plea agreement.

I've read the transcript from the digital recording of the plea.

Colntøct StæIfu Semtnler st 712-23gßf,,46 or shell4 
-semnler@ímtd..uscmn'ts.gmrto pz.ø'r,høse o ørnplete co1ry oJ the trunscrù,t.
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1 And f've read your offense conduct statement dated May 19, 2010.

2 And let me tell you this. That's the best offense conduct

3 statement f've seen in 16 L/2 years and in sentencinq over 2,600

4 defendants

5 MR. GEVEROLA: Thank You, Judge.

6 TIIE COURT: So I'd be happy to hear anything you have

7 to say.
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l4R. GEVEROLA: Thank you. First, I want to begin by

saying that we underStand the imposition of crirninal sentences

is a ro.Le reserved for the Court. And the 11(c) (1) (Cl agreement

was not in any way íntended to usurp the Court's role in that

process.

THE COURT: Of course it is. Thatrs Lhe most

disingenuous thing lrve ever heard. Of course it is. That's

the whole purpose of an 1-L(c) (f) (C) agreeñent.

MR. GEVEROLA: $Ie11, .fudgei that was not our intent

going in.

THE COURT: Of course it ís. You want to bind me to

your víew of what the appropriate sentence should be. Thatrs

what an 11(c) (1) (C) is.

MR. GEVEROLA: I'd like to explain our view in the

hopes that the Court will accept it.

THE COURT: Your -- but that was just an incredibly -

disingenuous thing to say. That's the whole purpose of an

11(c) (1) (C) agreement. Let me -- do you know trhat you said?

co}tttd¿ú Shetly Semtnler st Vz-zgtg-g846 or shelly-semtnler@íøtd-ttsættræ.gott
to ptll':clwse a contpilete æpy oJ the trûßæípt.
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The 11 -- and the 11 (c) (1) (C) agreement ¡ras not in any way

intended to usurp the Court's role in the process. úùell, fine.

Then donrt do an 11-(c) (1) (C) agreement if you don't want to

usu.rp my ro1e.

MR. GEVEROLA: I understand, Judge. If we could

explain our reasoning .

THE COURT: ú1e11, why donrt you e:qrlain your reasoning

about why you want to usurp my role because thatrs what you're

doing, and then IIII decide whether I'l-l agree to that. But to

start off by saying yourre not tryinj to tate away my discretion

and usurp my roJ-e i-s, f think, rídiculous because that's exactly

what- yourre trying to do. The ruLe allovrs you to do it but only

with my acquiescence. But why would you teII me you're not

tryinq to usurp my role? Because yourre not?

MR. GEVEROLA: Wel1, Judge, what I'm hoping for is

your acquiescence in the 11(c) (1) (C) agreenent.

THE COURT: But that involves usurping my role and

giving up aI1 of my discretion, doesn't it?

MR, GEVEROLA: I think that's certainly a fair point¡

,Judge.

THE COURT: So why would you say the purpose of the

1-1(c) (1) (c) agireement is not to usurp my role? of course it is.

A first-year l-aw student takinq criminal procedure would know

that- Am I missíng something?

MR. GEVEROLA: As a matter of law, ,Iudge, I think

Contøû Shelþ Setrnrnlelr at V2-zg:tß846 or she[Iy 
-semtnle¡ @ìand-uscrrultrs,.g ott

to punrchose ø. cørngilete @pA of the trutscrípt
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yourre exactly right.

THE COURT: So why don't you be a little bit more

forthcoming with me.

MR- GEVEROLA: Okay.

THE COURT: Okay?

' MR- GEVEROLA: The parties negotíated for this

agreenent, and as with any negotiation, there was back and

forth, and both parties stood to gain from the agreement, and

I'd Iike to explain that to you, Jgdge.

THE COPRT: OkaY.

MR. GEVEROLA: I think we should start with some

background. fn this case counsel for defendant approached the

government to initiate plea discussions soon after the

investigation went ower and requested that the government

consider a plea agreement pursuant to Rule (c) (1) (C) in order to

afford the defendant with gleater predictability regarding the

applicable penalty given that he had approached the government

fairly early on in the process.

After substantiat negotiations between the parties,

the government accepted the proposal and reached the agreed

sentence primarily for two ¡easons: First, because we believe

that it's in the public interest for guilty parties to come

forward and accept responsibility prornptly rather than seekinq

to evade responsibility and to prolong the proceedings-

THE COURT: Now wait a rn-inute. tfhy is that in the

Contørf Shelly Senanler st V2-2 3Ít-3846 or shalfu 
-senrur¡úr,r 

@íøtd-uscolñs -g ou
to Vttr"lclnrase a ætnplete eapry of tlrc tnûwøript
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1 public interest? The pu-blíc interest is the sixth Amendme4t

2 rig}rl-' to a fair triat. Thatrs equal-1y 5mportant. So a

3 defend.ant who does not plead guíIty but demands their right to a

4 jury trial under the Sixth Amendment, thatts just as much in the

5 public interest, matter of fact, more because the Sixth

6 Amendment is a constitutional guarantee and a guilty plea is a

7 rul-e.
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So how can you say that it's in the public interest

for somebody to plead guitty? It's just as much in the public

interest for. somebody to demand their cons.titutional right to

trial by jury.

MR. GEVEROLA: Those are both certainly public

inteiests, Judge. what lfm saying is in the event that the

defendant has d.ecided that he is guilty and that there is

evidence to support guilt rather than seeking to prolong the

proceedings, it'S in the public interest to save resources to

enter those negotiations early on in the process so --

THE COURT: I don't agree wíth that at aLI' You're

sayíng that because there's evidence of guilt that it's in the

pu_blic interest for a defendant to plead guilty. I don't agree

with that. It's just as rnuch in the public interest to put the

government to the burden of proof to rely on the presumption of

innocence and see Íf you can prove him guiJ-ty even if there is

some evidence. so r totally disagree with your rationale.

MR. GEVEROLA: Okay, ,Judge. I accept that'

Colntorct Shetþ Semtnler ú. 7z2-233191846 or shelfu 
-ærrlrnúen 

@ímti.ttsæur-ts.gao
to ptlrl;hose ú conqtlete copy of tha ttøtscrþt'
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THE COURT: Okay.

MR. GEVEROLA: I'd like to move on to the second

rationale.

THE COURT: Sure.

ì4R. GEVEROLA: 9te also believe the sentence is

appropriate given the applicable 3553(a) factors.

THE COURT: Okay. Let me interrupt you for a second.

How rnany sentencings have you been involved in?

MR. GEVEROLA: This is my first as a lead' 'fudge, but

I've bêen involved in one or tvro others as assístant counsel.

THE COIIRT: Irve been involved j-n ower 2,600' r think

I have a l-itt1e bit more expertise in analyzing the 3553 (a)

factors, with al-I due respect to the ,fustice Department. thân

you do. so why would T refer -- have you ever had a jury trial?

MR. GEVEROI'A: Yes, Judge.

THE COURT: How many?

MR. GEVEROLA: One.

THE COURT: Okay. I{hy would I defer to somebody who's

had one trial -- Irve.had more than 400. l{hy would I defer to

somebody who's had one trial and a couple of sentencings in

terms of the appl-ication of the 3553(a) factors?

MR- GEVEROIÄ: I'm not asking you to defer, Judge'

I'm just presentíng our view on the 355J(a) factors, and YouI

Honor is certainly free to disregard that reasoning-

THE COURT: But you didn't answer my question' l'ly

Øtttø*t SheIIg Sentølnl/,r dtV2-zgg-B%6or slæI[g-ænvnlæ@/íø¡d.atsßÚ'ttrts.go,ut
to plurrhørse ø comlúde copy oJ ile ttvalsLTíIlrt.
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guestion ís why should I defer to someone with such little'

infinitesìmal experience? You could be the greatest lawyer

SinCe Clarence Damow- That remains to be seen. But I'm saying

based on what you've told me you have zj-Lc}rt nada' none'

virtually no real-world experience. So why should I defer to

your judgment about hor¡¡ thé 3553 (a) factors would apply in a

case? Give me one reason why I should-

MR. GEVEROT,A: Werve been investigating this issue and

dealing with the defendant since -- for ovel a year no\'f, Judge.

So we do hawe some familiarity with the facts of the case'

THE COURT: Much greater than I do-

MR- GEVEROLA: That's correct, Judge. But obviously

our expeÌience is more fact specific to this case. And as far

as broader experience, Your Honor certainly has more of that.

Thatrs not even a question.

THE COURT: OkaY.

MR. GEVEROLA: So --

lHE COURT: So I should defer to your lack of

ex¡rerience j-n sentencings to apply the 3553 (a) factors fairly

because you know more about the facts of this case than I do.

MR. GEVEROLA: In addj-tion, Judge, if I may.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GEVEROLA: The sentence lras reached in

consultation with attorneys in lfashinqton' D.C., who do have far

more experience than I do and who monitor cases all across the

futtto¿ct SheW Se'mtn¿lø øL 7I2-23J'3846 ot slpllu -serurúer @ímúI.ttsco¡[f,ts.gots
to Inn.f;I'ø/se a ømprf';e covry Q the t uÊcfûp¿
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10

country on specíficatly antitrus.t cases to make sure that there

is a levet of -- or I should say to reduce unwanted disparities

between simíIar cases.

So this is not a personal decision that I made- The

sentence in this case Íras reached in consultation with multiple

lawyers in the 'Justice Depaltment including those with ¡nuch more

experience than f do and who have significant experience with

criminal antítrust cases. Those are the two primary reasons r

would present, Judge-

THE COURT: And that's your basís for trying to

persuade me to accept an 1l- (c) (1) (C) agreement?

MR. GEVEROLA; I certainly have more prepared for Your

Honor but --

THE COURT: Ird be -- I want to hear everythinq you

have to say.

MR. GEVEROLA: Thank you, Judge. I mentioned the

facts of this case. f'd like to address some of the facts that

we did consider and present them for Your Honorrs consideration.

First, regardíng the defendant, he was a high-Ievel

executive at his company.

Twor the defendant was involved in three separate

conspiracies, although the conspiracies were short-lived in

comparison with other conspiracies that the anLitrust division's

dealt with.

Three, the volume of commerce affected by the

bntøat ShenA Sezrurnlrlr at Ve-z g3-gA46 or shell4 
-srel¡¡mler@ìmúLttscourts, 

gou
to ptnrcInose a enrnpilete eopg oJ the Þullsøþf;
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conspiïaeies was in pur measure over one million but under ten

milLion which Ís not -- certainty not a small conspirqcy, but

it's certainly smafler than the, you know, hundred mitiion-,

billion-dollar conspiracies that the division also works on.

Four, as f mentioned, the defendant promptly notified

the government of his intent to accePt responsibilíty-

Five, the defendant had no prior criminal- offenses'

And, six, the government also considered the

importance of deterring similar conduct. As Your Honor mây be

famÍliar with, our office had a ca3e in Ind -- in the state of

Indiana just approximately five years ago involving príçe fixing

in the ready-rnix concrete market in Indiana, so h¡e do believe a

sentence is warranted to attempt to deter that conduct.

THE COURT: Oh, f totally agree with you. I think a

sentence is ¡'¡apanted to deter conduct. I may or may not agree

with you that a 19-month sentence is what it takes to achieve

that goal of deterrence. But I totally agree with you on that.

MR. GEVEROLA: Thank you, Judge, and therers --

THE COURT: But I'm not willing to defer to your

judqment on it-

MR. GEVEROLA: I understand,'Judge- In addition, the

government considered restitution for victims but decided not to

request restitution in this case

THE COURT: Because of the civil litigation that

inevitably follows

1|p¡n¡¡¿ct SIrcW Sennnler of. V2-233ß846 or s/nrefu 
-semt úer @íøm¡l,uscrunta -gav

to ptrtJ,ose a ærmltlete eÐIlU oJ tlæ trwlsæípt.
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MR. GEVEROLA: That's exactly right, Judge. And as I

mentioned, 3553 (a) also requires consideration of the need to

avoid unwanted sentence disparities among derendants with

similar records who have been found guilty'of similar conduct.

Consequently, we -- before agreeinq with Èhis plea

agreement, we consulted with attorneys in l{ashington¡ D.c., who

do have the role of monitoring cases specifically in ihe

antitrust realm all across the country to -- j-n an effort to

mininrize sentencing disparities. These discussions involved the

case facts and factors that I just mentioned-

And for the sake of comparison, if Your Honor's

interested, I'd like to provide for Your Honor the average

sentence lengths for defendants prosecuted by the antitrust

division in the last severàl years if Your Honor's interested

in --
THE COURT: t{ell, ftm not really ínterested unless

yQu,ve done some multiple regression analysis or chi-sguare

analysis tooking at aII of the 3553(a) factors. And you used

the phrase unwar¡ted disparity. Thatis not the law. ft's

unwarranted disparity. There's a huge dífference between

unwarranted disparíty and unwanted disparity-

MR. GEVEROLA: AbsolutelY, .Tudge-

THE COURT: So unless you can' you know' show me

through application of the 3553(a) factors, I'm really not

interested. Now, on the other hand --

Cotttøct SIrclfu Søanlø at 7t2-236.-g846 or shelly-semtnlØ@íûtd'.uscoutrts.gott
to prtæ)hose ø compùrlte copry of tlra trlolscrþt'
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MR. GEVEROLA: Judge' if I inaY.

THE COURT: Yeah.

MR. GEVEROLA: I misspoke. I intended to say

unwarranted.

THE COURT: úte1l, therers a hug'e difference between

unwanted and unwarranted.

MR. GEVEROLA: Absolutely. And I apoJ-ogize for

misspeaking.

THE COURT: You used it three times.

MR. GEVEROLA: It says unwarranted in my notes, and I

tried to säy unwarranted, and I apologize.

THE COURT: That's okaY.

MR. GEVEROLA: ft came out as'unwanted.

THE COURT: That's okay. I misspeak plenty-

TüeII, with all due'respect, you're not getting very

far in Èerms of talking me out of -- I appreciate you're trying,

and I'm wil-ling to hear everlrthing you have to say.

One of the thing's I would suggest would be that if ¡^¡e

have a triaL and if the defendant is found guilty and if there's

a sentencing or if the defendant pleads vrithout an l-1(c) (1) (C)

agreement and we have a sentencing, I'd certainly be willíng to

take testi-mony if you want to put somebody on about national

averaçJes. But then I'm going to have a whole -Iot of questions,

and unless I have the presentence reports for any of the qases

that go into that national average so 
.I 

can look at the 3553 (a)

Øntgr*.ShellV SqnnúeroLVz-zgB-3846orsþo,Ilg-sernnúø@íøtd'ttsæt¡f,:ts.{/oa
to pttrcl?ú/se o ørnplete eopry of tlæ frlølsøípL
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factors, I'm not going to find it very persuasive-

MR. GEVEROLA: I understand, Judge- And I haventt

prepared that today but --

THE COURT: No, no, I wouldn't expect you to-

MR. GEVEROLA: ff we get to that stage, I appreciate

that guidance.

I also reviewed facts' atthough I didn't review PSRs,

of the three most recent announced criminal antitrust cases by

the division, the first one being United States v- Nusbaum in

the District of Maryland where the defendant was sentenced

May -- in May of this year to one year and one day plus an

$AOO,0O0 fine for a single S-year bid rigging conspiracy

relating to Èax fien auctions. So that hras one case !ùe

considered.

And two additional cases we considereci which are

rel-aÈed cases, United States versus Ho in the Northern District

of California. The defendant was charged in April of this year,

and the department announced a plea agreement involving a

14-monÈh sentence with a 950' 000 fine for a single S-year

price-fixing conspiracy relatíng to the sales of LCD scleens.

one important factor for Your Honor's consideration is

that that plea agreement invofved a cooperatíon provision which

does not exist in this case, so I thought I should point that

out.

The next case is United States v. Yang, Y-a-n-g, in

Contøat Shellg Semtnler at Vz-2Ag8846 or shcllg-sermnløEímtd,.ttscou'.ts.gozt
to pnnehose a eomlil.ete copry oJ tlrc ttnnsæípt.
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the Northern District of Calífornia where the defendant was

sentencêd to -- in ApriJ of this year to 9 ¡nonths plus $25,000

criminal fine for 2 years of j-nvolwement in the same

price-fixing conspiracy relating to the sales of LCD screens.

That plea agreement also involved a cooperation provision.

I understand Your Honor's point about the public

interest and the right to a criminaL trial. But to kind of

elaborate on those last two cases a little bit, the Ho case and

the Yang case, T've personally reviewed the Yang plea agreement

r*hich is an L1(c) (1) (C) agreemenÈ. I haven't reviewed the Ho

plea agreement because it's not publicly filed, but I wouldnrt

be surprised íf that were an 11(c) (1) (C) agreement as well. And

the reason for that is both those individuals are foreign

resident defendants, and t14gically when the divísion is dealing

with foreign resident defendants, theyrre wifling to agree to

essentialllr greater predictability in sentencíng through an

11(c) (1) (C) kind of as a bargain for the defendant voluntariJ-y

submitting himself or herself to U.S. jurisdiction. Typically

defendants ask for that before they leave their home countries

and come to the U.S. and subject themselves to crimj-nal

penaltíes.

f belíeve that reasoning applies here as Hre1l in that

the defendant, you know, is voluntarily submitting¡ hímse1f early

on in the process and has requested greater predictabilíty in

exchange for that.

Contøæ, SheIIy Senanler at Vz-zgít-g S¿6 or sheW 
-sentmler @íøtd.usæurts.g ov

' tolnnrc,haseacornplæecopyotthetmnsæüpt,
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THE COURT: WelI --

MR. GEVEROLA: And lrm not asking Your Honor to agree

with it. Ilm just saying --

THE COURT: But, you know' if the United States

supreme court was concerned abouÈ greater predictability, they

would have decided United States versus Booker and United States

versus GalI the other waY.

MR. GEVEROLA: That's certainly a fair'point' 'Judge'

But Irm just --

THE COURT: Part of the independence of the federal

judiciary is the lack of Predictability.

MR- GE\IEROI,A: CertainlY.

THE COURT: r understand as a lawyer because I Ítas one

for t7 years, stiil am, that predictability is a valued

commodity in terms of being able to negotiate resolution of

cases. I certainly understand that. And because I'rn fairly

predictable, I'm urrwilling to accept your 11(c) (1) (C) agreement

based on what Itve heard so far

MR. GEVEROI,A: Okay, .Iudge. IÙeI1, T donrt have much

more to say, Judge, so --

THE COURT: !{e11, have at it- Yourre doinq a good

j ob.

MR. GEVEROI,A: Iiavj-ng mentioned those cases, I do want

to point out one significant difference for Your Honor's

consideration, is that those cases involved single-count

Cøntøct Slælly Senmtæ qt 772-2g8$846 ot shally -senmlcr@iørd.uscouts.gou
to Tnølchøse a ørnplete @Pg of the Ûansæipt'
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conspiracies as opposed to three-count conspiracies just in

fairness,

Those are essentially the reasons I was prepared to

present for Your Honor, and I'11 cede the floor to Mr. Goodwin

unl-ess Your Honor has questions for me-

THE COURT: tleLJ-, f have a question about a couple of

the factors you listed-

MR.' GEVEROI,A: Sure, Judge--

THE COURT: For example' you listed his kind of early

acceptance of responsibility. t{hy isn't that fully taken into

consideratíon in'your guideline calculations where he's getting

three points for acceptance of responsibility? He geÈs the

third point because he did it ear1y, saved the government tjme

and money and energy. And so what's so extraordínary about hís

acceptance that that's not already reflected in the guideline

calculation and needs to be reflected in the 3553 (a) factors?

MR. GEVEROLA: Certainly the three-Ievel reduction

reflects his acceptance of responsibility, Judge- I mentioned

it in Èhe 3553 (a) factors-because I bélieve his prompt

acceptance and very early communication that, you know, he was'

in fact, guilty, intended to plead guilty advanced the

investigatj-on not only with regard to thís defendant but v¡ith

regard to other cu]pablg indivíduals being investigated and, as

I mentioned earlier, although I know it may not be persuasive,

that it did save significant pub-lic resoulces given that he

Cotrrtørct SheIþ Sananler at Ztz-zgg-3846 or stæ1fu-semmløl@í4nrd'.uscourts.go?t
to pnl:chøse a ærnpilrlte @W of thr- Itørsæípt
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promptly notified the government of his intent.

THE COURT: lfell, let rne ask you this' If you were

truJ-y concerned about unwarranted sentencing disparity, s¡hy

would you try and bind me to an 11(c) (1) (C) agreenent before all

of the other defendants in either this case or related cases --

I don't know how you're charg'ing them, íf you're charging them

in the same case or not. ÍfouLdn't you want me to see the

offense conduct statements for all of the defendants and see the

presentence reports for all of the defendants so that I could

rnake an independent decision about whether I agree with your

assessment of unwarranted sentencing díSparity, because in my

view f would be more concerned about not havihg disparity in

these qroups of -- in this case or groups of cases that all --

you know, the thlee counÈs that thís defendant has pled guitty

to?

I'rn very concerned about in multí-defendant cases like

this you have to know a1I the information about all the

defendants in order td try and make sure that the ¡nost culpable

defendants receive the most appropriate sentence and that the

least culpable defendants receive the most appropriate sentence

and try and figure out the various degrees of cutpability which

ís.often a very daunting task because there are different

factors. You know, some defendants' part of what Lhey did makes

them more culpable, but part of what they did makes thern less

culpable. The 3553(a) factors can vary so widely when you have

Contarc| Sheflg Senanlø aI 7t2 -sg3-38+6 or shr;ng -senmúø @ímtd.ttsøtttß'g au

to ptnrchose ø conEùcte øpg of the Ú@ßØipt'
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two, three, four, or five defendants.

So f guess you're asking me to totally defer to your

judgment on relative culpability and disparity because you're

not even -- yourre trying to bind me to this plea agreement

before some of the other people I think have even pled guilty

.let alone had an offense conduct statement prepared or PSR

prepared. And I want you to try and see it frorn rny perspective

because Irm the one that actually Ìmposes the sentence-

How many defendants have you ever visited that you

prosecuted in federal prison?

MR. GEVEROLA: f visited defendants but in my prior

career as a crjrnin-al defense lawyer.

. THE COURT: Okay. Vlell, last year I visited 226

defendants in 10 fed,eral prisons that I personally sentenced.

so I take my sentencing obligation incredibly seriously. And

it, s very important to me because when I ¡ìtas s$forn in on August

26, 1-994, I didn't see you raisinçf your right hand- You know

what I mean? I'm the one that took the oath. No disrespect.

Irm the one that took the oath. Itrs my oblj.gation to make sure

in my mind that therers no unwarranted sentencing disparity,

3553 -- what is that? -- (6) or (7) factor. I take that very

seriously. And in order for me to perform that judicial

function, -f,need to trave all the information on aII the

defendants. Would you agree with that?

MR- GEVEROIA: I{e certainly will present information

Cotrrtøct SIætIg Senmúßr ut 7z2-283-3846 or shc[fu-senanlc¡@íand'.use-ourts.gøtt
to pørèhose a comçúøte ØPA oÍ the nulscript'
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on all the defendants, Judge, and we also seek t.o avoid

unwarranted dispariti-es between defèndants and plan and hope

that what we present to you in this and subsequent cases would

be consistent with that.

THE COURT: I understand that. But essentially -- and

you're not goi-ng to like my choice of language, but essentially

yourre asking me to abdicate rny independent judicial decision

making and judgment and defer 100 percent to your judgment about

what would be unwarranted sentencing disparity in order for me

to accept an l-1 (c) (1) (C) agreement before I've even seen the

PSRs and the offense conduct statement for the other defendants.

Isnrt that-what you're asking me to do?

MR. GEVEROLA: f certainly understand that it

restricts Your Honorrs discretion to a large degree but

THE COURT: Arenrt you asking me to totally abdicate

my independent judgrnent and accept your judgiment in líeu of

mÍne? Isn't that what an 1l-(c) (1) (C) agreement is?

MR- GEVEROLA: 9ilell, unless Your Honor were to agree

after reviewing the PSR that we did, in fact, Iook at the proper

factors given the facts in the PSR and the offense conduct

statement that, you know, our wiews are consistent with Your

Honor t s .

THE COURT: Right. And they could be- I'¡n absolutely

open to the possíbility that they could be totally congruent. I

doubt it, but I'm open to the possibilíty that it could be.

cl,ntø¿ctShelly Sernmlø atTtz-zggg846 or shelly-senunler@ímtd.ttscot'æts.gov
to pl.lchnse a conqflûe copry oJ the fiwtscrípÑ.
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And Irm also open to the possibility that despite your

lack'of experience that you and your office are specialists and

have far greater knowledge about plice-fixing cases around the

country than f would have. And I want that input because that's

input that I don't have the ability probably to know about. So

that's very important to me.

So I'm not trying to minimize your expertise- But Irm

just having a hard tirne figuring out why I would want to

abdicate my judicial respgnsibility which is how r wiew an

11(c) (1) (C) agreement.

- Now, a lot of times f agree wíth what the sentence is

going to be, sor you know, I'm not giving up anyEhing because

Itm just going along with it. And I also have a policy that I

try and accept 1l- (c) (1) (C) agreements even if itrs not the

senÈence that I would ultjmately give to tçy and encourage

lawyers to negotiate pJ-ea agreements. So Irve accepted many

11 (c) (1) (C) agreements thaÈ differed fairÌy substantially from

the actual sentence that I ¡¡ould impose- But almost always

they're in drug cases where a defendant is maybe lookíngr at a

mandatory life sentence because of the applícation of a Title 18

section 851 enhancement. Do you even know r¿hat that is? Do you

know what an 851 enhancement is?

, MR. GEVEROLA: I don't handle drug cases, Judge' so

f'm not famíliar with that.

THE COURT: Okay. Thatrs a prior drug offense that

Corúøef. Sfne[tV funulnler at V2-2itil-3846 or slælfiy-senanlr.r@íøtd.ttsættrts.gov
to pwóhase a cornpùete copry of the tnansø"üpt
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doubles their mandatory urinimum. So if you have two priors, you

can go all the hray up to a mandatory life sentence, and f see a

significant number of those. And sometimes when somebody's

Iooking at mandatory life, I have no discretion to qive anything

other than mandatory life, the parties enter into an 11(c) (1) (C)

agreement. Sometimes it's 360 monthsr-sometimes 240 months.

I had one t!{o weeks ago that was 84 months, and I went

along with it because I looked at the 3553(a) factors, and, you

know, I vrou1dnrt have gone that low, but it wasnrt totally out

of reason, and the defendanL was gettíng a huge breaki and f

think the guidelines are too harsh, and I'm opposed to mandatory

minimums, so there are aII kinds of reasons why I would want to

accept an 11(c) (1) (C) aqreement in that context.

I donrt know of a single feason why Ird want to accept

an 11(c) (1) (C) agreement in a white-collar price-fixing case- I

just can't think of a single reason why I'd want to do it.

MR. GEVEROLA: I understand, Judge, but for what it's

worth, there were substantial negotiations between the parties

here and Mr. Goodwin whofs counsel for Mr. VandeBrake. There

were several months worth of back and forth to reach the plea

agreement that we presented to you.

THE COURT: Vtlelf , let me ask you this because at least

tentatively I don't even agree with your guideline calculations-

So why would you açlree to a 381.1(b) role enhancement rather

than a 381-.1-(a) rol-e enhancernent?

Øntarct Shelþ Senrøinlæ qt V2-2 3 3t-3846 or shelfu 
-semntler@ímtdatser.tlø"lts.gauto pu't,høse u cornlúete copg of tIæ ùoatsæipt.
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MR. GEVEROLA: You mean manaçfer or supervisor before

leader or organizer, Judge?

THE COURT: Yes. You donrt think the offense cond'uct

statement supports the four-level enhancement?

l4R- GEVEROLA: I certainly think it could be argued

either as a three-Ievel or as a four-Ieve1. The reason we

agreed to the'three-level is because the defendant, you know,

although he was involved in three was essèntiaJ-Iy in agreement

at armrs length with other high-lewel corporate executives

includiñg presíd.ents of their own companies. So ne believed it

moïe appropriate that he üras a manager or supervisor rather than

the leader only because --

THE COURT: He was the instigator based on your

offense conduct statement that I read. None of this would have

happened without him.

MR- GEVEROI,A: That statement I certainìy would agree

with, Judge, is that --

THE COURT: I¡Iithout his conduet, you wouldn't be here

today. You'd be in Cleveland or Akron or somewhere eise- I'd

be here, but you wouldn't bè here. Mr. Goodwin wouldn't be

here.

MR. GEVEROLA: The relevant thing to point out T

think, jud.ge, is that these were two comPany conspiracies that

essentialty -- white he was involved in three, each conspiracy

itself is kind of --

Øtúarct Shelly *mmlø dt Vz-zgg-3546 ot shellg 
-senanlæ@íøúl'usærn,:ts 

-gøtt
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THE COURT: A seParâte-

MR. GEVEROLA: -- a separate, one on one, almost --

THE COURT: But he ínstigated each one.

MR. GEVEROLA: -- equal-level conspíracies.

THE COURT: But he instigated each one according to

your offense conduct stêtement.

So here's the thing. It may even be fairJ-y debatable

whether itrs three or four points. You probably have some

realty good argr:rnents. And if we wind up having a contested

sentencing, r may find that it's three or two or four- But

based on yaur offense conduct staternent which r think would

support a four-Ievel increase, I'm not sure you properly scored

the guidelines. Irm open to the possibilíty that they're

properly scored, and usually the difference between a -- in the

role whether it's an aggravating role or mitigating role, those

are very tough judgrment calls. You can't say somebodyrs wrong

because they give three levels off rather than four levels off.

It's just a -- you know, it's cutting a hair so fine that

they're seldom to me right or srrong. There are good arguments

on both sides. But I think I could make a pretty powerful case

that this is a four-level increase. But I realize that's all

part of your negotiations-

MR. GEVBROLA: That's correct, Judge.

TIIE COURT: Mr. Goodwin?

l{R. GOODWIN: Thank you, ,fudge. First of aII' I want

C;ontøct Shelfu Sernrnler at V2-2!t:t3546 or shclly-setw¡úer@ímúLus@urts.gou
to prnrc,hose ø e'ønqilete eoÞA oJ thc transcrípt-
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to say I have nothing but respect for this court, and I profess

I don't have the --

THE COURT: Yeah, whenever you start with that, You

can cut it out because youtre jus! starting to -- vrhy don't you

just tell me why you dj-sagree.

MR. GOODWINT I dísagree, Judge, beeause number'one,

my job is to do the best job I can for my client, and I felt

that frorn the onset if I coufd work out an understanding with

the g.overnrnent that somethíng that the two of us could agree

upon, it wouLd be in the best interests of my client-

And one of the problems we had in this case is my

client has -- and this is all -- this aII goes to the 3553 (a)

situations. But my client has three children, and one of the

problems rrras that we wanted to try to let the kids know what

their father would be looking at because they knew about what

was going on because he told them about it. And we wanted the

kids to know that there might be light at the end of the tunnel'

and thatrs one reason why we entered ínto this agreement.

I also told my cl-ienÈ at the time we entered into this

agreement that thís is totally discretionary with the Court and

that the Court could look at thís and say, "frm not going to

agree to it." And so he understands that this is totall-y within

your discretion. But I felt through the negotiations that we

did, it was fair Ëo both sides because ÍIe gave up some things,

the government gave up some things, and we coul-d put some

Cotttøct SIneItU Semmler et V2-23g-3846 or shelÍy-sennnlør@íandtscoua-ts.gou
to pnrø':chørse a conqilete coltg oÍ tltc ttvrrr;rípt.
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finality on it and he could get his sentencing done, do his ti:ne

and get back to his kids and his wife. And that's probably the

biggest reason why I did this.

f al-so felt --

THE COURT: WeIl, thatrs really -- you know, all due

respect, thaLts not a major concern of mine. My role is to not

get him back to his kids as fast as possible.

MR. GOODWIN: r understand that.

THE COURT: That is a factor that f can consider under

the history and characteristics of the defendant. But I'l-I teII

you right now i-t does not tug at my heartstrings. If he wanted

to be with his kids, he wouldn't have engaged in three

conspiracíes to fix príces.

MR. GOODI¡IIN: Thatrs true.

THE COURT: So, you know, while I certainly can give

that some weight -- and f realize that that Í¡as your goal . 'But

your goal is very different than rny goal. My goal is to give

jusL punishment. Your goal is to ninirníze the punishment as

mueh as you can. So we have totally opposite goals. I respect

your goal . That's what good defense la'rdyers do and you're as --

you're an excellent defense lawyer, but that's not a goal of

mine- So T'm not going to accept a plea agreement because

yourve,been able to negotiate the best deal you can for your

client. That's not my goal. My goal ís to give a just

sentence.
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MR. GOODlrlfN: And I realize thatrs your goal. But f

guess in doing this, f don't knonr whaÈ more I can say than what

Mr. Geverol-a says. This was an ongoing eight-month

negotiations. I feel that by my client pleading early it made

it much easier on the government on the other cases that have

entered into pleas because if the Court would look, the other

cases have come after my client's case because he's the one that

took the initiative to enter a plea of guil-ty in this case. And.

I think thatrs -- there's sorne weight. The government has to

say there's some weight in that.

THE COURT: Absofutely. I totally agree with you,

Mr. Goodwin. That's somethj-ng that f would give substantial

weight to.

MR. GOODIiIIN: And I have to say to this Court a.lso I

felt that by -- I explained to rny clíent that I donrt know what

the judgers sentence would be in this case, and maybe the

judgers sentence would be substantially more than what we were

able to work out in this case. But f also told him there could

be an issue that the sentence could be less. Now, maybe it

woúIdnrt be, but there is an issue it coul-d be less.

THE COURT: Absofutely.

MR- GOODV{fN: And I said to him do you r¡ant to -- by

entering: Ínto thj-s negotiation, assumi¡g the judge is willing to

accept ít, you are also understanQing that you're giving uP any

opportunity to ask this Court for a lesser sentence than what

ConføctSfneftU Sø,nlonlæ øt V2-2!l!l-3846 on shell4-setmnler@íøtd.ilscr,tt?ts.gou
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youfre getting, and my ctient said' "I'm willing to do that.

lrm okay with that."

So that is how this all came about. And we lrsrew that

there would be this day where wetd be coming before you and that

you could very easily reject this plea- But that's what this

was aII about- And based upon what I see -- what r'm reading

and seeing that's happening, I feel that my client is willing to

take the sentence hers got and it's up to the Court to see if

he'I-] agree to it. But I do feel that under the circumstances

what ¡¡e did was -- I bel-ieve it i.¡as in the best interests of my

client, and thaÈrs why I did it.

THE COURT: No, I donrt disagree with that.

MR. GOODWIN: So I --

THE COURT: ff the test were should f accept the

11(c) (1) (C) agreement because ít's in your client's best

interest --

MR. GOODWIN: No.

THE COURT: -- I'd accept it in a heartbeat, but

that's not the test.

MR. GOODIIIN: I know that.

THE COURT: Yeah.

MR- GOODWIN: f know that.

THE COURT: And I'm not criticizing you in any way.

You negotiated an excellent agreement. That's your job, and you

did it extremeJ-y well as you always d.o when you appear in this
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court. But that's not the test either-

And herers basically the bottom line. I see it as a

separation of powers issue, and I'm unwí1lÍng in this case to

cede my discretion to the executive branch of governrnent. Irm

unruilling to do it. Ãnd I'm even more unwilling to do it than I

was when I watked in here because-I haven't heard anything -- I

mean, you had an uphill struggle. And' Mr- Gèverola, yourre an

excellent lawyer, so lrm not criticízi-ng you at all- Irm just

saying f haven't heard anything, nada, zlJcl:., nothing' that

would cause me to want to accept the 11 (c) (1) (C) agreement.

And, you know, I'we rejected 11(c) (1-) (C) agreements

and sentenced Iower, and I've rejected them and sentenced

higher. I think my record is that 90 percent of the time I go

lower than what the government recommends in sentencings. But

10 percent of the time t go higher, someti:nes substantíally

h5.gher, and many, many times substantially Jower.

But, you know, we got discretion when the Supreme

Court decided United States versus Booker and Uníted States

versus Gall, and I bras more willing prior to those cases to

accept 11(c) (1) (C) agreements. But as a matter of kind of

judicial philosophy, what the Supreme Court gave us I'ni not

willing to let the executíve branch take a$ray. ftrs pretty mueh

that simple. Itm just not willíng to give up my díscretion.

Parties donrt like rny sentence, appeal it to the Court

of Appeals. That's fine. I never have a problem. I donrt even

&¡nto¿úshellg Semtnler atVz-zgg-g846orshellg-senanùør@íøtd-trscouÉs.úlou
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check. I've r¡eve1 once looked to see if somebody's appealed one

of my rulings. And every Monday morning between 9 and 10 a.m. I

get an e-mail from the circuit J-isting aII my cases on appeal

and the status. First time I qot it, I opened it up to see what

it was- Ever since then for almost a decade now I hit the

delete key. I never even Look because I don't care- It's not

in my control. You don't like the senLence, appeal it.

So here's the deal. You know, in my order I índicated

r¡erd have a hearing so that I' could comply with 11(c) (5).

Anybody have any problem if we use the hearing' today to do that?

It would seem silly to have another hearing in my view, but you

want to have another hearing for me to formally reject it, we

can. But there are certain reguirements in l-1 (c) (5) that I want

to fulfill. You have any problem with proceeding today with

that?

MR- enVgnOLA: We have no objection with thaÈ, Your

Honor.

MR. GOODWIN: No objection' Your Honor'

THE COURT; Okay.

MR. GEVEROLA: 
-Before Lte proceed' Your Honor --

. THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GEVEROLA: -- may I confer with Mr- Goodwin for a

moment?

THE COURT: Sure. You know, theie's one other --

there's actually a couple ways !¡e can do thís. -And then I'l-1

Contor*. Shelly *rtmùer øt V2-238-3846 or slæIlg-semtnler@'imtd-rtæotla.ts-gou
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give you atl the time you need to confer. Irve actually got

another 1l- (1) (c) agreement where I did it that I just entered an

order I think yesterday or maybe Monday because Ttm kind of

experimenting with -- and let rne talk to you about thet -- with

dífferent ways to do it-

There are some advantages, it seems to me, when you

have an 11(c) (1) (C) agreement, although I've neveT actual-Iy done

it this I'¡ay or maybe I have but not very often, about actually

going' through the entire sentencing including the allocution,

the recommendations from the lawyers, I mean go right up to

where you're going to pronounce sentence and then decide wbether

or not ilm going to accept the plea because I have a Iot more

inf,ôrmation at that poínt -- I really have aII the information I

would ever have -- and then at that point say, look, I'm going

to accept the plea and r'l-1 sentence you to the 19 months and

hundred thousand dol-lar fine or, you know, Irwe heard all the

evidencei I'm just unwitling to accepÈ the plea'

The advantage is I have a much more informed judgment

about whether to accepË the pÌea or not because I've heard

everything r couJ-d possibly hear. The disadvantage is it's a

huge waste of time if the defendant Èhen exercises their right

to withdraw the plea and we have a trial. I don't mind doing it

that way- I. donrt know which way is better reaIly or just kind

of rejecting it earlY on-

So ône option is that we could go through the
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sentencing and f'd make up my mind after I've heard all of the

evidence. And I would normally suggest that. But I'11 just be

candid wíth you. It's fairly unlikely that I'm going to

accept -- that I'm going to give this sentence- ftrs -- I have

had the advantage of reading the offense conducL stateme4t.

I've had the advantage of a Iengthy discussion with probation

about the parties' guideline calculations, a lengthy diséussion

with probation about my own view of this pârticular guideline,

particularly as it relates analytically to the fraud g-uidelines.

And given all that, it's -- you know, it's fairly unlikely f

would adopt the parties' position. It's possible but - .

MR. GEVEROLA: lrle appreciate that.

THE COURT: But I'd say it's -- you know, it's

probabÌy not a good idea to give odds, but there's probably less

than a 10 percent chance that I would accept the plea' although'

on the other hand, you know, I really do work hard to accept

âgreements that I woufdn'Ë personally follow. So I have to have

a very, very strong belief that the sentence should be

substantially different than what the parties propose-

Otherwiser |ou know, Irm not going to say, oh, yeah, I want to

give a çL25r000 fine, so I'm going to reject the plea ag'reement

or a $200,000 fíne. You know, 1001000 is certaínly within a

rançJe. So it wou1d. have to be something: that,I really had a

subst.antial dísagreement with in terms of my own sentencing

philosophy.
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And' Mr. Geverola, you don't understand that, you

knoÏt, f worked exceedj-ngly hard for a decade fighting for

'judicial discretion, and now that r have it, you know, rrd

probably give up anything else except my firstborn, but I'm

just -- I'm just very reluctant to abdicate my res -- I see it

as my responsibility and my responsibility alone with the input

from the parties which I take very seriously. So that's kind of

where Irm at.

So you want to take some time to confer?

MR. GEVEROLA: Yes, Judge

THE COURT: Would you like a recess? Do you v¡ant me

to leave the bench and then come back in 10 or 15 minutes', or

you want to jusÈ have a quick conference? Or how would you like

to proceed?

MR. GEVEROLA: I think a :recess would be preferable'

but before hre even break --

THE COURT: Sure.

MR. GEVEROLA: -- Your Honor mentioned there were kind

of two ways to move forward. one was to go all the way through

sentencing. Could Your Honor elaborate a liÈtle bit as to the

other option?

THE COURT: Right. I woul-d take about 20 seconds

today to go through the requirements of 11(c) (5) and formally

reject the plea.

MR. GEVEROLA: Thanks' Your Honor.
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THE COURT: Thank you. hlhy donrt you just let my law

clerk Nick know when yourre ready, and he'lI come get me-

MR. GEVEROLA: Yes, Your Honor-

THE COURT: Okay? Thank You.

(Recess at 8:48 a.m. )

THE COURT: Thank you. Please be 'seated.

What'd you all decide?

' MR. GOODVüIN: May it please the Court.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GOODITIIN: Your Honor, what we've decided to do is

that we would fike to stay with the same plea agreement, but we

vrould l-i.ke to have that plea agreement be pursuant.to

11(c)(1)(B), and if the Court would approve that, we would file

that plea agreement with the CourL today.

THE COURT: So does that mean that these would then be

récommendations?

MR. GEVEROLA: That's correct.

THE COURT: Nonbinding recommendations of the parties?

MR. GEVEROLA: That's correct, ,Judge- And pursuant to

thqt agreement, Judge, the defendant r'rould then nôt withdraw his

guilty plea at this proceeding.

THE COURT; Vrlell, Iet me .èk yoo this before I¡ùe go any

-farther. Must have been another çIea agreement I was looking

at. There's no appeal waiver in this plea agreement, is there?

Or is there?
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MR. GEVEROIJI: There is, .fudge, as with the previous

plea ag'reement. There is an appeal waiver with this one.

THE COURT: !{here is that in the plea agreement?

MR. GEVEROIÀ: ParagraPh 2.

THE COURT: Oh, it's riqht uP front.

MR. GEVEROLA: Yeah, first sentence.

THE COURT: Oh, there it is- Usually in our district

they're at the very end, and that's where f u¡as looking so .

Let me ask you this. WeII, I can't get involved in

plea negotiations, so I nant to be very careful about even

asking the parties to do anything. But, you know, f donrt have

a problem with an appeal waíver in an 11 (c) (1) (C) agreement, but

I thj-nk itrs -- and Irm not saying itrs Íntended to be heavy

handed, but my own view is -- for whatever it's worth, is that

aII parties ought to have a right to appeal every single

judgrnent I make. And I feel much more comfortable when the

defendant has a ríght to appeal a sentence.

And I'm just wondering if -- because Ít makes total

sense in an 11(c) (1) (C) agreement, I'rt wonderinq if the parties

lrlaxt an opportunity'to renegotiaie that issue because itfs no

longer an L1 (c) (1) (C) agreement.

And I'm not suggesting that you should have an appeal

waiver or not have an appeal Íraiver. But I'm suggesting that

nnybe you havenrt thought about that j-n light of the change of

circumstances today, and I just want to make sure I give the

Øntacf. Shelly $p;nûúæ at z¿2-233-3846 or shc[Iy 
-se|fnrIfi¡ler 
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parties an opportunity to díscuss and negotiate that before I

were to accept the plea ag'reement. So would you like anoÈher

recess?

MR. GOODIVIN: Your Honor, I don't think -- I think we

can say this on the record- As I read this 11(B)' it's my

undérstanding that as long as the Court's sentence ís consistent

with what uras reconmended he would not have a right to appeal .

Maybe -- I understand that the Courtts -- that the sentence can

be different. So it would be my thoughts -- I think we

should -- f think Mr. Geverola and I should discuss that' but I

hate to keep taking up the Courtrs ti¡ne

THE COURT: No, this is too important- Doir't worjfy

about that.

MR; GEVEROLA: Judge, if we may just take a moment

without taking a recess.

THE COURT: f havenrt read this that carefully- Does

it actually say, Mr. Goodwin, that there's only a plea waiver if

I sentence pursuant to the partiest recom4rendatíon. that itrs

only waived if I sentence pursuant to your agreement?

MR. GOODWIN: It's only waived if you -- that's how I

read it, so if I'm not reading that -- íf that's not how I'm to

read that, then f'd like to renegotiate that. I'd like to at

leäst tâIk to the U.S. -- the Justl-ce Department about that'

Your Honor.

MR. GEVEROLA: Judge, I think the appellate waiver may

Øntaict Shelty Semtnler st 742-ø;39.ß846 or slælþ -senvúer@ìætd.atwtrts.gov
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be broader than that- I donrt think ít's qualified ín terms of

direct appeal. But I think Mr. Goodwin ís correct in terms of

collateral attacks, that under the plea agleement he waives the

right to collateral attack if the sentence is consistent with

the recommended sentence.

THE coURT: IrIeIl, let me ask you this. ItIouId you have

any objection to takinql another recess and discussing'this so at

least the parties are clear?

MR. GEVEROLA: Not at al-l, Judge.

THE COURT: Okay. !'Ihy donrt you just let me know when

yourre ready.

MR. GEVEROIA: Thank You.

THE COURT: OkaY? Thank You-

(Recess at 9:09 a-m.)

TIIE COURT: Thank you, Nick. Please be seated'

Okay. I¡Ihere are vre?

MR. GEVEROLA: Thanks for your patíence, Judge' lÙe

hawe before uS and before you a ner¡ plea agreement which is

pursuant to Rule lL(c) (L) (B), and the only differences bethteen

this plea agreement and the prior one are, of course, of the

changing RuIe 11(c) (1) (c) to Rule 1-1(c) (1) (B) -

fn addition, a change was made to paragraph 2 in the

first sentence where the waiver of rights only ranges from 1(b)

to L (g) so that the right to appeal the imposition of sentence

is not waived.
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The only additional difference between this and the

prior plea agreement is in paragraph 10 which makes cl-ear that

the Court has the dÍscretion to accept oÌ reject the recommended

sentence and the defendant has no right to withdraw his plea of

guilty after the Court decides the sentence.

THE COURT: .And I notice you do not have new

signatures or nelù dates on it. So donrt you think ittd be a

good idea to put today's date on it and have everybody just

re-sign it, or do you think it's sufficient that we just make a

record that those are the chanqes in the plea agreement and as

lori'g as everybody orally agrees to those changes on the reco¡d

there's no need. to have todayrs date and the additional

signatures? I don't take a position one r¡ay or the other-

MR. GEVEROLA: Well, I certainly feel that making a

record on that is sufficient, ,fudge. I donrt believe there's

any harrn in us initialinq the change to paragraph 2 with todayrs

date, and. I can do that to the version that we fite with the

Court after this hearing.

THE COURT: Okay' Mr. Goodwin, have you had an

opportunity to discuss with Mr. VandeBrake the changes in the

pl-ea agreement and the sigmificairce of those changes?

MR. GOODWIN: I have' Judge.

. ,THE COURT: And do you agree with the changes as

outlined by the prosecutor?

MR. GOODI¡IIN: We do agree with the changes that are

cl,ntø(f. Shetlg S('núnlæ ct Vz-2gg-g846 or shelþ 
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ouÈIined.

THE COURT: Okay. And I need then -- let's see- This

is an 11(c.) (1) (B) agreement. So under (3) (b), yeah, the only

thing f need to do, Mr. VandeBrake, is to advise you that if I

do not follow the recommendations in thj-s pl-ea agreement at the

time of your sentencing, that does not give you the right to

v¡ithdraw your guilty pl-ea. Do you understand that?

. THE DEFENDANT: Yes' Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. fs there anything else we need to

take up?

MR- GEVEROLA: I'd'on't believ€ sa¿ .Tudge, unless you

think we need to formally go through the 11 -- f don't recall-

the exact subpart but put on the record the defendant is not

withdrawing his plea of guilty pursuant to the new plea

âgreement and whether you want to formally reject on the record

the prior one.

THE COURT: Oh, yeah- That's probably -- "" probably

should make a record on that. Thank you. That's an excellent

poínt.

I just vrant to make sure that everybody understands

that pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11 -- I'm

going to get these subsections tìtrong -- 1l- (c) (5) I have rejected

the 11(c) (1) (C) agreement.. .Irve'inforñed the parties that lrve

rejected their plea agreement.

And' Mr. vandeBrake, because I rejected the
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11 (c) (1) (C) agreement, You ¡Iould have the right to totally

r¡ithdraw your plea, and you would return to a plea of not

guilty, and then we would set a trial date. And then one of two

things could happen. You could either negotiate a new plea

agreement, or hre'd have a trial to determine whether the

çfoveïnment could prove you guitty beyond a reasonable doubt. Do

you understand that?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your llonor.

THE COURT: Ãnd you've apparently decj-ded that'you

want to enter into this new plea agreement under 11 (c) (1) (B)

that essentially takes the old plea agreement which, had I

agreed to it, would have been binding, and now itrs simply

recommendations by both sides to me, but Irm not bound by those

recommendations. Do you understand that?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: And so that's how you've decided you

wanted to proceed, by going ahead and pleading guilty but

turning the sentencing reconmendations -- instead of being

binding, they're norv just recommendations. Do you understand

that?

THE DEFENDAI.IT: Yes' sir-

THE COURT: And do you understand once again -- Irm

repeating mysel-f, but I just want to make sure -- thaÈ if I

don't follow thoSe recontmendations then you don't have any right

to withdra$¡ your plea? Do you understand that?

Contnct SItcIIg Semmler st 7tz-zgg-9846 or shellg-sennnle¡@ímúLuscorrts.gott
to plørrcllø.se ø conqilcte coPY oJ tlæ trortscrûpt-
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THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor'

THE COURT: f think you do have. a right -- as I

quickly read the new plea agreementr Yoü would þave a right --

if I d.on't follow the sentencing recommendations, you'd have a

rig:ht to appeal the senÈence I've imposed- Is that -- is ny

understanding correct?

MR. GEVEROIA; Thatts correct, Judge. He -- we have

removed the general waiver of the appealing the sentence. l

just want to make sure werre clear on that point with regard to

the second sentence of paragraph 2 that the waiver of any right

to appeal continues to apply in the event the court decides a

sentence consistent with the recommended sentence by the

parties. So in other words, the defendant only has the light to

appeal the, sentence if it is not consistent wj-th the recommended

sentence in the plea agreement-

THECOURT:Soiflgavethedefendantl-9monthsbut

imposed a fine of $100,000.01, woul-d he have the right to appeal

or not appeal? Is that consistent with the reconunended sentence

or inconsistent with it?

MR. GEVEROLA: It's certainly not exactly consistent

with it, Your llonor. whether the change is material, I'rn not so

sure, but I donrt even know if materiality is something to be

considered with that.

THE COURT: WeJ-I, *n"a ,rl1 try and do is craft a

sentence that either completely adopts the parties'

Contact si/nellg Semtnler at V*2gB-gM6 o¡ shelfu 
-se¡¡u/nlæ@ìmtd.ttscot 

æts.g ou

to ¡rurchøse a canqilete copg oJ t/áre tTuwøíptt.
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recommendation oI is so sufficiently different that we wonrt

face the issue of whether, one cent would be rnaterial and whether

rnateriality as you point out $¡ould be a factor. How's that?

MR. GEVEROLA: Thanks, Your Honor-

THE COURT: Okay- fs there anything else we need to

do this morning?

MR. GOOD!ÙIN: No, Your Honor.

THE COURT: okay. Could I ask yQu wtren you schedule

the sentencing with my Secretaly Jenniferr'I do want to try and

do all the sentencings that are related in the same week so ltll

be able to see alt of the presentence reports' you kñow, the

week before, have an op -- I atways read each prçsentence report

at least twice, but I want Lo read them all, and I-'11 probably

make a flow chart looking at what the recommended sentences are

going to be and -- because, you know, I really do take seriously

ny obligation to avoid un$rarranted sentencíng disparity.

Sometírnes sentencing disparity is wanted. That's why I kind of

picked on you when you used the phrase unhtanted because

sometimes you want sentencing disparíty because itrs not

unt'ùarranted.

MR- GEVEROI,A: Sure, Judge. One --

THE COURT: At least in mY view so - -

- l4R. GEVEROLA: One quick question' Judge .

TI{E COURT: Yes.

MR- GEVEROLA: In terms of attempting to schedule

ConfaetflIrclþ Sennnle¡ ütV2-2gß-g846 or slælly-setmnleP|@íøtd.rtscot,filts.gov
to ptnchase ø complete copy of thie trúlrlØíPt.
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these close together, how would you like us to treat parties

with cooperation agreements in which case sentencingrs tlpically

deferred until closer to the end of the invest-í-gation velrsus

parties who do not have cooperation agreements in which case

there's really no reason to defer the sentencing?

THE COURT: Let me ask you this- If we use that

characterization, how tonq do you think people who are

cooperating'-- trow long will it be before they're ready to

sentence just in general terms? f donrt want to get into --

invade the province of your investigation, but would you think

it,d be a substantial difference in t.iming for those folks

versus somebody like Steven VandeBrake?

MR. GEVEROIÄ: As Your Honor recognized¡ it's

difficult to predict, and herets the primary reason why. In the

event that parties do not go to trial, we likely will be able to

sentencê significantly sooner. If there are parties who intend

to go to trial, Lhat would certainly delay the proceedings by --

I'm not farailiar wíth the Court's docket, but given other cases,

at least a year if not more. So it hinges on that decision, and

because I play no role in that decision, itrs tough for me to

quess.

THE COURT: I{eII, after readíng the offense conduct

statement, I doubt if anybody's going to trial would be my

çfuess, but you never know- it's the most precious right we

have, so God bless them if they do exercise their SÍxth

Contae.t9hellg senttnlen at V2-zg7-g846 or slælly-set¡unLer@íæú'ttscoutts.gou
to pøcl?4se ø. cotnplete æPV of the n{ltæc,ript.
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1 Amendment right, but I kind of doubt it in this case-

2 [r/e11, ¡¡hen do you think you'll be in a posítion to

3 know whols plead-ing, whors qoing to trial?

4 l4R. GEVERoT,A: My best estimate, Your Honor, is by

5 this fall we'11 probably know whether parties will be going.to

6 trial.
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MR- GOODWfN: MaY it Please the Court?

' THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GOODÛ{IN: I think truthfully that it would -- I

don't have a problem with the Court sentencing -- Iooking at all

the sentencing recommendatíons at the same time, and I

appreciate the court's willingness to do that. I also realize

that we don,t -- Mr. vandeBrake does not necessarily want to

wait a year to be sentenced-

THE COURT: Rig'ht, because it's hard to have this

hanging over his head.

MR. GOODWIN: So I guess if the Court -- if it would

be agreeable to the Court, couldn't the Justice Department give

you a status report like within maybe a month from now? Maybe

that -- then if that -- just.so --

THE COURT: Mr. Goodwin, that's a good idea- $fhy

don't you just -- you can even just call my secretary and just

kind of updatè her on where werre at, so hle ¡¡onrt -- we'l| start

the presentence report -- I thínk they've already -- Shane Moore

is here. You'we already Staited it. But, you know, ultimately

Contact SheIIA Sewtúer st V2-23it-g 8¿6 or slællV 
-semmls@ímtif 

.rlscorurts -g @tt
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1 we may group them into cooperators and noncooperators and do the

2 sentencing. But if there's any possibilitsy that we couLd do it

3 aII in the same week, f would kínd of prefer that. And it's

4 probably to your advantage or disadvantage depending uporr

5 whether you like to try cases or not, but there will probably be

6 more trials if I go ahead, and sentence him. So you night want

7 to wait.

MR. GEVEROLA: Thatrs fine, Judge- I donrt mind the

added experience.

THE COURT: OkaY. ÄnYthing else?

MR. GEVEROLA: No, iludge. So just so I'm clear, in

about 30 days or so, we should update the Court with regard to

the status of other partj-es?

THE COURT: Yes, and you can just do that kind of

informall-y by calling my secretary Jennifer, and then she'11

fill me in. Of course, let Mr. Goodwin know.

MR. GEVEROLA: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Okay?

MR. GEVEROLA: Thank you.

THE COURT: Great. I¡teII' it's been an interesting

morning. Thêrk you so much for corning, and I look fo¡ward to

these cases. I kínd of hope some of them go to trial. I think

it'd, be interesting, but we will see.

Anything e1se, Mr. Goodwin?

MR. GOODWIN: No' Your Honor.

Øntcrl SheW Sermlsr at V2-2gg..9¡846 or shctfu 
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THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. !{erll be in recess.

MR. GEVEROLA: Thank you, .Tudge.

(The foregoing hearing was

concluded at 9:48 a.m.)

CERTTFICATE

f certify that the foregoíng is a correct transcript

from the record of proceedings in the above-entitled matter.

S/SheIly Semrnler 5-28-10
Shelly Semmler, RMR, CRR Date

Corttøct Srtelly Senvnlør st V2-2gtit-9846 or sheÏIg-sennnlc¡@íøtd'.ttsent,r.-ts.gou
to pnr.hase ø cotnTflete copy oJ t/nle trûsørfura-
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IN THE UNIIED STATF,S DISTRICT COURT
FOR TIIE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IO\ryA

WESTERN DIYISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STEVEN KEITH VANDEBRAKE,

Defendant.

TJNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

KENT ROBERT STEWART,

Defendant.

No. CR10-4025-MWB

MEMORANDIJM OPINION AND
ORDER REGARDING SENTENCING

cR1G4028-MWB

MEMORAI\DUM OPIMON AI\D
ORDER REGARDING SENTENCING
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Writer Pearl S. Buck cogently observed in her novel The Good Earth, "Hunger

makes a thief of any man. ' Defendants Steven Keith VandeBrake and Kent Robert Stewart

came before the court for sentencing on February 8,2OIl, for violations of the Sherman

Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1. Neither defendant, however, suffered from hunger, at least as Pearl

Buck knew it, but from insatiable greed, which is all the more shocking because both were

already wealthy, multi-millionaire businessmen. Si¡ Francis Bacon wrote, "Opporunity

makes a thief.' tüVhile Stewart's greed was at least tempered a modicum by Stewart's

LO7

to7
108
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misguided motivation to ensure the jobs and livelihood of his employees, VandeBrake's

appalling greed knew no such bounds and was fueled by the unique ease and opportunity

that his industry, corrcrete sales, gave him in establishing a concrete cartel in northwest

Iowa.l Thedefendants, althoughdressedintheattireof hardworkingbusinessmen, were

nothing more than common thieves, and serial ones at that. Like a neighborhood thief,

they stole from friends, acquaintances, businesses and local governments.2 The defendants

tools of their trade were not dark clothing worn in midnight burglaries facilitated by pry

bars and screlv drivers. Instead, in ordinary business attire and in the glare of broad

daylight, they used the ordinary communication tools of modern commeroe and business,

cell phones, Blackberries, and e-mail to rob their victims. Unlike the neighborhood thief

who values high end TV's, computers, jewelry, and furs, the defendants specialized in cold

hard cash. Unlike the neighborhood thief whose victims immediately recoiled in shock at

the loss of their property, the defendants stole from their victirns without them ever

1Mor. 
than 230 years ago, the noted Scottish pioneering political economist, Adsm

Smith observed:

People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for
merriment end diversion, but the conversation ends in a
conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise
prices. It is impossible indeed to prevent such meetings, by
any law which either could be executed, or would be consistent
with liberty and justice.

Ao¡lvt SMrrH, Tnn Wnerrn oF NATroNs, (1776).

2As 
will be discussed in greater detail in this opinion, VandeBrake's greed went so

far as to double-cross one of his co-conspirators, Siouxland Concrete Co. ("Siouxland').
VandeBrake underbid a project that VandeBrake and Siouxland had previously agreed
would be awarded to Siouxland.

4
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knowing it. Their actions, clever and cunning, but taken with full lmowledge and intent

to violate this Nation's criminal antitrust la*s.3

The court recognizes that the parties are heavily invested in the two plea

agreements worked out between the defendants and the prosecution. Defense counsel,

being vþrous advocates for the defendants, quite rightþ endeavored to negotiate the best

possible deal for their clients. The prosecution, on the other hand, has a broader

obligation. As Justice Sutherland explained so eloquently some seventy years ago,

The United States Attorney is the representative not of an

ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose
obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its
obligation to govem at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a
criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that
justice shall be done. As such, he is in a peculiar and very
def,rnite sense the servant of the law, the twofold aim of which
is that guilt shall not escape or innocence suffer. He may
prosecute with earnestness and vigor-indeed, he should do so.

But, while he may strike hard blows, he is not at liberty to
strike foul ones. It is as much his duty to refrain from
improper methods calculated to produce a wrongful conviction
as it is to use every legitimate means to bring about a just one.

Berger v. United States,295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935); see Moont-Rur,s or PRoF'L CoNpucr

R. 3.8 cmt. [1] (2W7) ( The prosecution has the responsibility to be 'a minister ofjustice

and not simply that of an advocate."). To those ends, the prosecution has worked

dilþntly to *do justice" in these cases through the terms of the plea agreements worked

out with the defendants. The prosecution's view, ho\üever, is hampered because it comes

to these cases with a perspective narrowed by its prosecution of only antitrust cases. With

3vandeBrake 
acknowledged during questioning by the court that he had read in

trade journals he received about the prosecutions of others in his industry for antitrust
violations.

5
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all due respect, the prosecution lacks the undersigned's breadth of experience, which

comes from presiding over more than 2,600 ssa¡sacings, on a wide array of criminal

conduct, in over sixteen years on the federal bench. The court's role and duties differ

from both that of the prosecution and defense counsel. As Judge Learned Hand observed,

'[a] judge is more than a moderator; he is charged to see that the law is properþ

administered and it is a duty which he cannot discharge by remaining inert. " United Ststes

v. Marzano, L49 F.zd y23,925 (?Å Cit. 1945). The court finds that ttrc defendants'

offenses are very serious, and the court must consider whether sentences for them in strict

accordance with the advisory guideline for antitrust offenses would be at odds with the

"parsimony provision' of the federal sentencing statute, 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a), which

directs the court to impose a sentence that is "sufhcient, but not greater than necessary'

to accomplish the goals of sentencing. The court concludes that VandeBrake's conduct

wanants an upward variance in his sentence but Stewart's does not. This memorandum

explains in greater detail the court's rationale for the sentences imposed.

I. INTRODUCTIQN

A. The Charges And The GuíIty Pleas

1. Delenduú VmdeBrak¿

In a three-count Information filed in United States v. VandeBrake, CR10-4025-

MWB (docket no- 2) on April 26,2010, VandeBrake is charged with three violations of

the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1, each count charging that VandeBrake entered into and

engaged in a combination and conspiracy to suppress and eliminate competition by fixing

6
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prices and/or rigging bids for the sales of ready-mix concrete in un¡easonable restraint of

interstate trade and 
"o--"r.".4

On May 4, 20t0, VandeBrake appeared before Chief United States Magistrate

Judge Paul A. Zoss and entered a plea of guilty to Counts 1,2, allrd 3 of the Information.

On this same date, Judge Zoss filed a Report and Recommendation in which he

recommendd that VandeBrake's guilty plea be accepted. At the time of VandeBrake's

guilty plea hearing, he plead under a binding plea agreement, pursuant to Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 1l(cXlXC). On May 26,2010, in compliance with Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 11(cX5), the court informed VandeBrake, in open court, that it was

rejecting the Rule 11(cX1XC) plea agreement, and gave VandeBrake the opportunity to

withdraw his guilty plea. VandeBrake declined to withdraw his guilty plea. Instead,

VandeBrake and the prosecution reached a plea agreement pursuant to Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 11(c)(1)(B). Pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure

11(cX3XB), the court inforrned VandeBrake that, under his new plea agreement, he had

no right to withdraw his guilty plea if the court failed to follow the sentencing

recornmendation or request contained in his Rule ll(cXlXB) plea agreement. On May 26,

2010, the court accepted Judge Zoss's Report and Recommendation and accepted

VandeBrake's plea of guilty in this case to Counts t,2, and 3 of the Information.

l'Ready-mix concrete is a product whose ingredients are cement, aggregate (sand

and gravel), water, and, at times, other additives. Ready-mix concrete is used in various
types of construction projects, including buildings and roads. Ready-mix concrete is
generally produced in a concrete plant and then transported to a construction site by a

cement-mixer truck.

7
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2. Defendant Stewart

On May 6, 2OlO, in United States v. Stewart, CR10-4028-MWB, a single count

Information (docket no. 2) was filed charging that between January 2(Ð8 and August 2009,

Stewart entered into and engaged in a combination and conspiracy to suppress and

eliminate competitionby fixing prices and rigging bids for the sales of ready-mix concrete

in unreasonable restraint of interstate trade and commerce, in violation of the Sherman

Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1. On May 24,2010, Stewart appeared before Judge Zoss and entered

a plea of guilty to Count 1 of the Information, pursuant to a written plea agreement made

pursuanttoFederalRulesof CriminalProcedure 1l(cXlXÐand 1l(cXl)@). OnMay25,

2010, Judge Zoss hled a Report and Recommendation in which he recommended that

Stewart's guilty plea be accepted- On May 26, 2OIO, the court accepted Judge Zoss's

Report and Recommendation and accepted Stewart's plea of guilty in this case to Count

1 of the Information.

3. Notice of intenÍ to consíder an apwud varìance

On October 21, 2OlO, I sent the parties a six-page letter informing them that I was

considering an upward variance for both defendants, possibly to the statutory maximums

for both the fine and term of imprisonment, on a number of grounds.s Specifically, I

informed the parties that I was considering the following: (1) whether the base offense

level found in United States Sentencing Guideline $ 2R1.1 accurately reflects the

5-Althouglr I was not required give notice, pursuant to Rule 32(h) of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, of its intent to consider an upward variance, see United
States v. Foy,617 F.3d 1029, lO35 (8th Cir. 2010); Uníted States v.'llhley,5O9F.3d 474,
476 (8th Cir. 2007\; United States v. Izvine, 477 F.3d 596, ffi (8th Cir. 2ffi7); United
States v. Sining Bear, 436 F.3d 929, 932-33 (8th Cir. 2N6): United States v. Long
Soldier,43l F.3d Il2O, LL22 (8th Cir. 2OC5); United States v. Egenberger,4Ù4 F.3d 803,
805 (8th Cir. 2005), I, nevefheless, did so in the interests ofjustice and fairness.

I
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seriousness of the charged antitrust offenses; Ø whether the Specif,rc Offense

Characteristic located in United States Sentencing Guideline $ 2R1.l(bxl) is suff,tcient to

reflect the seriousness of the non-competitive bidding, particularly in the case of

VandeBrake, when his conduct took place in three separate conspiracies; (3) whether the

Specific Offense Characteristic located in United States Sentencing Guideline $ 2R1.1OX2)

accurately reflects the seriousness of the charged offenses given its special treatment of

relevant conduct; (4) whether the grouping guideline, U.S.S.G. $ 3D1.3(b), gives

sufficient weight to the fact that VandeBrake has plead guilty to three separate counts of

conspiracy; and (5) whether an upward variance was warranted after considering all of the

factors found in 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a).

4. Sentencing heørìng

A consolidated sentencing hearing for VandeBrake and Stewartbegan onDecember

7, 2OlO and went into the next day. At the hearing, the prosecution presented

documentary evidence and the testimony of the following witnesses: Ryan Lake, a forrner

employee of Alliance Concrete, Inc. and GCC Alliance Concrete, Inc.; Lee Konz, a

fonner employee of Alliance Concrete, Inc. and GCC Alliance Concrete; Peter B¡ewin,

GCC Altiance Concrete, Inc.'s Vice President of ready-mix and aggrogates forthe United

States; Kent Byers, a special agent for the United States Department of Transportation; and

Jon Moeller, a Federal Bureau of Investigation special agent.6 VandeBrake offered

documentary evidence and his own testimony. Stewart offered documentary evidence, his

own testimony, and the testimony of Dennis Rode and Brian Bosshart, both of whom are

part-owners of Great Lakes Concrete, and Carol Kleve, Great Lakes Concrete's

6l-uk" 
and Konz both testif,red pursuant to orders of the court granting them

testimonial immunity.

9
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bookkeeper. The court heard oral arguments from the parties the following week, on

December 15, 2OLO. Rather than imposing sentence that day, in order to permit the court

to give due consideration to its concerns regarding the appropriateness of upward variances

under the Sentencing Guidelines and to determine the appropriate sentences for

VandeBrake and Stewart, the court completed the consolidated sentencing hearing on

February 8, 2011. The court now states, in some detail, the reasons for the sentences

imposed on VandeBrake and Stewart in their respestive cases.

B. Offense Conduct

1. Defendant Vande&rake

The Presentence Investigation Report ("PSIR') for VandeBrake reveals the

following offense conduct.

a. Backgound u¿d the investigotion

VandeBrake was the Sales Manager of GCC Alliance Concrete, Inc. ('GCC') until

August or September 2009. GCC is an Iowa corporation which is wholly owned by Gntpo

Cementos de Chihuahua, a Mexico based corporation which operates approximately

twenty-three cement plants in Iowa. In January 2008, GCC was formed when Grupo

Cementos de Chihuahua purchased Alliance Concrete, Inc. (*Alliance') from its former

owners, which included the VandeBrake family. Alliance was formed in 2006 when Joe's

Ready Mix, based in Sioux Center, fowa, and owned by the Sandbulte family, merged with

Russell's Ready Mix, based in Orange City, Iowa, and owned by the VandeBrake family.

Alliance was operated by members of both the Sandbulæ family and the VandeBrake

family. VandeBrake was Alliance's President prior to its purchase by Grupo Cementos

de Chihu¿hua.

10
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In March 2009, Siouxland Concrete Co. ('Siouxland') reported a bid-rigging

conspiracy in Sioux City, Iowa, betweentwo Siouxland employees and VandeBrake to the

United States Department of Justice's Antitrust Division.T As a result of Siouxland's

report, Antitrust Divisionpersonnel interviewed the n¡,o Siouxland employees, CW-l and

CW-z. CW-l and CW-2 confinned that a conspiracy existed to rig bids for ready-mix

concrete sales in connection with construction projects in Sioux City, [owa. The

conspiracy began in June 2008, when CW-l and VandeBrake began meeting, and ended

in March 2009, when Siouxland reported it to the Antitrust Division. In March 2010,

CW-l also admitted to meeting with VandeBrake in the second half of 2008 to discuss and

reach an agreement relating to price increases on their 2009 price lists. VandeBrake and

CW-z had communications where they discussed bidding on two projects, construction of

a water treatment plant in Sioux Cþ, Iowa, and constn¡ction at Dordt College, and agreed

to allocate one project to each company with the other company submitting a highly

competitive bid.8

Tsiouxland's 
report to the Justice De,partment was made pursuant to the Antitn¡st

Division's Leniency Program. The Antitrust Division's Leniency Program permits a

company or individual to avoid s¡iminal charges for antitrust violations provided the
reporting company or individual is the first member of a conspiracy to report the criminal
activity and meet other requirements of the program. See
htÞ://www.justice.gov/atrlpublic/criminal/leniency.htm (last visited January 9,2OIL).

8Th.r" 
two projects were not awarded as agreed between VandeBrake and CW-2.

Although Siouxland was designated to win the Sioux City water treatment plant project,
VandeBrake double-crossed CV/-2 by reneging ontheir agreement and having GCC submit
a bid which undercut Siouxland's bid by approximately $1 per cubic yard. Similarþ,
while GCC was designated to win the Dordt College project, the project was rebid later
in 2009, so the rigged bids in April 2009 were not used for awarding the project.

11
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As part of the investigation, VandeBrake's BlackBerry mobile device tvas searched.

This search revealed that the device's address book listed contact information for the

presidents of two other concrete competitors in northwest lowa, Chad Van Zee, President

of Tri-State Ready Mix, Inc. (*Tri-State") and Stewart, the President of Great Lakes

Concrete, Inc. ('Great Lakes"). Yan Zee and Stewart's telephone records revealed

multiple telephone calls between Van Zee and, VandeBrake, and over one hundred

telephone calls benveen Stewaf and VandeBrake. An email dated January ?2,2008,ftom

GCC sales representative Ryan L¿ke to VandeBrake referred to an agreement with

Stewart.

In October 2009, Lake confirmed the existence of a bid-rigging conspiracy benveen

VandeBrake and Stewart. Lake told Antitrust Division investigators that VandeBrake

provided him with prices to bid on projects after communicating with Stewart about

Stewart's planned bid. Lake and CW-2 identif,red Iæe Korz, a former GCC sales

representative and currently a GCC operations¡ manager, as being involved in the

conspiracies relating to Siouxland and Great Lakes. Lake a¡d CW-2 each stated that Konz

assumed VandeBrake's role in the conspiracy when VandeBrake was out of town or

otherwise unavailable. David Bierman, a GCC sales Representative, admitted that, on the

day a search warrant was executed for GCC's business office, he shredded a price map

containing a list of prices to be quoted for specific regions. Bierman stated he received the

price map from VandeBrake, who told Bierman that the price map reflected an agreement

between VandeBrake and Van Zee concerning their respective companies' prices for the

region.

In Novembe r 2OO9 , search warrants were executed on the business ofFrces of Great

I¿kes and Tri-State. On the day of the searches, Stewart and Van Zeewere interviewed

at their homes. Stewart admitted to a bid-rigging conspiracy with VandeBrake in which,

t2
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during telephone conversations, they would discuss prices to bid for ready-mix concrete

sales in connection with construction projects in the area, in and arouud Dickinson County,

Iowa, where Great Lakes competed with GCC. Stewart also confinned that Konz was

another individual at GCC with whom he discussed bid prices. In a subsequent interview,

Stev¡aÍ admitted rigging multiple bids with VandeBrake in 2008 and 2009. Stewart further

admitted that he initiated the anticompetitive communications with VandeBrake when he

proposed to VandeBrake that each of their respective companies stay within its local

territory. According to Stewart, VandeBrake was receptive to his proposal. After these

discussions, Stewart and VandeBrake began having regular contact regarding projects and

other business matters, Although there was no formal end to the conspiracy, in June 2009,

Stewart and VandeBrake ceased rigging bids because both companies had bid and won a

very large project through a joint venture. As a result, Great Lakes's entire production

capacþ was taken up by this project.

Yan Zee admitted to having discussions with VandeBrake before each of their

companies would issue their respective annual price lists for concrete. Tri-State and GCC

compete for projects in the area between Rock Vatley, Iowa, where Tri-State is based, and

Sioux Center, where GCC has a plant. According to Van Zee, for the last three to five

years, including 2A09, VandeBrake told Van Zee what price he was putting on his price

list for the area where both Tri-State and GCC compete, and that YanZne would then post

a similarly price on Tri-State's price list.

b. Bvídence related to Coant One

Interviews with CW-l and CW-2 disclosed a two-company conspiracy involving

Siouxland and GCC. This conspiracy startd in lune 2008, and ended in early March

zffJ¡g, when Siouxland contacted the Antitrust Division and involved two types of

agreements. First, according to CW-1, there was an agreement between him and

13
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VandeBrake concerning price increases on their companies' respective 2Ot9 price lists.

After Siouxland acquired a competitor in GCC's sales area, CW-l and VandeBrake had

two meetings in the second half of 2008 in which they discussed the need to "get prices

up' and agreed to do so on their 2009 price lists. Although GCC's total sales in January

and February 2009 for the affected area was approximately $650,000, because the majority

of these sales were for a single project that was not a subject of the conspiracy, the

commerce affected by the conspiracy is $250,000. Second, according to CW-l and CW-2,

there was an agreement berween CV/-l, CW-2, and VandeBrake to rig ready-mix concrete

bids for specific construction projects in the Sioux City area. CW-l and CW-2 met with

VandeBrake in late 2008, and CW-2 followed up on that discussion through meetings and

telephone conversations with VandeBrake, and at least once with Iæe Konz, during which

approximately 15 to 18 bids were rigged. GCC had sales resulting from two of the

affected bids.9 According to GCC's sales records, the volume of commerce attributable

to GCC for these projects is $341,000. Thus, the total volume of corrmerce attributable

to VandeBrake for Count One is $591,000.

c. Bvidence related to Count Tlvo

Interviews with Ryan Lake, a GCC sales representative, and Stewart, revealed a

two-company conspiracy involving Great Lakes and GCC. This conspiracy started in

January 2008 and ended in August 2009. Stewart admitted to having telephone

conversations with VandeBrake and Konz where they rigged bids on 12 to 15 projects.

According to GCC's sales records, GCC had sales relating to four of the rigged bids, and

the volume of commerce attributable to GCC for these projects is $95,0fi).

9Th" lo* number of projects awarded to GCC based on the rlgged bids resulted

from a majority of the rigged bids being allocated to Siouxland, that GCC lost some bids

even when it had the agreed-upon low price, and that some projects were cancelled.

t4
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d. Evídence related to Count Three

Interviews with David Bierman and Chad Yan Zee disclosed a two-company

conspiracy involving Tri-State and GCC. This conspiracy started as earþ as January 2006

and ended in August 20fJl9, and did not involve bid rigging. Instead, this conspiracy

involved the annual price lists that were provided to customers by both companies.

Bierman revealed that, in early 2ñ9, VandeBrake gave him a price map that reflected an

agreement on pricing in 2009 between VandeBrake and Van Zee. YanZee admitted that,

for the past three to five years, VandeBrake would call him early in the year to provide

VandeBrake'splannedpricing forthearea, betweenRockValley,Iowa, and SiouxCenter,

Iowa, where Tri-State and GCC's sales territories overlappe d. YanZee would not provide

his prices in return but, following VandeBrake's telephone calls, Van Zee would list a

price based on VandeBrake's price list for that area. The volume of affected coûlmerce

for Count 3 is $4,845,439.61.

e. Volume of commerce attríhatahle to VmdeÛrakt

vandeBrake and stewart's sentences are based upon the united states sentencing

Guidelines. The guidelines for antitrust offenses in turn are driven by the volume of

commerce attributable to an individual defendant. See U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bX2). The

guidelines' offense level for antitrust offense increases as the volume of commerce

attributable to a defendant increases .Lo Sæ id. Here,based on the facts discussed above,

the total volume of commerce attributable to VandeBrake is $5,666,348.61.11

t0Fo, 
the purposes of the $ 2R1.1 guideline, "the volume of commerce attributable

to an individual participant in a conspiracy is the volume of comnerce done by him or his
principal in goods or services that were affected by the violation.' U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1.

llThi. 
calculation is based on the following volume of commerce attributable to

(continued...)
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2. Defendant Stewaft

Stewart's PSIR reveals the following offense conduct.

a. Backgmund anil the investigation

Stewart is President of Great Lakes and manages its business operations. Great

Lakes is an Iowa corporation with its principal place of business in Ocheyedan, Iowa.

Great I¿kes was formed n 2W when Northwest Ready-Mix merged with another

company also called Great Lakes. Prior to the merger, Stewart owned and operated

Northwest Ready-Mix. Following the merger, Stewart became president and part-owner

of the newly formed Great Lakes, and took responsibility for operating the entire merged
t2

company.

As part of the investigationof VandeBrake, VandeBrake's BlackBerry mobile device

was searched. This search revealed that the device's address book listed contact

information for Stewart. Investigators followed up this lead by obtaining Stewart's

telephone records, which revealod over 100 telephone calls between VandeBrake and

Stewart. In reviewing records seized from GCC, the investigators also discovered an

11.- -(...continued)

VandeBrake for each of the three counts:

Count One: $ 591,000.00
Count Two: $ 95,000.00
Count Three: $4.980.348.61

Total: $5,666,348.61

l'Aft", 
the merger, Stewart shared ownership with Norlyn VandeBrake, Steven

VandeBrake's father, Dennis Rode and Brian Bosshart. Stewart and Norlyn VandeBrake
each owns one third of the company while Rode and Bosshart each owns a one-sixth share

of the company.
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email dated January 22,2008, from GCC sales representative, Ryan Lake, to VandeBrake

which made reference to an agreement with Stewart.

ln October 2009, investigators interviewed a number of GCC sales representatives,

including Lake and Konz. Lake confirmed the existence of a bid-rigging conspiracy

between VandeBrake and Stewart. I¿ke told the investigators that VandeBrake provided

Lake with prices to bid on projects after he communicated with Stewart about Stewart's

planned bid. In November 2009, Stewart $¡as interviewed by investigators at his home.

Stewart admitted to a bid-rigging conspiracy with VandeBrake in which they would have

telephone discussions about prices to bid on ready-mix concrete sales in connection with

construction projects in and around Dickinson and Clay Counties where Great I¿kes

competed with GCC. Stewart identifred Konz as another individual at GCC with whom

he discussed bid prices. Stewart denied having pricing discussions with any other

competitor.

In a later interview, Stewart admitted rigging multiple bids with VandeBrake in

2008 and 2009. Stewaf also admitted to discussing Great Lake's annual price list with

VandeBrake, but denied that any sort of agreement had been made regarding the price list.

Stewart further admitted that he initiated communications with VandeBrake when he

proposed to VandeBrake that each of their respective companies should stay within its local

territory. VandeBrake was receptive to Stewart's overture. Further discussions between

Stewart and VandeBrake took place in late 20A7 or early 2008. After these discussions,

Stewart and VandeBrake started to have regular contact concerning projects and other

business matters, and ultimately reached an agreement to rig bids on ready-mix concrete

projects. The evidence at the sentencing hearing was in equipoise as to who initiated the

t7
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conversation which lead to the bid-rigging conspiracy between the two ..o.13 There was

no fonnal end to the conspiracy, but in fune 2009, Stewart and VandeBrake ceased rigging

bids because both companies had bid and won a very large project through a joint venture.

As a result, Great l¿kes's enthe production capacity was taken up by this project.

b. Evidence related to the Intormatíon

Interviews with Stewart and Lake disclosed a two-company conspiracy involving

Great Lakes and GCC. This conspiracy started in lanuary 2008 and ended in August

2OW. Stewart admitted to having telephone conversations with VandeBrake and Konz

where they rigged bids on 12 to 15 projects. According to Great Lakes's sales records,

Great Lakes had sales relating to six of the rigged bids, and the volume of commerce

attributable to Great Lakes for these projects is $743,001.95. Stewart disputes three

additional projects: the Sibley Airport patching project; the East Okoboji project; and the

Spencer Lincoln School project. In addition, Stewart disputes that he and VandeBrake had

a price-fixing arrangement in addition to their bid-rigging scheme. The court will f,trst

consider each of the three disputed bid-rigging projects and then turns its attention to the

question of whether Stewart was involved in a price-fixing conspiracy with VandeBrake

that involved their respective companies' price lists.

l3Althorrgh 
the court cannot determine, on the evidence before it, who initiated the

conspiracy between Stewart and VandeBrake, the fact that VandeBrake was responsible

for initiating the other two charged conspiracies has not gone unnoticed. This
ci¡cumstance alone makes it entirely plausible that VandeBrake was the party responsible
for starting the conspiracy between him and Stewart. After all, VandeBrake had already
taken the initiative to commence antitrust conspiracies with two other competitors of GCC
in northwest lowa. Having done so twice already, VandeBrake would possess even more
motivationto go to the next step and commenoe a conspiracy with Stewart since, by doing
so, VandeBrake would have effectively created his own concrete cartel in northwest Iowa.
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c. Dìsputed bid-rigging projects

¡. Sibley Airpoú patching project

The parties initially dispute whether Stewart and VandeBrake hxed bids for the

Sibley Airport patching project. The Sibley Airport patching project was for patching the

runvay at the Sibley Airport. The Sibley Airport is on the south side of Sibley. The

project's specifications called for a M4 concrete mix to be used. M4 concrete is a high

cement content concrete patching mix required by the State of Iowa for certain public

projects. M4 concrete mix's unique characteristics allow it to fully set in approximately

twelve hours- State regulations require that the pouring of M4 concrete mix be completed

within one hour of the start of loading the cement onto the delivery truck. If the M4

concrete mix is not unloaded within the one hour window, the load is sent back to the

originating concrete plant. This may result in the M4 concrete mix beginning to harden

in the drum of the concrete delivery truck. If the M4 concrete mix becomes too hardened

on the return trip, the drum of the cement delivery truck, costing $10,000, may have to

be discarded.

On February l'I,2æ9, Ryan Lake submitted GCC's winning bid for concrete for

the Sibley Aþort patching project to Ten Point Construction. GCC bid $119 per cubic

yard for 220 yañs of M4 concrete mix. ,S¿¿ Government Ex. I, GCC Standard Quotation

and Contract Fonn. Great I¿kes submitted no bid for the project. Stewart testified that

he had no agreement with VandeBrake for the project. He further testified that Great Lakes

submitted no bid for the Sibley Aþort patching project because it c¿lled for M4 concrete

mix and the project's location \ryas too far away from Great Lakes's nearest concrete plant

to ensure delivery within one hour.

Contesting Stewart's assertion that he did not fix bids with VandeBrake for the

project, the prosecution points to what it believes are inconsistencies in Stewart's
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testimony. Specifically, the prosecution points to previously made statemenß by Stewart

that Stewart and VandeBrake had discussed staying within each company's normal business

areas; that Stewart had previously sold concrete in Sibley; that Stewart had threatened to

expand Great Lakes's business in Sibley as a result of GCC underbidding him on the

Milford fire st¿tion project; and that Stewart would expect VandeBrake to speak to him

about any project which arose in Sibley. The gist of the prosecution's argument is that

Stewart's prior statements show that any concrete projects in Sibley would be considered

to be in disputod territory and the subject of discussions between Stewart and VandeBrake.

The prosecution buttresses its argument by directing the court's attention to VandeBrake

and Ryan Lake's testimony at the sentencing hearing. VandeBrake testified that he talked

to Stewart about the Sibley Airpof patching project, indicating that he wanted that project

for GCC. VandeBrake testified that Stewart responded by telling him, 'don't worry about

it. " Ryan Lake testihed that VandeBrake gave him the price to bid on the project and that

Lake viewed the bid price as higb for a project around Sibley.

The court finds Stewart's testimony regarding the Sibley Airport patching project

to be credible and concludes ttrat ttre prosecution has not established that Stewart fxed bids

with VandeBrake for the Sibley Airport patching project. The crucial point for this

determination is the fact that Great Lakes was not in a position to supply M4 concrete mix

to the project. As a consequence, there was simply no reason for Stewart to consider

bidding on the project. Great Lakes has no concrete plant in Sibley. Its closest plant is

located in Ocheyedan, approximately 35 minutes from the Sibley Airport, while GCC has

a concrete plant in Sibley. As a result, Great Lakes was not in a position to meet the state

regulations requiring that the pouring of the M4 concrete mix for the project be completed

within one hour of the beginning of loading. This fact, when combined with the resulting

economic dangers should the M4 concrete not be poured within the one hour window, the
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load being sent back and the attendant danger that a $10,000 drum of the cement delivery

truck may have to be discarded, effectively precluded Stewart from considering bidding

on the project.

The court credits VandeBrake's testimony that he raised the subject of the project

with Stewart, and that Stewart told him not to u/orry about it. However, in the court's

view, this conversation was not a negotiation by Stewart to rig GCC's bid for the project,

but Stewart's honest reflection that Great Lakes was not in a position to bid on the project

and that, therefore, GCC had nothing to worry about from Great Lakes. VandeBrake,

however, either did or should have known, based on his experience in the concrete

industry, that the distance between Great Lakes's Ocheyedan concrete plant and the job site

coupled with the M4 concrete mix's time sensitive delivery requirements made Stewart's

bidding on the project an extremely remote possibilþ. Nonetheless, VandeBrake may

well have believed that he was obligated to contact Stewart concerning the project before

submitting GCC's bid for it and, therefore, considered their conversation as a negotiation

over the project. However, Stewart, in the court's estimation did not view their

conversation in the same light, since Great Lakes could not meet the project's M4 concrete

mix requirements. The fact that Stewart was not in a position to bid on the Sibley Airport

patching project, rendering the project of no consequence to him, further accounts for his

failure to recall his conversation with VandeBrake about it. For these reasons, the court

finds that the prosecution ha.s not established that Stewart fxed bids with VandeBrake for

the Sibley Airport patching project.

ä. East Oknboji beøch project

The parties also dispute whether Stewart and VandeBrake fixed bids for the East

Okoboji beach project. The project was a large paving project in Spirit Lake, Iowa.

Unlike the Sibley Airport patching project, both GCC and Great Lakes submitted bids for

2l
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the East Okoboji beach project. On January 19,2009, Ryan Lake submitted GCC's bid

for concrete for the East Okoboji beach project to Concrete Technologies. GCC bid $102

per cubic yard for C4WRC concrete mix. S¿¿ Government Ex. J, GCC Standard

Quotation and Contract Form. Also on January 19,2009, Great I¿kes submittod a bid for

concrete for the East Okoboji project to each of the general contractors bidding for the

project. Great I¿kes bid $85 per cubic yard for C4WRC concrete mix. S¿¿ Government

Ex. M, Great Lakes Standard Quote and Contract Form. Great I-akes won the bid for the

project.

Stewart admitted that VandeBrake contacted him regarding the project, but testified

that he had no agreement with VandeBrake for the Foject. Stewart testified that

VandeBrake inquired whether Stewart was interested in a possible joint vennrre on the

project. Stewart was uninterested in a joint venture with GCC on the project because GCC

would have had to service the project from its Lake Park, Iowa, plant, which was

approximately 13 miles farther away from the project site than Great Lakes's closest plant,

which was in Spirit Lake, Iowa. Stewart's chief concern in bidding on the project was not

GCC, but the fact he was going to be bidding against portable concrete plants.l4 Three

of the general contractorsbidding onthe EastOkobojibeachprojecthadtheirownportable

concrete plants. As a result, Stewart directþ contactd the contractors with the portable

r4Porable 
concrete plants are portable ready-mix plants that large contractors bring

to a work site to supply concrete needed for a project. In saying that he was "bidding
against pofable plants,' Stewart was attempting to bid low enough for one of two things
to occur: if a general contractor owned a portable plant, the contractor would opt to not
bring its portable plant to the work site but instead use concrete supplied by Great Låkes,
or, if a general contractor did not have a portable plant, to be able to use Great Lakes's
concrete price to bid competitively for the project against those contractors who had their
own portable plant.
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plants and asked, "What would it Ake for a price to keep your Portable Plant at home?'

Government Ex. C, Transcrþ of Stewart's Sworn Statement at 99. From the contractors'

responses, Stewart calculated that his price would have to be $85.00 per cubic yard, which

was the price that Great Lakes ultimately bid on the project. After VandeBrake's joint

venture overture was rebuffed, Stewart testified that VandeBrake then asked him what he

should bid on the project. In response, Stewart testified that he told VandeBrake, 'Bid

whatever you want. I'm bidding against portable plants. I'm bidding low.' Sentencing

Tr., Vol. latI49 (docketno. 62tnUnitedStatesv. Stewart, CR1G.4O28-MWB). Stewart

testified that he was willing to bid the project on a very small margin of profit in order to

keep his plant busy and keep the portable plants out.

The prosecution disputes Stewart's assertion that he did not fx bids with

VandeBrake for the East Okoboji beach project and directs the court's attention to the

testimony of VandeBrake. VandeBrake testified that, after he was contacted by some

contractors asking hin to price concrete for the project, he called Stewart to ask him what

he should bid. VandeBrake testified that in responr¡e to his question, Stewart told him "to

be high." Sentencing Tr., Vol. I at 200. He also testihed that he believed that by bidding

high he was in compliance with his agreement with Stewart. The prosecution also points

to l¿ke's testimony that VandeBrake gave him the price to bid on the project and that the

price GCC ultimately bid was "a little higher than we tålked about at hrst, but I just took

it as, you know, we don't really - can't really get there with it." Sentencing Tr., Vol.

I at279. Finally, the prosecution directs the court to the testimony of FBI Special Agent

Jon Moeller. Special Agent Moeller testified that during Stewart's initial interview with

law enforcement he admitted that he had rigged eight to twelve bids and was then "asked

to recall what he could about those projects.' Sentencing Tr., Yol. 2 at L28 (docket no.
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63 nUnited States v. Stewart, CR10-4028-MWB). Special Agent Moellertestified that,

in response to that question, Stewart mentioned the East Okoboji beach pro;ect.ls

The court credits Stewart's testimony regarding the East Okoboji beach project and

concludes that the prosecutionhas not established that Stewart fxed bids with VandeBrake

for that project. The essential fact driving this finding is that Great Lakes's competition

15
Special Agent Moeller testified in pertinent part:

a. How many projects did Mr. Stewart admit that he had
rigged in his initial interview with you?

A. Eight to ten to twelve was the quote.

a. And was East Okoboji Beach one of the projects he
mentioned in response to that question?

A. Yes.

a. And what did you say he said about that project?
A. He said he had spoken to Steve VandeBrake about that

job and that it went to CTI.
a. Now, did he speak again on August 16,2OtO, in that

interview about that project?
A. Yes, he did.

a- And what did he tell you at that time?
A- He said that Steve VandeBrake had called him and

stated not to worry about GCC on the job and that GCC
was not a factor in this job.

a. Did he say anything about giving Steve a price?
A. He stated that there - he could not recall any further

conversation.

a. On page I and,2 of that August 16 interview, do you
see anything about whether -

A. Well, VandeBrake - Steve also asked him where he was
going to be at on it, and he said that he did not receive
a price from Steve.

Sentencing Tr., Vol. 2 at 128-29.
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for the East Okoboji beach project was not GCC, but the three contractors with portable

concrete plants. Thus, there u/as no motive for Stewart to rig bids for the project with

GCC. Indeed, VandeBrake admitted inhis testimony that he and Lake discussed whether

GCC could service the project, and the two concluded that GCC could not service the

project. Their assessment presumably was based on the fact that its closest plant was too

far away to make the project serviceable. Stewart's pricing for the project was not based

on his discussion with VandeBrake but, instead, on the responses he got from the three

contractors to his question, "What would it take for a price to keep your Portable Plant at

home?' Stewart's $85 per cubic yard bid was substantially below the prices for other

projects in the area, which supports Stewart's testimony that he told VandeBrake to "[b]id

whatever you want, I'm bidding against portable plants. I'm bidding low." Sentencing

Tr., Vol. I at L49.

The court has chosen not to credit VandeBrake's testimony to the contrary on the

East Okoboji beach project. The court finds it significant that, when VandeBrake was

asked whether he had called Stewart to inquire about a joint venture, he initially stated, "I

don't remember." Sentencing Tr., Vol. 1 at 62. Then, after testiffing that he believed

Stewart was lying when Sæwart testified that VandeBrake had called Stewart to inquire

about a joint venture, VandeBrake testified, "I don't remember the specifics of the

conversation.'SentencingTr.,Vol. 1at62(docketno.62). ThelackofdetailinSpecial

Agent Moeller's testimony, concerning Stewart's "admission" that he had rigged bids for

the East Okoboji beach project, leads the court to substantially discount its probative value
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on this ir.u..16 The court f,rnds that the prosecution has not established that Stewart ñxed

bids with VandeBrake for the East Okoboji beach project.

äi. Spencer Lincoln Schoolproject

Finally, the parties further dispute whether Stewart and VandeBrake fixed bids for

the Spencer Lincoln School project. Stewart contends that he did not fix bids for the

Spencer Lincoln School project. Specifically, Stewart asserts that he never submitted a bid

for this project and did not ned to do so. Stewart asserts that this was because Barry

Deloss, a concrete contractor in Spencer, Iowa, and a long-time customer of Great Lakes,

was bidding on the project and Great Lakes had previousþ provided Deloss with a fixed

price for concrete for the y"u, .17 In support of his position, Stewart points out that the no

bid sheet or other record for the Spencer Lincoln School project was found in Great

Lakes's records. He also puts forward Deloss's afflrdavit in which Deloss avows that he

did not request or receive a bid from Great Lakes for the project but, instead, relied on a

guaranteed set price he had previously received from Great I¿kes for the purchase Spencer

16Th" 
court notes that, unlike Stewart's September 8,2O!0, ståtement, which was

taken down by a court reporter and transcribed, Stewart's initial statement on November

18, 2009, was not recorded. As a result, the court cannot ascertain with any certainty the

context of Stewart's statement which Special Moeller took to be an admission.

Signifrcantþ, no similar "admission' appears in Stewart's Se,ptember 8, 2010, statement.

17Th"." 
is a conflict in the evidence as to the fxed price for concrete Deloss was

given by Great l¿kes. Stewart testified that Deloss had a set price with Great Lakes to
purchase Spencer paving mix for $98 per cubic yard. Sentencing Tr., Vol. I at73.
Deloss, however, avers in his affidavit that his fxed price was $100 per cubic yard for
Spencer paving mix. Defendant's Ex. 18 at uf 4,6. "Spencer paving mix' is a special

concrete mix required by the City of Spencer, Iowa.
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paving *i*.18 It is uncontested that, on June 2,z}Og,Ryan Lake submitted GCC's bid

for concrete for the Spencer Lincoln School project to Jensen Builders. GCC bid $103 per

cubic yard for Spencer paving mix and $113 per cubic yard M4 concrete mtx. See

Government Ex. L, GCC Standard Quotation and Contract Form. It is further uncontested

that Deloss was the successful bidder for the Spencer Lincoln School project and Deloss

obtained its concrete for the project from Great Lakes.

The prosecution challenges Stewart's assertion that he did not fix bids for the

Spencer Lincoln School project. The prosecution, however, concedes that this project is

a "closer" question than presented by the other projects. This concession undoubtedly

follows from the fact that the prosecution has been unable to locate any record of a bid by

Great Lakes for the Spencer Lincoln School project. Nonetheless, the prosecution soldiers

on, pointing to prior statements by Stewart, as well as testimony of Lake, Special Agent

Moeller, and Kent Byers, a special agent for the United Søtes Department of

Transportation.

The court finds Stewart's testimony regarding the Spencer Lincoln School project

credible and concludes that the prosecution has not established that Stewart fixed bids with

lSspecif,rcally, 
Deloss avers, in pertinent part, that:

6. I did not request or receive a bid from Great I¿kes
Concrete or Spencer Ready Mix on either of [sic] this project,
but relied on my guaranteed and agreedupon price of $100.00
per yard in placing my bids on this project. I am not sure
when I received the $100.00 price, but it was not in the form
of a bid. I am just uncertain as to the date when my annual
price for this type of concrete was agreeduponper cubic yard.

Defendant's Ex. 18 at 16.
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VandeBrake for the Spencer Lincoln School project. The central fact, here, is that the

prosecution has not been able to locate a Great I¿kes's bid sheet for the project.

Moreover, its absence is explained by Stewart's testimony that he never needed to submit

a bid for this project because Deloss was bidding on the project using a fixed price for

concrete for the year previously given to him by Great Lakes. Stewart's testimony, in

turn, is buttressed by Deloss's affrdavit. The prosecution's evidence to the contrary falls

short. First, the prosecution points to Stewart's testimony in which he concedes that he

and VandeBrake had an agreement to provide similar prices for bids on projects in

Spencer. This agreement was because both Great Lakes and GCC have concrete plants in

Spencer, Iowa. Stewart, however, explicitly testified that the Spencer Lincoln School

project was not subject to that agreement because Deloss won the bid for that project.

The second arro\r, in the prosecution's quiver is the supposed acknowledgment by Stewart,

in his September 8, 2010, statement, that it was "possible' that he provided a $5 per cubic

yard discount for on-time payment for a 'quote' on the Spencer Lincoln School project.

See Government Ex. C at 92. The significance of this supposed admission is tlmt it

explains the difference between the $98 bid price used by Deloss and GCC's $103 bid

price. The court finds Stewart's statement unpersuasive, because Stewart's ans\ryer comes

in response to a vague question posed to him regarding 'this particular project?' The

question is problematic because it does not specifically identiff the project being asked

about and comes after a discussion of three Spencer projects. Moreover, even if Stewart

understood the question posited to be about the Spencer Lincoln School project, Stewart's

response that it was *possible" is hardly authoritative. Other evidence on this issue suffers

from similar vagaries. Special Agent Byers testihed that Stewart indicated that, if GCC

and Great Lakes's prices for the Spencer Lincoln School project were, "the same that it

would have been likely they would have talked.' Sentencing Tr., Vol. 2 tt 437. The
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value of this testimony is diminished by the fact that Deloss's bid price for the project was

not the same as GCC's, but lower. Special Agent Moeller testified that Stewart conceded

in his first interview that he "might have spoken with Steve about a project involving

Del-oss." SentencingTr., Vol.2at463. Thevalueof SpecialAgentMoeller'stestimony

is lessened by the fact that the specific project referred to is not identified as well as

Stewart's equivocal answer. Finally, the prosecution relies on låke's testimony that

VandeBrake gave him the price to bid on the Spencer Lincoln School project and his price

was supposed to be the same as Great Lakes. I¿ke's testimony, however, does not

establish that Stewart and VandeBrake ever discussed fxing their respective bids for the

Spencer Lincoln School project. Therefore, the court finds that the prosecution has not

established that Stewart fixed bids with VandeBrake for the Spencer Lincoln School

project.

d. Price-frxing-price sheets

The parties also disagree whether Stewart entered into an agræment with

VandeBrake to fix prices for ready-mix concrete in their companies' 2OW pnce sheets.

Stewart's position is that, while he may have had a conversation with VandeBrake

regarding 2üD price sheets and his company's prices for concrete, he never came to an

agreement with VandeBrake to fix prices in their companies' 2009 price sheets. The

prosecution challepgss Stewart's assefion, arguing that Stewart's story is contradicted by

not only VandeBrake's statements but by Stewart's own previous statements as well as

strong circumstantial evidence supporting VandeBrake's account.

The court finds that the prosecution has established that Stewart's discussions with

VandeBrake over 2009 price lists constih¡ted an agreement between the two to fix prices

in their companies' 2009 price sheets. First, Stewart admitted in his testimony to having

one discussion with VandeBrake regarding their companies' 2009 price lists. Stewart,
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however, insisted during his testimony that all that happened during his one discussion with

VandeBrake about the 2(Ð9 price sheets is that Stewart told him he "was probably going

upbecausepricesaregoingup." SentencingTr., Vol. 1 atl36. Stewartalsotestifiedthat

when he issued Great Lakes's 2009 price list in April of 20@, GCC's 2009 price list had

been out since January 2009.19 Altlro,rgh Stewart denied actually seeing GCC's 2009 price

list, he testif,red that he had heard through the grapevine approximately what GCC's prices

were for 2009, and was able to use that information in fonnulating Great Lakes's 2009

price list. However, this was not the same story Stewart told to the prosecution just three

months before, during his September 8, 2010, debriefing. On that occasion, Stewart stated

that he believed he had issued G¡eat l¿kes's 2009 price list before GCC issued its 2009

price tist and VandeBrake must have copied his price list. Stewart also stated during his

September 8, 2010, debriefing that he had "no idea' where GCC was likely to be on its

2009 price list when he developed Great l¿kes's 2009 price list. S¿¿ Gov't Ex. C. at 105-

06. Stewart was forced to concede at the sentencing hearing that GCC's price list came

out first and that he did know about GCC's 2009 prices when he issued Great l¿kes's 2009

20
pnce lßt.

19Wnl" 
Stewart claims that Great Lakes's 2009 price list did not come out until

April of 20@, its 2009 price list clearly states that it became "effective" on 'January 1,

2W9." S¿e Gov't Ex. E. Yet, Great Lakes's 2008 price list shows an'effective'date of
March 1, 2008. Stewart's testimony does not explain this anomaly.

20Stewart's 
testimony on this point was as follows:

Now, what's your explanation for how it came about

that the prices that Great Lakes has on its price sheet

and the prices that GCC has on its price sheet are

identical?
(continued...)

a
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Stewart's testimony at the sentencing hearing was directly contradictod by

VandeBrake's testimony. VandeBrake testified that late in 2008, he had a meeting with

Peter Brewin, his boss at GCC, before GCC's 2009 prices for concrete were set. At this

meeting, Brewin told VandeBrake that CEMEX, a large ready-mix company with

operations across the United States, was coming out with a $25 per cubic yard increase in

its concrete prices. Brewin asked VandeBrake whether GCC could command a $25 per

20(...continued)
A. Their prices have been out since January. Mine didn't

come out till April, and the word on the street - I'm
from a small farming community - was the prices had
gone up accordingly to that, in that vicinity.

a. So is it your testimony now that you took thei¡ publicly
available prices into account when you came up with
your price sheet?

A. I never saw their sheets, but people that I know - it's a

small cornmunity - who told me that they were up there
in the upper $90 range,

a. Now, in your prior interview in September 2010, you
were asked the same question, and I believe your
answer lvas you - your recollection or your belief was

that Mr. Steve VandeBrake was the one who copied
your price sheet. Do remember that?

A. Yes, I remember that.

a. Is that answer still true, or do you wish to take back
that answer?

A. No, their prices came out way before ours, and I did
know about them.

a. So you take back your prior statement that Mr. Steve

VandeBrake must have copied your price sheet and

that's why they're the same?

A. Yes.

Sentencing Tr., Vol. I at L34-35.
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cubic yard increase in its concrete prices in Iowa. In response, VandeBrake told Brewin

absolutely not given the economic conditions which were being forecast. VandeBrake

testified that Brewin then asked VandeBrake what amount of increase in concrete prices

GCC could obtain. VandeBrake told Brewin that a $10 per cubic yard increase was

possible for "standard mixes", the 3000, 3500, and 4000 pound concrete mixes. After his

discussion with Brewin, VandeBrake testified that he talked to Ryan l-ake, who was then

a salesperson at GCC, about the $10 per cubic yard increase that VandeBrake had

proposed. VandeBrake further testified that he contacted both Stewart and Chad YmZee,

President of Tri-State, another concrete competitor of GCC, about GCC's plan to increase

its concrete prices. He did so because he was concerned about the size of GCC's price

increase and wanted to be sure that GCC's competitors would go along with a price

increase of that size. It is implausible that VandeBrake would fix prices with Van Zee for

2Ot9 and, not do the same with Stewart.

VandeBrake testified that it was his undersr¡nding, following his conversation with

Stewart, that they had an agreement *to go up and be at the same price in '09-'

Sentencing Tr., Vol. I at234. VandeBrake also testified that his agreement with Stewart

did not require Stewart to increase his prices for standard mixes by the entire $10.00. As

VandeBrake explained: 'I said $10 a yard, but if our basic sheet going out is the same and

he only \ryent up whatever he went up to equal that $10 I went up, then I'm fine with that.'

Sentencing Tr., Vol. I at235. This is precisely what occurred.

In 2009, Great Lakes and GCC's respective price lists contained identical prices for

3000, 3500, and 4000 pound concrete mixes of $95, $97, and $99 per cubic yard.2l

"GCC maintained a separate price list for its Sergeant Bluff, Iowa, facility. ,fee

Gov't Ex. D. GCC's 2009 prices for its 3000, 3500, and 4000 pound concrete mixes at
(continued...)
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Compøre Gov't Ex. D with Gov't Ex. E. However, in 2008, GCC's price list for 3000,

3500, and 4000 pound concrete mixes were $85, $87, and $89 per cubic yard while Great

I¿kes's price list for 2008 shows that its prices for 30@, 3500, and 4000 pound concrete

mixes were $88, $90, and $92. Compare Stewart Bx. 2 w¡'fft Stewart Ex. 3, Thus,

Stewart increased Great Lakes's 2009 prices for standard mixes precisely enough to match

VandeBrake's $10 per cubic yard increase for GCC's standard mixes. The court finds

Stewart's claim that he was able to precisely match GCC's 2009 prices for standard mixes

across the board despite, as he claimed in his testimony, never actually seeing GCC's 2009

price list or discussing GCC's 2009 prices with VandeBrake to notbe credible. Moreover,

VandeBrake's testimony was confirmed in part by Lake's testimony. I¿ke testified that,

after VandeBrake told him about GCC's $10 per cubic yard increase for 2009, I¿ke

expressed his concern that contractors were not going to like the price increase and asked

VandeBrake if the competition was also going up. Lake reported that VandeBrake replied

that, "He believed that they were going to be at the same price.' Sentencing Tr., Vol. 1

at 283. Therefore, the court finds that the prosecution has met its burden of establishing

that Stewart made an agreement with VandeBrake to fx prices for their companies'

standard concrete mixes through matching 2009 price sheets. The court finds that the

volume of Great Lakes's commerce affected by the price-fixing of price sheets is

$g25,540.22

2t
(...continued)

its Sergeant Bluff operation were $8 to $10 less than at its other concrete operations.
Notably, Great Lakes has no concrete operation which competes with GCC's Sergeant
Bluff facility.

'" Ih"court has attributed to Stewart the volume of commerce resulting from all
standard-mix coûcrete sales of Great Lakes in its relevant area. The court rejects Stewart's

(continued...)
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C. Defendant's Personal Cluracterßhìcs

1. DeÍerrdmrVandeBrøke

The foltowing description of VandeBrake's personal cha¡acteristics is drawn from

his PSIR. At the time of his sentencing, VandeBrake was 44 years old. He was adopted

at birth by Norlyn and Sandy (nee: Schutt) VandeBrake. His father is retired from the

concrete industry. He has a close relationship with his parents. VandeBrake reported he

had a'normal" childhood which was free of any abuse. Except for residing in Missouri

from 1985 to 1986, and Arizona in 1987, while attending college, VandeBrake has resided

in Orange City, Iowa, his entire life. VandeBrake has one sister, Gail (nee: VandeBrake)

Dorn, age39, who resides in Orange City, Iowa. He has daily contact with his sister.

VandeBrake currently resides in a home that he and his wife have $822,106 of

equlty in. In addition, he owns two other residences, with $519,600 in equity in one and

$267,300 in equþ in the other. VandeBrake married his wife, Mary (nee: Hickerson)

VandeBrake , age 42, un1994. She is a homemaker. They have three daughters, ages 13,

9, and 7. VandeBrake is very close to his children.

22
(...continued)

argument that the court should include only undiscounted standard-mix concrete sales.

This is because the final price for all of Great Lakes's standard-mix concrete sales began

with the sheet price of the concrete since the sheet price fonned the baseline from which
all discounted prices were determined. Thus, even though many Great Lakes's customers

were accorded discounts in their purchases of Great Lakes's standard-mix concrete, the
discounted price was always calculated by subtracting the customer's particular discount
from Great Lakes's 2009 sheet price for the standard-mix concrete. Thus, each Great
Lakes's sale of standard-mix concrete was "affectd" by the price-fixing of Great Lakes's
2009 price sheets. See United States v. SI(W Metals & Alloys, 195 F.3d 83, 90 (2d Cir.
1999) ("While a price-fxing conspiracy is operating and has any influence on sales, it is
reasonable to conclude that all sales made by defendants during that period are 'affected"
by the conspiracy.").
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Vandebrake graduated from MOC-Floyd Valþ Community School in 1985. He

attended Central Missouri State in Warrensburg, Missouri, for three semesters from 1985

to 1986. He attended Sedalia Community College in Sedalia, Missouri, for one semester

in 1986. He also attended Phoenix Community College in Phoenix, Arizona, for one

semester in 1987. In college, VandeBrake pursued, but did not achieve, a degree in

marketing.

VandeBrake has been employed in the concrete industry since 1988. His

grandfather started Russell's Ready Mix in Orange City, Iowa, in 1954. The company was

passed down to VandeBrake's father, and in 1994, VandeBrake took over operation of the

company when his father gave him the business. There is no information in the PSIR that

VandeBrake has held a job other than in the family business- In January 2C[6, the

company became Alliance Concrete, with VandeBrake owning one-half of that company.

In January 2008, Grupo Cementos de Chihuahua bought Alliance, with the newly formed

company being GCC. VandeBrake had no ownership interest iû GCC but was retained as

the company's sales manager. VandeBrake resigned his position with GCC in August

2Oú after the execution of a federal search warrant at GCC. At the time, he was earning

a salary of $120,000 per year. VandeBrake has been unemployed since August 2009, but

has been receiving income from his investments.

VandeBrake has submitted a Personal Financial Statement in which he reports total

assets of $10,416,772, tncfuding $6,256,581 in a joint investment account, $1,258,000 in

an invesunent L.L.C., equity in three residences worth $1,609,006, $500,000 in an S

corporation, and two Cadillac Escalades, among other vehicles, valued at $120,000; total

liabilities of $183,000; a net wofh of $10,233,682; a total monthly income of $32,000,

all of which is investment income; total monthly exfrenses of $13,512, $3,000 of which is

for clorhing; and a net monthly investrnent income of $18,488. Given his financial
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resoutces, ttre court finds that VandeBrake has a substantial net worth and the ability to

pay a substantial financial penalty.

The wealthy white-collar criminal defendants who have previously appeared before

the court for sentencing have typically been able to point to some involvement or

contribution they make to their community. This is not the case with VandeBrake.

Although VandeBrake is extremely wealthy, there is no evidence in the record that

VandeBrake is, or has been, involved in any civic organizations, makes, or has made, any

charitable contributions or does, or has performed, any chariable work, or is otherwise

involved, or has been involved, in any community service activities.

VandeBrake admits to social drinking since he was seventeen, but denies any illicit

use of controlled substances. He reported that he is presently in good health, and reported

no history of serious illness or surgery. He takes Allopurinol forhis joints, Paroxetine for

seasonal depression, and Propecia. The court does not find that any aspect of

VandeBrake's physical condition is signihcant for sentencing purposes.

VandeBrake's criminal history is minimal, consisting of an 'Operating While

Intoxicated" conviction from 1986.23 A. . result, he was assessed no criminal history

points in the guidelines sentencing calculation summarized below.

2. Defendant Stewart

Stewart's PSlRreveals the following personal characteristics. Stewart was 51 years

old at the time of his sentencing. He was born and raised in lowa. He has lived in Iowa

his entire life except for two years, 1979 to 1981, when he lived in Minneapolis,

Minnesota. Stewart currently resides in Spirit Lake, Iowa. His father, Ken Stewart, died

23vuod"Br"k" 
does have three pending charges for 'Operating While Intoxicated,'

'Operating Without Headlights,' and 'Drive Iæft of Center." These charges are all from
January 30, 2010.
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in 1999 after being hit by a gravel truck. His mother, Audrey Stewart (nee: Wilken), age

80, resides in Rock Rapids, Iowa. Stewart reported he had r'very god' childhood which

was free of any type of abuse. He has weekly contact with his mother.

Stewart has th¡ee siblings: two brothers, Mark Stewart, age 58, who resides in Rock

Rapids, Iowa, and is president of a construction company, and Grant Stewaf , age 56, who

also resides in Rock Rapids, Iowa, and is employed in the constnrction industry; and a

sister, Rebecca (nee: Stewaf) Hedges, age 55, who resides in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,

and is a homemaker. Stewart has a good relationship with his siblings.

Stewart married Marie Stewart, age 48, in 1987. Marie had two children from a

previous relationship: a son, age29, and a daughter, age 27,bothof whom reside in Lake

Park, Iowa. Although Stewart never adopted Marie's children, he advised that he has

*raised them as [his] own.' Stewart and Marie have one child together, a daughter, age

2L. She resides in Orlando, Florida, and is attending college. Stewart has four

grandchildren. He maintains regular contact with his children and grandchildren.

Stewart graduated from Central Lyon High School in Rock Rapids, Iowa in 1977.

In 1981, he received an Associate's Degree from the Dunwoody Institute, in Minneapolis,

Minnesota. Stewart has been empþed in the concrete industry since 1982. Since 2004,

he has been President and General Manager of Great Lakes in Ocheyedan, Iowa.

Presently, he earns $670,224 a year in salary and profits from Great Lakes.

On his Personal Financial Statement, Stewart reports total assets of $4,116,858,

including his one-third ownership interest in Great Lake, valued rt$2,512,980, equity in

three farms worth $806,400, $y';20,978 in stocks, s¿vings, investment and retirement

accounts, and $200,000 in equity in his personal residence; total liabilities of $177,155;

a net worth of $3,939,703; a total monthly income of $56,999; toal monthly expenses of
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$1,415; and a net monthly income of $56,384- Thus, given his financial resources and

appreciable net worth, Stewart has the ability to pay a substantial financial penalty.

Stewart, unlike VandeBrake, does not have ostentatious spending habits or an

extravagant life style. For exarnple, VandeBrake's financial statement lists over $74,000

in jewelry and watches while Stewart lists but $1,500 in jewelry. Stewart lives in a

modest, unassuming house and drives a late model pickup truck as his company vehicle.

His small off,rce, containing a plain, functional desk, a pair of chairs, a file cabinet and

some cupboards, is located in a boxy, nondescrip post frame building located immediately

adjacent to Great Lakes's Ocheyedan concrete plarlt. See Stewart Ex. 28.

Stewart reports that he has drunk alcohol socially since he was eighteen, but does

not believe he has an alcohol problem. He admits to using mar[iuana once, when he was

fifteen. He has never been evaluated or treated for a substance abuse problem. He

reported that he is presently in good health, with no history of serious illness or surgery.

He currentþ takes Lipitor and Tricor for high cholesterol. No aspect of Stewart's physical

condition is significant for sentencing purposes.

Stewart has a negligible criminal history, his only conviction being for consumption

of alcohol in a public place from 2N8.24 As a result, he was assessed no criminal history

points in the guidelines sentencing calculation summarized below.

24Although 
Stewart indicated that he u'as arested n 7977 and 1983 for driving

while intoxicated, records for these arrests are no longer available and the disposition of
these offenses are unk¡rown.
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II. I,EGAL ANALYSß

A. Breach OlThe Plea Agreement ln Stewafi's Cøse

Stewart and the prosecution each accuse the other of breaching their plea agreement.

The plea agreement betu/een Stewart and the prosecution does not bind the 
"ourt-25 

Fbo.

R. Cnnr.r. P. 1l(cXlXB); see United States v. Norrís,486 F.3d lMs,lU7 n. 1 (8th Cir-

2007) (en banc) þlurality opinion) ('The plea agreement was rnade in accordance with

Fed. R. Crim. P. ll(cXlXB), under which a sentencing 'recortmendation or request does

not bind the court.'"). rWhen accepting the guilty plea, Stewart was advised, as required

by Fed. R. Crim. P. ll(cX3XB), that the court was not bound by the plea agreemert. See

United States v. Manínez-Noriega, 418 F.3d 809, 811 (8th Cir. 2ü)5) (noting that a Rule

ll(cXlXB) plea agreement does not bind the district court). Nevertheless, when a guilty

plea is induced by an agreement, the prosecution must abide by its terms. See United

States v. Yellow,6n FSd706, 708-09 (8th Cir. 2010); United States v. Lovelace, 565

F.3d 1080, 1087 (Sth Cir. 2009); United States v. E. V.,500 F.3d 747,754 (8th Cir.

2ffi7); Mosley,505 F.3d at 808-09; United Statesv. Granados, 168 F.3d 343,34546 (8,th

Cir. 1999) Qter curiam). As the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals recentþ explained:

'ffihen a plea rests in any significant degtee on a promise or
agreement of the prosecutor, so that it can be said to be part of
the inducement or consideration, such promise must be

fulfilled." Santobello v. New York, 4O4 U.S. 257, 262,92 S-

Ct.495,30 L. Ed. ?Ã427 (1971').'Allowing the government

to breach a promise that induced a guilty plea violates due

process' andundermines the 'honor of the government, public
confidence in the fair administration of justice, and the

effective administration of justice in a federal scheme of

254. 
,h" court mentioned at the sentencing hearing, the court is giving Stewart's

plea agreement virtually no weight.
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govemment .n Thompson,4O3 F.3d at 1039 (internal quotation

and citations omitted). 'The party asserting the breach . . . has

the burden of establishing a breach ." United States v. Smith,

429 F.3d 620, 630 (6th Ctu. 200Ð.

Yellow,627 F.3d at 708-09.

1. The applícahle two-step analysis

This court has previously explained that, when confronted with a defendant's

allegation that the prosecutor has breached a plea agreement, the court engages in a two-

step process: Ihe court must f,rrst determine whether or not there has been a breach of the

plea agreement, and if there has been a breach, then deterrnine the profter remedy. United

States v. Discus,579F. Supp,2d tI42,ll1l (N.D. Iowa 2008) (citing United Støtesv. E.

y. 500 F.3d at 75L &754, and United Støtes v. Mosley,505 F.3d 804, 809-12 (8th Cir.

2W); accord United States v. Callannn, 582 F. Supp. 2d 1L25, ll32-33 (N.D. Iowa

2003). Thus, before this court can proceed any further with its determination of Stewart's

sentence, the court must hrst decide whether or not his plea agreement was, in fact,

breached by the prosecution.26

2. Determination of the breach

"A plea agreement is essentially a contract between the government and the

defendant." United States v. Birbragher,603 F.3d 478,490 (8th Cir. 2010) (quoting

26If ,h" court finds that the prosecution breached the plea agreement, the

undersigned will have no choice but recusal pursuant to Santobello v. New York,  MU.S.
257 , 262-63 (I97 L) , as construed by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals tn United States

v. McCray,849 F.2d,304, 3005-06 (8th Cir. 1988), leaving Stewart's sentencing to

another judge in this district. See Uníted States v. Mosley,505 F.3d 804, 809-12 (8th Cir.
2@7); United States v. Thompson,403 F.3d 1037, lßl (8th Cir. 2005); United Støtes v.

DeWitt, 366 F.3d 667, 67L (Sth Cir. Zú4); United States v. Van Horn, 976 F.2d ll80,
1183-84 (8th Cir. 1992); Brunelle v. United States, 864F.N&,65 (8th Cir. 1988).
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United States v. Sisco,576 F.3d 791,795 (8th Cir. 2009)); accord. Uníted States v. ,4ndis,

333 F.3d 886, 890 (Sth Cir. 2003). Accordingly, "'þllea agreements are contractual in

nature and should be interpreted according to general contractual principles.'" Yellow,

627F.3d at 708 (quoting United States v. Tlnmpson, 403 F.3d 1037,lO39 (8th Cir.

2005)); see United States v. Nguyen, 608 F.3d 368,373 (8th Cir. 2010) (observing that

"[p]leaagreementsareinterpretedascontracts..."); Mosley,505F.3dat808(notingthat

courts "'interpret the meaning of the terms in the agreement according to basic principles

ofcontractlaw.'') (quoting Unitedstatesv. Norris,486F.3d 1045, 1051(8thCir.2AOT).

Any ambiguities in a plea agreement are construed against the prosecution. See Nguyen,

ó08 F.3d at373; see ako United Støes v. Stobaugh, 420F.3d 796, 800 (8th Cfu. 2005);

Andis, 333 F.3d at 890; Margalli-Olvera, 43 F.3d at 353.

Paragraph 17 of the plea agreement contains the critical language in this

controversy. It states, in part, that:

The defendant agrees that, should the United States

determine in good faith, during the period that any Federal
Proceeding is pending, that the defendant has failed to provide
full and truthful cooperation, as described in Paragraph 12 of
this Plea agreement, or has otherwise violated any provision of
this Plea Agreement, the United Søtes will notiff the

defendant or his counsel in writing by personal or overnight
delivery or facsimile transmission and may also notiff his

counsel by telephone of its intention to void any of its
obligations under this PIea Agreement (except its obligations
under this paragraph), and the defendant shall be subject to
prosecution for any federal crime which the United States has

knowledge including, but not limitd to, the substantive

offenses relating to the investigation rezulting in this Plea

Agreement.
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Stewart Plea Agreement ati lT (docket no. 1l in CR10-4Û28-MWB).
27

2TPuragr^ph 
12 of the plea agreement states:

DEFENDAIYT'S COOPERATION
12. The defendant will cooperate fully andtruthfully

with the Uuited States in the prosecution of this case, the

conduct of the current federal investigation of violations of
federal antitrust and related criminal laws involving the
manufacture or sale of ready-mix concrete in ttre state of Iowa,
any other federal investigation resulting therefrom, and any

litigation or other proceedings arising or resulting from any

such investigation to which ttre United States is a party
(*Federal Proceeding"). The ongoing, full, and truthful
cooperation of the defendant shall include, but not be limited
to:

(a) producing all non-privileged documents,

inctuding claimed personal documents, and other
materials, wherever located, in the possession, custody,

or control ofthe defendant, requested by attorneys and

agents of the United States.

O) making himself available forinterviews in
the Northern District of lowa, not at the expense of the

United States, uponthe request of attorneys and agents

of the Unitd States;
(c) responding fully and truthfully to all

inquiries of the United States in connection with any

Fede¡al Proceeding, without falsely inplicating any

person or intentionally withholding any information,
zubject to the penalties of making false statemenß (18

U.S.C. $ 1001) and obstruction of justice (18 U.S.C.

$ 1503, a seq.);
(d) otherwise voluntarily providing the United

States with any non-privileged material or information,
not requested in (a)-(c) of this paragraph, that he may

(continued...)
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The prosecution argues that it was þstified in voiding its obligations under the plea

agreement with Stewa¡t when he failed to provide full and truthful cooperation.

Specifically, the prosecution points, inter alia, to Stewart's resporu¡e to the prosecution's

offense conduct statement, in which Stewart argued that volume of commerce affected by

his actions did not exceed $250,000, as well as his denial of his involvement in bid rigging

on the disputed Sibley Airport, East Okoboji, and Spencer Lincoln School projects, and

his retracting his prior statements concerning the approximate sørting date of the

conqpiracy. In response, Stewaf contends that he honestþ and fully cooperated with the

prosecution since his initial proffer statement in Chicago on January 13,2010. Sæwart

asserts that the prosecution knew of each of the disputed projects and had a full and fair

opporh¡nity to question Stewart about those projects before the plea agreement was

executed. The prosecution counters that its belief that Stewart was not providing full and

truthful cooperation with its investigation was based on more than just his denial of his

involvement in the disputed projects, but also its dissatisfaction with Stewart's stepping

27
(...continued)

have that is related to any Federal Proceeding; and
(e) when called upon to do so by the United

States in connection with any Federal Proceeding,
testiffing in grand jury, trial, and other judicial
proceedings, fully, truthfully, and under oath, zubject
to the penalties of perjury (18 U.S.C. $ 1621), making
false statements or declarations in grand jury or court
proceedings (18 U.S.C. $ 1623), contempt (18 U.S.C.
$$ 401-4û2), and obstruction of justice (18 U.S.C.
$ 1503 et seq.).

Stewart Plea Agreement atl t2 (docket no. 11 in CR10-4028-MrtrB).
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back from prior statements he had made, including his statements concerning both the date

and the nature of his original agreement with VandeBrake.

In this case, the terms of Stewart's plea agreement wittr the prosecution leave no

doubt that the prosecution has sole discretion to evaluate whether Stewart had provided full

and truthful cooperation, with that discretion limited only by the requirement that it be

exercised in good faith. "To meet its obligation of good faith, the þrosecutionl need only

demonstrate honest dissatisfaction with the defendant's efforts.' United States v. Reeves,

296F.3d 113, 116 (2nd Cir. 2CÆ2): accord United States v. Roe,445F.3d2O2,207 (zrd

Cir.2@6) (quoting Reeves,296F.3d at 110.

The court finds that the prosecution was honestþ dissatisfied with Stewart's

cooperation. The prosecution could reasonably have believed VandeBrake's admissions

that he and Stewart rigged bids on the three disputed projects. This fact, when coupled

with the prosecution's view that Stewart þ¿d himself admitted during his August 16,2010,

debrief that he had rigged bids with VandeBrake on the East Okoboji project, provided a

basis for the prosecution to reasonably believe that Stewart was playing fast and loose with

the facts and not providing full and truthful cooperation with its investigation. Stewart has

failed to demonstrate that the prosecution acted in bad faith in its deterrrination to void its

obligations under the plea agreement based on its conclusion that he was not providing full

and truthful cooperation. Therefore, the court hnds that the prosecution did not breach

its plea agreement with Stewart and the court may proceed with determining both Stewart

and VandeBrake's sentences.

B. The Metlndalog¡tFor Dctermination Of A Sentence

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has repeatedly reiterated the following three-

step methodology for determination of a defendant's sentence:

M
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The first step in the sentencing process is to determine the
proper guidelines range for the defendant's sentence. Gall v.

United States, ---U.S. ----, I28 S. Ct. 586, 596, 169 L. H. ?Å

a45 QN7); [United States v.J Thwdershíeld, 474 F.3d [503,]
506-07 (8th Cir. Zfl}Tl. A court should then consider
whether a departure or a variance is appropriate and apply the

factors in 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a). GaA, I28 S. Ct. at596-97;
ThundershieW, 474 F.3d at 506-07.

United States v. Roberson, 517 F.3d 990,993 (8th Cir. 2008); see United States v.

Mireles,6IT F.3d 1009, 1012 (8th Cir. 2010) ("In determining an appropriate sentence,

'the district court ordinarily should determine first the appropriate guideline range, then

decide if the guidelines permit a traditional departure, and finally determine whether the

$ 3553(a) factors justify a variance from this ''guidelines sentence.'"') (quoting United

States v. Miller, 479 F.3d 984, 986 (8th Cir. 2A0T); United States v. Rivera, 439 F.3d

446, 447 (8ttr Cir. 2006) ('ln United States v. Haack, 403 F.3d 997, l0f/2-03 (8th Cir.

2005), we outlined the procedure a district court is to follow in imposing apost-Booker

sentence. First, the district court should determine the Guidelines sentencing range.

Second, the district court should deterurine whether any traditional departures are

appropriate. Thfud, the district court should apply all other section 3553(a) factors in

determining whether to impose a Guidelines or non-Guidelines sentence."). Although "a

court of appeals may apply a presumption of reasonableness when conducting substantive

review of a sentence within the advisory range, 'the sentencing court does not enjoy the

benefit of a legal presumption that the Guidelines sentence should apply.'" United $ates

v. Hmson,550 F.3d 739,740 (Sth Ctu. 2008) (quoting Rita v. United States,551 U.S.

338, 351 (200Ð). The Supreme Court has emphasizd this point, noting that '[o]ur cases

do not allow a senæncing court to presume that a sentence within the applicable Guidelines

range is reasonable," and that "[t]he Guidelines are not orúy not marúntory on sentencing
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courts; they are also not tobe presumed reasonable." Nelsonv. United States, 129 S. Ct.

890, 892 (2009) Qter curiam) (emphasis in the original).

As the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has also explained,

Under GaU, we may no longer require extraordinary
circumstances to justify a sentence outside the Guidelines
range. Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 595. However, 'a district judge

must give serious consideration to the extent of any departure
from the Guidelines and must explain his conclusion that an

unusually lenient or an unusually harsh sentence is appropriate
in a particular case with sufficient justifications-' Id. at 594.
If, after an 'individualtzed assessment based on the facts
presented," the district court "decides that an outside-
Guidelines sentence is warranted, [the district court] must
consider the extent of the deviation and ensure that the
justification is sufhciently compelling to support the degree of
the variance ." Id. at 597 . It is "uncontroversial that a major
departure should be supported by a more significant
justification than a minor one." Id. " [A]n abuse of discretion
may occur when (1) a court fails to corsider a relevant factor
that should have received signihcant weight; (2) a court gives

significant weight to an improper or irrelevant factor; or (3) a
court considers only the appropriate factors but in weighing
those factors cornmits a clear error of judgment.' United
States v. Haack,403 F.3d 997,lO0/- (8th Cir. 2005) (internal
quotation marks and citation omitted). See ako Gall, 128

S. Ct. at 597.

United States v. Kene,552 F.3d 748,752 (8th Cir. 2oo9).

C. Policy Disagreements With Sentencing Guidelines

As to grounds for variance from a guidelines sentence, "filnKimbrough [v. United

States,552 U.S. 35 (2007)1, the Supreme Court held that it was not an abuse of discretion

for a district court to vary from the Guidelines based on its policy disagreement concerning
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the disparity between crack and powder cocaine sentences.' United States v. Battiest,553

F.3d1L32,1137 (8ttr Crr.2W9)(citngKimbrough,552U.S. at 110-111). Thus, 'policy

disagreements' may provide the basis for a variance from a guidelines sentence, even in

a "mine-run' case. Kimbrough, 552U.S. at 109-110.

The Supreme Court took up the issue of the district court's authority to vary from

guidelines sentences inSpears v. United States, t29 S. Ct. 840 Q009) Qter curiam), which

also involved the disparity benveen crack and powder cocaine sentences. In Spears, the

Court explained *the point of Kimbrough" to be 'a recognition of district courts' authority

to vary from the crack cocaine Guidelines based on policy disagreement with them, and

not simply based on an individualizd,deterrrination that they yield an excessive sentence

in a particular case.' Spears, 129 S. Ct. at M3. The Court also reiterated that it was

unnecessary to consider whether variances in cases "outside the heartland' are entitled to

greateÍ respect than variances in cases *inside the heartland' and, thus, necessarily based

on a policy or 'categorical' disagreement with the Guidelines, where the Guidelines in

question "do not exempliff the Commission's exercise of its characteristic institutional

role." /d. (quoting Kimbrough, 552 U.S. at 89). Furthennore, the Court clarified in

Spears that if the sentencing court disagrees with the 100:1 ratio for crack cocaine cases,

the sentencing court also necessarily has the authority to adopt some other ratio to govern

a "mine-run case.' Id. at8434. Specifically, the Court clarified "that district courts are

entitled to reject and vary categorically from the crack-cocaine Guidelines based on a

policy disagreement with those Guidelines.' Id. The Court found that adopting the

alternative of barring such categorical variances 'would likely yield one of two results":

Either district courts would treat the Guidelines' policy
embodied in the crack-to-powder ratio as mandatory, believing
that they are not entitled to vary based on 'categorical" policy
disagreements with the Guidelines, or they would continue to
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vary, masking their categorical policy disagreements as

"individualized determinations. " The latter is institutionalized
subterfuge . The former contradicts our holding nKinbrough.
Neither is an acceptable sentencing practice.

Spears, 129 S. Ct. rt 84/. The Court found, further, that the sentencing court had based

its 20:1 replacement ratio on two well-reasoned decisions by other courts, which had, in

turn, reflected the Sentencing Commission's erylert judgment that a 20:1 ratio would be

appropriate in a 'mine-run case.' /d.

Spears specifically addressed only a sentencing court's authority to reject tlrc 100:1

crack-to-powder ratio under the guidelines, categorically, and on policy grounds, and to

adopt some other ratio to govern "mine-run cases.' Nevertheless, the powerful

implication of Spears is that, in other "mine-run' situations, the sentencing court may also

reject guidelines provisions on categorical, policy grounds-particularly when those

guidelines provisions "'do not exempliff the Commission's exercise of its characteristic

institutional role,'' id. (quoting Kinbrough. 552 U.S. at 89)-and may, consequently,

adopt some other well-reasoned basis for sentencing. Indeed, a number of federal circuit

courts of appeals have held that Kimbroagh and Spears apply to policy disagreements with

Guidelines outside of the crack cocaine context. See United States v. Corner,598 F.3d

4IL,4l5 (7t1tCir.2010) (enbanc) ("WeunderstandKimbroughandSpears tomeanthat

district judges are at liberty to reject any Guideline on policy grounds-though they must

act reasonably when using that power.'); United States v. Engle, 592F.3d495, 5V2 (41ïr

Cir. 2010) ('[D]istrict courts may 'vary from Guidelines ranges based solely on policy

considerations, including disagreements with the Guidelines'' (quoting Kimbrough, 552

U.S. at 101)); United States v. Cavera,550 F.3d 180, 191 (2d Ch. 2008) (en banc) ("As

the Supreme Court strongly suggested in Kimbrough, a district court may vary from the

Guidelines range based solely on a policy disagreement with the Guidelines, even where
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that disagreement applies to a wide class of offenders or offenses."); United States v.

Rodrigue2, 5n F 3d221 ,227 (1st Cir. 2003) (" [Kimbrough] makes plain that a sentencing

court can deviate from the guidelines based on general policy considerations.").

Similarþ, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has recognized, in a case involving

conviction on multiple child pornography counts, that a sentencing court could effectuate

a life sentence under the advisory guidelines, in excess of tlre statutory maximum sentence

of 20 years for any one count. See Uníted Stntes v. Betcher,534 F.3d 820, 827 (8th Cir.

2008). The appellate court found that, after the sentencing court had given due

consideration to the sentencing factors set out in 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a) and had recognized

that the guidelines were advisory, the sentencing court had perrrissibly imposed

conseculive statutory maximum sentences on all counts to ensure that the defendant served

a term of lifetime imprisonment, as the Sentencing Guidelines advised. /d.

D. Determination OtThe Guídelines Sentmce

1. DefendantVandeÛrake

The fnst step in the sentencing prooess is to determine the proper guidelines range

for the defendant's sentence. See United States v. I-azoya, 623 F.3¿' 62t4, 625 (8th Cir.

2010) ("In sentencing a defendant, a district court must first determine the advisory

sentencing range as recommended by the Guidelines."): see also Mireles, 617 F.3d at

l}l2; Roberson, 517 F.3d at 993: Rivera, 439 F.3d at 447 . The applicable Sentencing

Guideline for the antitrust offenses is U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1. Section 2R1.1(a) establishes a

Base Offense Lævel of 12 for each of the three antitrust offenses in violation of 15 U.S.C.

g 1 charged against VandeBrake. Section 2R1.1(bXl) imposes a 1 level increase in the

offense level if the conduct involved participation in an agreement to submit non-
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competitive bids. Section 2R1.1OX2) then imposes the following increases in the offense

level based on volume of commerce attributable to the defendant:

Volume of
Commerce (Apply the Greatest)

More than $1,000,000

More than $10,000,Un

More than $40,000,0ü)

More than $100,000,0(n

More than $250,000,000

More than $500,000,0(n

More than $1,000,000,000

More than $1,500,000,000

Adjustment to
Offense Level

add2

add 4

add 6

add 8

add 10

add 12

add L4

add 16

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

u.s.s.G. $2R1.1(bX2).

The court finds that VandeBrake's Base Offense Level, grouping all three charges

to which he has pleaded guilty, is 12. See U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1.(a). He should receive a

onelevel increase for participating in an agreement to submit non-competitive bids. .Íee

U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1O). The total volume of commerce attributable to VandeBrake is

$5,666,348.61. He should further receive a two-level increase because the volume of

coûlmerce attributable to VandeBrake was more than $1,000,000 but less than

$10,000,000. See U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bX2). In addition, because VandeBrake was an

organizer or leader of criminal activþ that involved five or more participants, or was

otherwise extensive, U.S.S.G. $ 381.1(a) directs that VandeBrake should further receive

a four-level increase. Thus, VandeBrake's Adjusted Offense Level is 19. After a three-

level reduction for acceptance of responsibility, his total offense level is 16. The parties

also agree, and the court frnds, that VandeBrake has zero criminal history points and, thus,
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he has a criminal history category of I. Consequently, his advisory guidelines sentencing

range is 2I to 27 months.

2. Deþnfunl Stewatt

Like VandeBrake, the court finds Stewart's base offense level is 12. See U.S.S.G.

$ 2R1.1.(a). Stewart should receive a one-level increase for participating in an agreement

to submit non-competitive bids. Se¿ U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1O). IIe should further receive a

¡vo-level increase because the volume of commerce attributable to Stewart was more than

$1,000,000 but less than $10,000,000.28 .See U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bX2). Accordingly,

Stewart's adjusted offerse level is 15.

The prosecution challenges Stewart receiving a twelevel reduction for acceptance

of responsibility. The court, however, finds that Stewart is entitled to a nvo-level

reduction for acceptance ofresponsibility because he pleaded guiþ to the charged offense,

was, for the most part, forthcoming in his testimony at the sentencing hearing, did not

frivolously contest relevant conduct, and has not acted in a manner inconsistent with

acceptance of responsib ilfty,2g Thus, Stewart's total offense level is 13. The court finds

that Stewart has zero criminal history points and, therefore, has a criminal history category

of I. Consequently, his advisory guidelines sentencing range is 12 to t8 months.

2SPursuant 
to Stewart's plea agreement with the prosecution, the prosecution agreed

not to seek this enhancement. The court, however, is not bound by the terms of the

parties' plea agreement.

29Nonettreless, 
the court recognizes that it would be well within its discretion to

deny both Stewart and VandeBrake ¡eductions for acceptance of responsibility.

VandeBrake was not entirely forthcoming inhis testimony and Stewart deniedparticipating
in a price-fixing scheme with VandeBrake regarding their 2009 price sheets, contrary to
the admissions made by VandeBrake and [.ake. An objection the court has resolved

against Stewart. Nonetheless, the court concludes that Stewart's overall candor is

sufhcient to entitle him to a rwo level reduction for acceptance of responsibility.
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E, Determhatian Of Whether To Depaú

Next, the court must consider whether a departure or a variance is appropriate. See

Lozoya, 623 F.3d at 625-26; Mireles, 617 F.3d at l0l2; Roberson, 517 F.3d at 993;

Rívera,439F.3dat447. At this stage, the court should initially "decide if any applicable

Guidelines provisions perrrit a traditional 'departure' from the recommended sentencing

,-g"."30 Lozoya,623 F.3d at 6?.5; see Mireles, 617 F.3d at lOI2.

In discussing the propriety of departures generally, the Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals has instructed:

Departures are appropriate if the sentencing court f,rnds that
there exists an aggravating or mitþating circumstance "of a
kind, or to a degree, not adequately taken into consideration by
the Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines that,
in order to advance the objectives set forth in 18 U.S.C. $
3553(a)Q), should result in a sentence different from that

30A. 
rh" Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has explained:

*'Departure ' is a term of art under the Guidelines and refers
only to non-Guidelines sentences imposd under the
framework set out in the Guidelines." Irizarry v. United
States,553 U.S. 7O8, L28 S. Ct. 2198,2202, L7lL. Ed. 2d
28 (2008). A variance, on the other hand, is a "non-Guidelines
sentence[ ] based on the factors enumerated in 18 U.S.C. $

3553(a)." United States v. Solis-Bermudez, 5OI F.3d 882, 884
(8th Cir. z00D.

Mireles,617 F.3d at lOI2 n.2; see lozoya, 623 F.3d at 6?ß (noting that, '[a]s opposed

to a 'deparhrre,' a 'variance' refers to a 'non-Guidelines sentence' based on the factors
enumerated in section 3553(a). "); United States v. Solís-Bernudez 501 F.3d 882, 884 (8th

Cir. 2007) (explaining that departures are provided for in Chapter Five and Section 4AI.3
of the Guidelines).
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described." U.S.S.G. $ 5K2.0. The guidelines provide that
sentencing courts [are] to treat each guideline as carving out a
"heartland," a set of typical cases embodying the conduct that
each guideline describes. When a court finds an atypical case,

one to which a particular guideline linguistically applies but
where conduct significantþ differs from the nonn, a court may
consider whether a deparnrre is warranted.
u.s.s.G. $ 141.1, cmt. n.4(b)-

Uníted States v. Chase,451 F.3d 474,482 (8th Cir. 2006'). A defendaut bears the burden

to prove that a downward departure is appropriate. See United States v. Torres,563 F.3d

73I,734 (8th Cir- 2C[9); United States v. Inssíer, 423F.3d 838, 843 (8th Cir. 2OO5); see

also In re Sealed Case,552 F.3d 841, 846 (D.C. Cir. 2009); United States v. Manderson,

307 Fed. App'x 34,38 (9th Cir. 2008); United States v. Escobar-Nvera,196 Fed. App's

852,853 (1lthCir. 2OO6);Unitedsntesv. Payton,4O5 F.3d IL68,ll70 (10thCir.2@5);

United Støtes v. McDowerl, 888 F.2d285,29L (3¡d Cir. 1989).

The decisionwhetherto depart ftom the advisory Sentencing Guidelines rests within

the sound discretion of the district court. See Mireles, 617 F.3d at 1015; Uníted States v.

Jones,596 F.3d 881, 893 (8rh Cir.), cert. denied, 131 S. Ct.229 (2010); United States

v. Bilhrc,576 F.3d 898, 905 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 130 S. Ct.765 (2009); Torres, 563

F.3d at 734; United States v. Thin Elk,32l F.3d 704, 7W{,8 (8th Cir. 2W3). However,

the Supreme Court has instructed that: "þ]efore a departure is permitted, certain aspects

of the case must be found unusual enough for it to fall outside the heartland of cases. . . .'
Koonv. United States,518 U.S. 81, 98 (1996). Thus, a court must'carefully articulate

the reasons for de,parture, particularly where the waters are unchartered.' United States

v. Reinke,283 F.3d 918,y25-26 (8th Cir. 2W2).
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1. Ihfendant Vandehake

The prosecution has not sought an upward de,parture in either case and VandeBrake

has not sought a downward departure. The court does not believe that there are any sound

bases for either a traditional upward or downward dqlarture, that is, that there are features

of VandeBrake's case that potentially Ake it outside the guidelines "heartland' and make

it a special or unusual case $rarra.nting a departure provided for in Chapter Five or $ 441.3

of the Guidelines. Therefore, there will be no departures in VandeBrake's case.

2. Detendant Stewatt

On November Il,2OlO, Stewart filed his Motion For the Court To Depart or Vary

Downwar [sic] From the Advisory United Stated [sic] Sentencing Guidelines Range

(docket no. 35). In his motion, Stewart requests that the court grant him a downward

deparnrre under U,S.S.G. $$ 5K1.1, 5K2.0, 5K¿.I1, and 5K2.12. In response, the

prosecution points out that, under the terms of the plea agreement between Stewart and the

prosecution, the parties agreed not to seek a sentence outside of the guidelines ,ang".3t

31Th, 
plea agreement provides in pertinent part:

The parties agree that there exists no aggravating or mitigating
circumstance of a kind, or to a degree, trot adequately taken

into consideration by the U.S. Sentencing Corunission in
fonnulating the Sentencing Guidelines justifying a departure
pursuant to U.S.S.G. $ 5K2.0. The parties agree trot to seek

or support any sentence outside of the Guidelines range nor
any Guidelines adjustment for any reason that is not set forth
in this Plea Agreement. The parties further agree that the

recommended sentence set forth in this Plea Agreement is
reasonable.

Plea Agreement, docket no. 11 in CR104ü28-MWB, at 18.
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The prosecution frrrther argues that Stewart is not entitled to a departure pursuant to any

of these sentencing provisions. The court will discuss each of Stewart's claims in turn.

(t. Departure under U.S.S.G. $ sKl.I
Stewart initially seeks a downward departure based on U.S.S.G. $ 5K1.1 for

substantial assistance. "'Absent a motion by the government, a dishict court generally

lacks the authority to grant a downward departure based on a defendant's substantial

assistance.'" United States v. Davis,397 F.3d,672,676 (8ttr Cir. 2005) (quotngUnited

States v. Wolf, 27O F.3d 1188, 1190 (8th Cir. 2001). This is because, unless a plea

agreement provides to the contrary, "'$ 5K1.1 givelsì "the Government a power, not a

duty, to f,rle a motion when a defendant has substantially assisted" in the prosecution or

investigation of other persons involved in criminal activity." United States v. Smith,574

F.3d 521,525 (8th Cir. 2009)(quottngUnited States v. Perez,526F.3d 1135, 1138 (8th

Cir. 2008) (quoting in turn Wade v. United States,504 U.S. 181, 185 (1992)).

Here, Stewart argues that he is entitled to a downward departure, pursuant to

$ 5K1.1, because he has fully cooperated with the prosecution and that the prosecution is

required to make such a motion under the terms of his plea agreement. Stewart argues that

the prosecution's failure to do so constitutes a breach of his plea agreement and requests

that the court grant him specific performance of the plea agreement by compelling the

prosecution to file a motion for downward departure under $ 5K1.1.

The key provisions in the plea agreement regarding a motion for departure pursuant

to $ 5K1.1 are located in paragraph 9 and provide as follows:

9. The United States and the defendant agree that the
applicable Guidelines imprisonment range exceeds theterm of
imprisonment contained in the recommended sentence set out
in Paragraph 8 above. Subject to the fulI and continuing
cooperation ofthe defendant, as described in paragraph 12 of
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this Plea Agreement, and prior to sentencing in this case, the

United States agrees that it will make a motion, pursuant to
U. S. S. G. $ 5Kl . 1, for a three-level downward departure from
the Guidelines fine and imprisonment range in this case and

will request that the Court irnpose the fine and imprisonment
contained in the recommended sentence set out in Paragraph

8 of this Plea Agreement because of the defendant's substantial

assistance in the government's investigation and prosecutions

of federal criminal law in the ready-mix concrete industry.
With the U.S.S.G. $ 5K1.1 departure, the resulting offense

level is 8. The defendant is free to argue for any sentence

within the applicable Sentencing Guidelines range as

determined by the Couf. The defendant agrees that the

$20,0(n fine amount is appropriate.

Stewart Plea Agreement at f 9 (docket no. ll in CR10-4028-MWB).

As discussed above, the court has found that the prosecution is not in breach of the

plea agreement, because Stewart has failed to demonstrate that the prosecution acted in bad

faith in detennining to void its obligations under the plea agreement. Consequently, the

terms of the plea agreement, including the terrns containd in paragraph9, arc no longer

binding on the prosecution. As such, there is no basis for the court to enforce the terms

of the plea agreement by ordering, through specific perfonnance, the prosecution to file

a motion for downward departure under $ 5K1.1.

Even if the court were to assume, arguendo, that the tenns of the plea agreement

were still binding on the prosecution, the plea agreement explicitly provides that the

prosecution retained the discretion whether to f,rle a motion for downward departure.

Thus, under the terms of the plea agreement, the prosecution did not bind itself to file a

motion for downward departure, but reserved the right to make its own assessment of

whether Stewart provided "fi¡ll and continuing cooperation.' Since the prosecution did not

bargain away its discretion about whether to make a downward deparnrre motion, the
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prosecution's decision to not move for a substantial assistance deparnrre can be reviewed

by the court only "*if such refusal (l) was prompted by an unconstitutional motive, such

as the defendant's race or religion; or (2) was not rationally related to a legitimate

government interest.''' United States v. Davis,583 F.3d 1081, 1098 (8th Cir. 2009)

(quoting Perez,526F.3dat 1138) (quotinginturn Unitedstatesv. Mullíns,399F.3d888,

890 (8th Cir. 2005)) .32 loorder for a defendant to be entitled to a hearing on a motion

to compel the prosecution to make a substantial assistance motion, a defendant must make

a "'substantial threshold showing that the government's refusal to make a substantial

assistance motion was premised on an improper motive.'' Smith, 574 F. 3d at 525 (quoting

Perez, 526F.3d at 1138) (quotations omitted)). As the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals

instructed in its D¿vls decision,

To make the requisite showing, a defendant must do more than
present evidence ofthe defendant's substantial assistance and
must make more than "genettlized allegations of improper
motive. " Id. We require the defendant to "make a 'subst¿ntial
threshold showing.'" Id. (quoting Mullins,399 F.3d at 890).
This is so, because we "presume a prosecutor has properþ
discharged þisl duties absent clear evidence to the contrary."
Id. (quoting Uníted States v. Pamperin, 456 F.3d 822,825
(8th Cir. 2006).

Døvis,583 F.3d at 1098.

Stewart does not allege that the prosecution has refused to file a motion for

downward departure for suspect reasons such as his gender, race, or religion, or that the

refusal to file the motion lvas not rationally related to any legitimate government end.

3tTh"r. 
is an intra-circuit split in the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals over whether

bad faith on the part of the prosecution constitutes an additional basis for compelling a
motion for downward departure based on substantial assistance. See Davis, 583 F.3d at
1098 (recognizing "'intra-circuit split'") (quoting Perez,526 F.3d at 1138).
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Indeed, there is not even a faint whiffhere that the prosecution's actions were prompted

by bad faith, an unconstitutional motive, or a reason unrelated to a legitimate government

end. Instead, Stewart contends that he provided the prosecution with ongoing, firll and

truthful cooperation as required by his plea agreement. The prosecution, however,

disagrees with Stewart's assessment. Stewart's bare allegation that he provided substantial

assistance does not qualify as the "substantial threshold showing" of prosecutorial

discrimination or irrational conduct. See Wade, 504 U.S. at 186 ("[A] claim that a

defendant merely provided zubstantial assistance will not entitle a defendant to a remedy

or even to discovery or an evidentiary hearing. Nor would additional but generalized

allegations of improper motive."); Godinez, 474 F.3d, at tO44 ('A defendant's bare

assertions that he provided substantial assistance are insufhcient to require a hearing on

the matter without more specific allegations of improper motive."). Therefore, the court

concludes that, because the prosecution retained the discretion to determine whether to f,tle

a motion for downward departure and Stewart has failed to make the necessary "substantial

threshold showing" to challenge the prosecution's decisiou not to move for downward

departure, Stewart's motion for a downward departure based on $ 5K1.1 for substantial

assistance is denied.

b. De¡núure unde¡ [/.S.S.G. ç 5K2.11

Stewart also seeks a downward deparhrre under U.S.S.G. 5K¿.11. He argues that

he committed the charged Sherman Act offense to avoid a greater harm, the threatened loss

of his business and its over forty jobs posed by GCC due to its unfair competitive

advantage. The prosecution counters that Stewart is not entitled to a downward departure

under $ 5K2.11.

Section 5K2. ll provides :

Lesser Ifarms @olicy Statement)
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Sometimes, a defendant may commit a crime in order to avoid
a perceived greater harm. In such instances, a reduced
sentence may be appropriate, provided that the circumstances
significantly diminish society's interest in punishing the
conduct, for example, in the case of a mercy killing. Where
the interest in punishment or deterrence is not reduced, a
reduction in sentence is not warranted. For example,
providing defense secrets to a hostile power should receive no
lesser punishment simply because the defendant believed that
the government's policies were misdirected.

In other instances, conduct may not cause or threaten the harm
or evil sought to be prevented by the law proscribing the
offense at issue. For example, where a war veteran possessed

a machine gun or grenade as a trophy, or a school teacher
possessed controlled substances for display in a drug education
program, a reduced sentence might be warranted.

U.S.S.G. $ 5K2.11, p.s.

Section 5K2.11 permits a court to depart downward from the applicable sentencing

range in two circumstances: First, where the defendant 'commit[s] a crime to avoid a

perceived greater harm . . . provided that the circumstances significantþ diminish society's

interestinpunishingtheconduct.' U.S.S.G. $5K2.11. Second,theEighthCircuitCourt

of Appeals has recognized that *U.S.S.G. 
$ 5K2.11 pennits a sentencing court to depart

downward from the otherwise applicable sentencing guideline range when the defendant's

conduct does not ''cause or threaten the harm or evil sought to be prevented by the law

proscribing the offense at issue.'" United States v. Lewis,249 F.3d793,795 (8th Cir.

2001) (quoting U. S. S.G. $ 5K2. 1 lxholding that the'lesser harms' rationale of $ 5I0. 1 1

permits a sentencing court to depart for violations of 18 U.S.C . 5922(a)(6), making a false

statement in connection with the acquisition of a fireann).
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Stewart's argument here is confined to the f,rrst ground.33 As noted above,

Stewart has moved for a downward departure on the first ground, arguing that his

involvement in the conspiracy with VandeBrake was designed to avoid the greater harm

of Great Lakes being run out of the concrete business by GCC and the resulting loss of

over forty good-paying jobs in northwest Iowa.

Tellingly, Stewart identifies no case where a court has actually granted a $ 5K2.11

departure on a Sherman Act violation on the basis of preserving a business and its jobs.

Indeed, there are few cases addressing a downward de,parture under $ 5K2.11's first

ground and the court has found none in the context of a Sherman Act violation. See, e.g.,

United Støes v. Harris, 322 Fed. App'x 55, 57 (4th Cir. 2009) (upholding downward

departure under $ 5K2.11 for defendant convicted of felon in possession of ammunition

where defendant possessed ammunition "to avoid a greater harm to leaving the ammunition

out where children could be injured or otherwise harmed by it."); United Stoles v.

Børajos-Nunez, 9L F.3d 826, 832 (6th Cir. 1996) (holding that a deported alien who

returned to the United States to assist his girlfriend who was pregnant with his child while

she underwent surgery did not deserve a downward departure under 5K2.11 but that the

district court's granting such a departure was not plain error); United States v. Carvell, 74

F.3d 8, 12 (lst Cir. 1990 (affirming downward departure under $ 5K2.11 where the

defendant grew and used marijuana to treat his depression as alternative to suicide).

However, a downward departure under 5K2.Il *'applies only in narrow, extreme

circumstances such as mercy killi¡g.'' United States v. Herandez, 103 Fed. App'x 882,

"Evao if the court construed Stewart's argument to be also based on 5K2.11's
second ground, his conviction and sentence address the very harm Congress sought to
prevent in the Sherman Act. Thus, a downward departure basod on 5K2.11's second
ground is not warranted.
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883 (6th Cir. 2004) (quoting Barøjas-Nunez 9t F.3d at 832); see United States v. Ctarciø,

189 Fed. App'x 819,822 (10th Cir. 2006) (noting that 5K2.11 "should be interpreted

narrowly.'). Moreover, a departure under $ 5K2.11 "'is typically inappropriate where

the defendant could have pursued other means of avoiding the greater harm rather than

committing a crime." United States v. Rooney,370 F. Supp.2d 310, 316 (D. Maine

2005) (quoting United States v. Grewal,2 F. Supp.2d 612,624 (D.N.J. 1998)).

The court finds that Stewart has failed to sustain his burden to demonstrate that he

is entitled to a downward departure based on 5K2.11's first ground. Significantly, the

court notes that there is no evidence in the sentencing record that Great Lakes was

suffering from financial distress which would require Stewart to resoft to illegal means to

ensure its survival. Indeed, Great I¿kes turned a tidy proñt in the years 2007 ,2t08, and

2009, earning $1,ó45,026 in 2007, $2,M9,527 in 2008, and $2,936,877 n 2A09.

Defendant Stewart's Exs. 11, 12,13- This demonstrates that Great Lakes was profitable

both before and after GCC was formed by Grupo Cementos de Chihuahua's purchasing

Alliance in January 2008. Thus, there was simply no need for Stewart to engage in

Sherman Act violations to keep Great Lakes afloat financially.

Moreover, even if the court were to assume for the sake of argument that Stewart's

actions were driven by his perception that GCC had an unfair competitive advantage and

he thought engaging in Sherman Act violations rvas a lesser harm than facing the loss of

his business with its resulting loss of jobs, the court does not hold such a view. Rather

than pursue alternative legitimate means to save Great Lakes, or simply accept, as many

businessmen in this economy do everyday, the failure of Great Lakes and the need to sell

out to GCC, Stewart chose to ignore society's greater interest in preserving free and

unfettered competition, which is the haltmark of America's free-enterprise system, by
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participating in a conspiracy whose goal was the antithesis of that system. Thus, Stewart's

motion for a downward departure based on g 5K1.11 for lesser harrr is denied.

c. Depafiure ander U.S.S.G. ç 5K2.12

Stewart also requests a downward departure in his sentence pursuant to U.S.S.G.

$ 5K2.12. Stewart's argument here is similar to his lesser harms argument. Stewart

argues that he was acting under duress that resulted from his concern for his employees'

and his customers' financial well being if Great Lakes ceased operation as a result of the

economic pressures being brought to bear on Great Lakes by GCC. The prosecution

argues that Stewart is not entitled to a downward departure under $ 5K2-12.

Section 5K2.12 provides:

Coercion and Duress @olicy Statement)

If the defendant committed the offense because of serious
coercion, blackmail or duress, under circumstances not
amounting to a complete defense, the court may depart
downward. The extent of the decrease ordinarily should
depend onthe reasonableness of the defendant's actions, onthe
proportionality of the defendant's actions to the seriousness of
coercion, blackmail, or duress involved, and on the extent to
which the conduct would have been less harmful under the
circumstances as the defendant believed them to be.
Ordinarily coercion will be sufficientþ serious to v/arrant
deparnrre only when it involves a threat of physical injury,
substantial damage to property or similar injury resulting from
the unlawful action of a third party or from a natural
emergency. Notwithstanding this policy statement, personal
financial difficulties and economic pressures upon a trade or
business do not urarrant a downward deparnrre.

U.S.S.G. $ 5K2.12. p.s.

As the Eighth Circuit has noted,
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Although *'serious coercion, blackmail or duress" is a

potential ground for departure under S 5KJ¿.12, *'[o]rdinary

coercion will be sufficiently serious to warrant de,parture only
when it involves a threat of physical injury, substantial damage

to property or similar injury resulting from the unlawful action
of a third party or from a natural emergency.'" [United States

v. Contreras, 180 F.3d lz%,lzLL (10th Cir. 1999)l (quoting

U.S.S.G. $ 5K2.12). Absent these specific serious threats,
coercion is a discouraged basis for departure and must be
present in some unusual or exceptional way to warant
departure from the Guidelines range. Id. at 1212.

United States v. King,280 F.3d 886, 890 (8th Cir. 2002).

The *economic preszures' limitation precludes the availability of a $ 510.12

downward departure in Stewart's case. Even if the court were to assume that Stewart was

extremely stressed by the thought of his company being driven out of business by GCC and

the effect that would have on his employees, the resulting duress constituted nothing more

than 'economic pressures upon a trade or business." Section 5K2.12's 'economic

pressures" limitation, however, requires the court to deny Stewart's motion since

'economic pressures upon a trade or business', here Stewart's business, as opposed to the

threats, were the cause of his illegal actions. See United States v. Høversat,22F.3d79O,

796 (81h Ctr. 1994) (holding that district court erred in relying on economic coercion

as ground for downward departure)i see also United States v. Coble,1l Fed. App'x 193,

2W (4thCir. 2001) (holding thatunder 5K2.12 "[t]o ttre extent thatthe district court relied

upon the duress arising ftom the economic hardship imposed by the IRS liens, that is a

forbidden factor.'); United States v. Pozzy,902F.Z¡133,I39 (lst Cir. 1990) (holding

that $ 5K2.12 departure was not warranted where defendant's motivation for her illegal

actions was money); United States v. Contreras, 180 F.3d I2M, l2ll (10th Cir. 1999)

(holding that defendant's financial dependence on father and economic coe¡cion were
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impermissible considerations under 5l<21.1Ð.34 Therefore, the court finds that Stewart

has failed to sustain his burden to demonstrate his entitlement to a $ 5K2.L2 downward

departure on the basis of coercion or duress and his motion for downward departure under

$ 5K2.12 is denied.

d. Departure under U.S.S.G. S 5K2.0

Finally, Stewart seeks a downward departure in his sentence pursuant to U.S.S.G.

$ 5K2.0. Stewart argues for a downward departure based on his indispensability to Great

l¿kes and the resulting extraordinary hardship that would be placed on his employees in

the event of his incarceration. The prosecution contends that Stewart is also not entitled

to a downward departure under $ 5K2.0 and points out that he agreed in his plea

agreement that there were no circumstances in his case justiffing a deparnre pursuant to

$ 5K2.0.

In support of his argument, Stewart directs the court to United States v. Mililcowsþ,

65 F.3d 4(zdctr.1995), where the Second Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the district

court's granting of a downward departure to avoid imprisoning a defendant when his

imprisonment would cause extraordinary hardship on the defendant's employees. .Id. at

5. ln Mililcowsky, the defendant, who was a principal in several steel-related businesses,

was convicted of violating the Sherman Act. Id. at 6. At the time of sentencing, the

34E 

"o 
if economic pres$rres on a trade or business was a viable basis for a

downward departure under 5K2.L2, the court concludes there is some obligation on
Stewart to demonstrate that he had no ¡easonable alternative to committing his criminal
acts here. See Uníted States v. Lopez-García, 316 F.3d 967, 973 (gthCir. 2003) (holding
that defendant was not entitled to $ 5IO.12 downward departure where she failed to tell
border agents she was in danger and instead continued to smuggle aliens into the United
States). Here, instead of engaging in the charged Sherman Act violations, Stewart could
have availed himself of the Justice Department's læniency Program and informed law
enforcement personnel about VandeBrake's activities in the ready-mix concrete industry.
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defendant's two remaining businesses employed more than 150 people. Id. at8-9. Before

sentencing, the defendant submitted letters which established that, for one of his

businesses, he was the sole buyer of all steel, the most successful seller and the only

contact the business had with customers and supplierc. Id. at 8. The defendant also

established that, at his other business, *the cost advantage attributable to his expertise is

virtually the only reason [the business] remains a viable operation." Id. The sentencing

record further established that without the defendant, his businesses would likely be forced

into bankruptcy. Id. Ttrc district court granted the defendant's request for a downward

deparnrre based on the extraordinary impact his imprisonment would have had on his

employees and sentenced him to a term of probation. In affirming, the Second Circuit

Court of Appeals observed:

On the basis of this record, we cannot find clear error in the
court's conclusion that imprisoning Milikowsþ would have
extraordinary effects on his employees to a deglee not
adequately taken into consideration by the Sentencing
Commission. While we agrce with our sister circuits that
business ownership alone, or even ownership of a vutnerable
small business, does not make downward dqrarnrre
appropriate, 

^s¿e 
cases cited, supra, departure may be warranted

where, as here, imprisonment would impose extraordinary
hardship on ernployees.

Mililawsþ, 65 F.3d at 9. The First Circuit Court of Appeals has also found that business

impact is a permissible consideration in weighing whether to grant a downward deparhrrre.

See United States v. Olbres, 99 F.3d 28, 36 (1st Cir. 1996) (observing that 'job loss to

innocent employees resulting from incarceration of a defendant may not be categorically

excluded from consideration' but noting that 'ltlhe mere fact that irurocent others will

themselves be disadvantaged by the defendants' imprisonment is not alone enough to take

a case out ofthe heartland.').
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Unlike the defendant n Milil<owsþ, Stewart cannot demonstrate that an

extraordinary hardship will befall Great Lakes's employees if he is incarcerated. As Great

Lakes's general manager, Stewart is the key employee of the business. He does all of

Great Lakes's pricing, job bidding and handles its finances, including the purchasing of

the ingredients for the manufacturing of concrete, and the buying and selling of equipment

needed for the business. Stewart works directly with contractors, visiting job sites and

f,relding customer complaints. In addition, he is responsible for overseeing the mining of

aggregate, and, when needed, he steps in to run a front end loader or load ready-mix

concrete- Stewart's other job responsibilities include obtaining insurance quotes for Great

Lakes's general liabilþ and medical insurance, and working with Carol Kleve, Great

Lakes's bookkeeper, to complete Great Lakes's air emissions and water permits.

Nonetheless, unlike the steel businesses in Milíkowsþ, which were on the brink of

bankruptcy and required the defendant's expertise to stay in business, Great Lakes is on

sound financial footing. Great Lakes has shown profits over the past three years totaling

$6,63L,440. The significance of this fact is that Great Lakes, unlike the businesses in

Milikowsky, is in an excellent position to hire someone to replace Stewan as the company's

general manager. Both Dennis Rode and Brian Bosshart, who collectively own one-third

of Great Lakes, conceded that a replacement for Stewart could be hired, albeit with some

difficulty. The court agfees with Rode and Bosshart's assessments and finds that Great

Lakes should be able to locate and hire someone with the experience in the concrete

industry to fill Great Lakes's general manager position. Accordingly, the court finds that

Stewart has not established that his presence is indispensable for Great Lakes's continued

financial viability or that in his absence an extraordinary hardship will befall Great Lakes's
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employees.3s Therefore, the court hnds that Stewart has failed to sustain his burden to

demonstrate his entitlement to a $ 5K2.0 downward departure on the basis of the impact

Stewart's absence would have on Great I¿kes's business and its employees, and his motion

for downward deparnrre under $ 5K2.0 is denied.36 Accordingty, the court turns to

consider whether the $ 3553(a) factors justiff a variance from the calculated guidelines

sentence. See Mireles, 617 F.3d at IOl2; Miller, 479 F.3d at 986.

F. tn S 3553(a) Consíderotions fusfity A Variance?

1. The Ë 3553(a) Faeto¡s

The final step in the determination of a defendant's sentence is to apply the factors

in 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a). See Lozoya,623F.3dat626; Roberson,slT F.3d at993; Rivera,

439 F.3d at447. The $ 3553(a) factors are "the nature and circumstances of the offense

and the history and characteristics of the defendant," 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aXl); "the need

for the sentence imposed," $ 3553(a)(2), including the need for the sentence "to reflect the

seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just punishment

for the offense,' $ 3553(aX2)(A), *to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct,'

$ 3553(aX2XB), "to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant,"

$ 3553(a)(2)(C), and *to provide the defendant with needed educational 6¡ v¡ç¿¡isnal

training' or other care or treatment, $ 3553(aX2)(D); "the kinds of sentences available,"

35Th" 
court notes that in 2009 Stewart lvas in Florida during all of January and

February. See Gov'tEx. C. at LI2. Thus, at least in the slower winter months, Stewaf's
daily presence at Great Lakes is not required.

36To,h" 
extent that Stewart is also seeking a sentencing variance on the basis of the

impact of his absence on Great Lakes's business and employees, the court f,tnds that a
variance is unwarr¿nted.
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$ 3553(aX3); 'the kinds of sentence and the sentencing range established" for similar

offenses, $ 3553(aXÐ; "any pertinent policy statement," $ 3553(aX5); "the need to avoid

unwananted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who have been

found gullty of similar conduct," $ 3553(aX6); and 'the need to provide restitution to any

victims of the offens€,' $ 3553(aXÐ. In considering the $ 3553(a) factors in the last step

of the sentencing methodology, '[a] district court is not required to recite each of the

sentencing factors under 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a), as long as the record makes clear that they

were considered.' United States v. Powills,537 F.3d 947,950 (8th Cir.2008) (citing

UnitedStatesv. Hemøndez 518 F.3d 6t3,616 (8th Cir. 2008), andRitav. UnitedStates,

551 U.S. 338, 35ó-358 (2007)). The court, therefore, turns to consider the $ 3553(a)

factors with respect to each defendant.

2. DeÍendil¿t VandeB¡ake

After balancing the $ 3553(a) factors, the court finds that a guideline sentence of

2l to27 months for VandeBrake is woefully inadequate and not "suff,rcient, but not greater

than necessary' to accomplish the goals of sentencing. 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a). Rather, the

court finds that a sentence significantly higher than a guideline sentence but well below the

statutory maximum of 120 months, is appropriate in VandeBrake's case. Although the

court has determined that an upward variance is appropriate, how much to vary upward

requires consideration of the $ 3553(a) factors. See United Sntes v. Pøpakee, 573 F.3d

569,576-77 (8th Cir. 2009) (the question is whether the $ 3553(a) factors, as a whole,

justiff the extent of a variance).

a. The nature ønd ci¡cumstances of the offenselneed for sentence

One part of the f,ust $ 3553(a) factor requires the court to consider "the nature and

circumstances of the offense." 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aXl). The second $ 3553(a) factor is

"the need for the sentence imposed,' $ 3553(aX2), including the need for the sentence 'to
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reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just

punishment for the offense,' $ 3553(aX2)(Ð, "to afford adequate deterrence to criminal

conduct," $ 3553(aX2)(B), 'to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant,"

$ 3553(aX2)(C), and *to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational

training" or other care or treatment, $ 3553(aX2)@). Because these two factors largely

overlap, the court will discuss them together. See Uníted Støes v. Irey,612 F.3d 1160,

1198 (llth Cfu. 2010) (noting that "[t]o a large extent 'the nature and circumstances of the

offense' . . . factor overlaps with the next listed consideration, which is 'the need for the

sentence imposed+o reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law,

and to provide just punishment for the offense.'').

At the outset, it is useful to briefly review the background, pur¡nse and policies

underlying the Sherman Act. The court notes that the United States Supreme Court has

offered the following explanation of the policies underlying the Sherman Act:

"The ShermanActwas designed to be a comprehensive charter
of economic liberty aimed at preserving free and unfettered
competition as the rule of trade. It rests on the premise that the
umestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the
best allocation of our economic resources, the lowest prices,
the highest quality and the greatest material progress, while at
the same time providing an environment conducive to the
preservation of our democratic political and social institt¡tions.
But even were that premise open to question, the policy
unequivocally laid down by the Act is competition.'

NCAA v. Board of Regents of Univ. of Oklø.,468 U.S. 85, 104 n.27 (1984) (quoting

Northcrn Pøc. Ry. Co. v. United States,356 U.S. 1, 4 (1958)); see Nøtiornl Soc'y of

Prol'l Eng'rs v. United States,435 U.S. 679,695 (1978) ('The Shennan Act reflects a

legislative judgment that ultimately competition will produce not only lower prices, but

also better goods and services."); see also Tal v. Hogan,453 F.3d 1244, 1258 (10th Cir.
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2006) ("The primary concern of the antitrust laws is the cornrption of the competitive

process . . . ."); SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc., 36 F.3d 958, 963 (10th Ctr. L994)

("the Act's basic objective[] [is] the protection of a competitive process") (internal

çotations omitted); Monisonv. Munøy Biscuit Co.,7n F.2d1430,L437 (7thCir. 1986)

("The purpose of antitrust law, at least as articulated in the modern cases, is to protect the

competitive process . . . .').
The Supreme Court has offered this account of circumstances giving rise to the

Sherrnan Act's passage:

[The Sherman Act] was enacted in the era of 'trusts' and of
'combinations' of businesses and of capital organized and

directed to control of the market by suppression of competition
in the marketing of goods and services, the monopolistic
tendency of which hadbecome a matter of public concern. The
end sought was the prevention of restraints to free competition
in business and commercial transactions which tended to
restrict production, raise prices or otherwise control the market
to the detriment of purchasers or consumers of goods and

services, all of which had come to be regarded as a special
form of pubtic injury.

Apex Hosiery v. Leader,3lO U.S. 469, 492 (L940). In United States v. Columbia Steel

Co.,334 U.S. 495 (1948), Justice Douglas echoed similar sentiments in dissent:

Industrial power should be decentralized. It should be scattered

into many hands so that the fortunes of the people will not be

dependent onthe whim or caprice, the political prejudices, the
emotional stabilþ of a few self-appointed men. The fact that
they are not vicious men but respectable and social minded is
irrelevant. That is the philosophy and the command of the

Sherman Act.

Colutnbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. at 536 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
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The conclusion to be drawn from these authorities is that the Sherrnan Act was

aimed at protecting competition in America's free-enterprise system, and in doing so,

protecting consumer welfare. See, e.g., Reiter v. Sonotone Corp., 442U.5. 33O,343

(1979) (noting that Congress designed the Sherman Act as a "consumer welfare

prescription') (quoting RoBERTH. BoRK, THnANrtrRusrPARADox 66 (1978)); Hømilton

Clnpter of AlphaDelta Phi, Inc. v. Hanilton Coll.,l28 F.3d 59, 63 Qd Cir. lÐ7) ("the

Sherman Act's essential purpose [is] safeguarding consumer welfare'); Reazin v. Blue

Cross & Bhtc Shield of Kan., Inc., 899 F.?tJ.951,960 (10th Cir. 1990) ("the purpose of

the antitrust laws is the promotion of consumer welfare') (quoting Westman Comm'n Co.

v. Hobart Int'l Inc.,796F.Z¡1216,1220 (10th Cir. 1986)); Key Fin. Plnnning Corp. v.

ITTLifeIns.Cotp.,828F.2d635,642(10thCir. 1987)("theantitrustlawsweredesigned

to protect and promote consumer welfare"); Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van

Iines, únc.,792F.?Å210,218 (D.C. Cfu. 1986) ("the purpose of the antitrust laws [isl

the promotion of consumer welfare').

Given the important purpose served by the Sherman Act, the relatively low

maximum sentence under the Sherman Act and the rather lax sentencing stfucture under

the Sentencing Guidelines for Sherman Act violations is surpris n1.t' The court notes that

3tlod""d, 
this point is exemplified by a recent story in the New York Times which

reported on the arrest of Sven Koppler for illegally importing tarantulas, including rare

Mexican red-kneed tarantulas (Brachypelma smithí) which are protected under the
Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species. Se¿ Rebecca Cathcart, Germnn

Clnrgedwith Shipping Tarantulas, NewYomTIMES, Dec. 4, 2OlO, at AI4, available at
http://www.nytimes.coml20l0ll2l04/us/04spiderman.html?scp:1¿tq:tarantulas&st
:cse. The article states that Koppler is charged with 'one count of illegally importing
wildlife into the United States, which carries a maximum penalty of 20 years in federal
prison and a $250,000 fine.' /d. Koppler is alleged to have smuggled tarantulas into the

(continued...)
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at the time of the Sherman Act's enactment in 1890, violations of the Act were

misdemeanors only punishable by up to one year in prison. ,S¿¿ Pub. L.93-528, $ 3, 88

Stat. 1708 (L974) (amending punishment under Sherrran Act). Congress did not make

Sherman Act antitrust violations felonies until1974, when it increased the maximum prison

sentencetothreeyears. SeePub.L.93-528, $3,88Stat. 1708. Tenyearslater,withthe

passage ofthe Antitrust Criminal Penalty EnhancementandRefonnAct of 2004, Congress

more than tripled the maximum penalties for individuals from a possible term of

imprisonment of three years to ten years . 
^S¿e 

Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and

ReformActof 2004, Pub.L. No. lO8-237,118 Stat. 665QC04). Evennow, violationof

the Sherman Act remains one of the few federal felonies that does not result in the loss of

one's right to own firearms. S¿¿ 18 U.S.C. $ 921(aX20)(Ð.38 Moreover, in considering

37(...continued)
United States by "bundl[ing] them in multicolored straws or plastic containers and

sen[ding] them in boxes though the United States Postal Service." /d. Why would one do

this? The article reports that tarantulas can fetch up to $1,000 each and tbat "[t]arantulas,
especially endangered ones, are 'highly sought afterby collectors,'. . .because they 'make

good pets,' and can live up to 30 years." .Id. The court's own research revealed that on
December 1, 2010, Koppler was, in fact, charged in a single count criminal complaint filed
in the United States District Court for the Central District of California, with importing
wildlife contrary to law, in violation of 18 U.S.C. $ 545. See United States v. Koppler,
2:10-marduun-029ü2M (Dec. 1, 2010). The maximum penalty for violating $ 545 is 20
years imprisoriment. Thus, the possible maximum penalty for smuggling tarantulas into
the United States is twice the penalty provided for under the Sherman Act.

3SEnacted 
as part of the Gun Control Act of 1968, $ y2l(a)QO(A) creates an

exception that allows gun possession despite a prior conviction for an antitrust or business

regulatory crime. The section provides as follows.

(20) The term 'crime punishable by imprisonment for a term
exceeding one year" does not include-

(continued...)
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a co-conspirator's relevant conduct for sentencing pu{poses, the Sentencing Guidelines

treat antitrust violators distinctþ different than those individuals convicted of fraud

offenses. Typically, the Sentencing Guidelines include as relevant conduct in the case of

a jointly undertaken criminal activity all (1) "reasonably foreseeable acts and omissions of

others' Q) "n furtherance of" (3) "the jointly undertaken criminal activity." U.S.S.G.

$ 181.3(aXlXB). *These elements closely correspond to the classic statement of the

,t(
continued)

(A) any Federal or State offenses pefaining to antitrust
violations, unfair trade practices, restraints oftrade, or
other similar offenses relating to the regulation of
business practices, or

What constitutes a conviction of such a crime shall be

determined in accordance with the law of the jurisdiction in
which the proceedings were held. Any conviction which has

been expunged, or set aside or for which a person has been
pardoned or has had civil rights restored shall not be

considered a conviction for purposes of this chapter, unless
such pardon, expungement, or restoration of civil rights
expressly provides ttrat the person may ûot ship, transport,
possess, or receive firearms.

18 U.S.C. $ 921(aX20)(A). Because federal antitrustviolations were misdemeanors atthe
time of the Gun Control Act of 1968's passage, it is unclear what the impetus was for this
section's inclusion in the bill. After a careful and exhaustive search, the court's review
of the legislative history of the Gun Control Act of 1968 failed to disclose either the
qnnsor of this language or the reason for its inclusion. Equally mysterious is the reason

why this provision remained uuchanged after Congress made Sherrnan Act antitn¡st
violations felonies ittt974. There are hundreds of other crimes, both economic and non-
violent, the conviction of which results in the loss of the privilege to possess firearms.
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commonlawreçirementsforsubstantiveconspiracyliability.'Unitedv.SpofiedElk,548

F.3d 641, 673 (Sth Cir. 2008); see Hnkerton v. United States,328 U.S. 640, Ø7-48

(1946') ('A different case would arise if the substantive offense committed by one of the

conspirators was not in fact done in furtherance of the conspiracy, did not fall within the

scope of the unlawful project, or was merely apartof the ramifications of the plan which

could not be reasonably foreseen as a necessary or natural consequence ofthe unlawful

agreement.').39 Th" Sentencing Guidelines for Sherrran Act violations, however, unlike

the Sentencing Guidelines for fraud offenses, do not take into account relevant conduct of

co-conspirators because the volume of commerce attributable to an individual participant

in a Sheruran Act conspiracy does not include the actions of co-conspitators, but only 'the

volume of commerce done by him or his principal in goods and services that were effected

by the violation." U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bX2). This Sentencing Guideline anomaly results

in the disproportionately more lenient treatment of antitrust offenses than fraud crimes, or

other types of offenses. One cannot help but wonder why sentences under the Sherman

Act are so low. Is it the result of be explicit and/or implicit bias on behalf of Congress?

The captains of American industry at the time of the Sherman Act's passage in 1890, and

the most likely targets of prosecution under the Shennan Act, were the likes of J.P.

Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, and Meyer Guggenheim. These

individuals were almost exclusively wealthy, white, Anglo-Saxon, protestant males who

were politically well-connected. Although the demographics of American industry have

changed since 18Ð, the overþ lenient sentencing (in my view) for white collar, antitrust

39Th" 
court notes that relevant conduct is narrower tlurn Pfukerton liability.

U.S.S.G. $ 181.3, comment. (n.L); see Spotted 8k,548 F.3d at n.l1 (recognizing that

'the November L9l2 amendment clarified that relevant conduct tryas narrower than

Hnkerton liability.').
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criminals found in the origins of the Sherman Act lingers today in the United States

Sentencing Commission Guidelines.

The Sherman Act prohibits price-fxing agreements and, in dsing so, provides

protection against the threat of harm to "the central nervous system of the economy'

caused by such agreements . See United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.,3l0 U.S. 150,

224 09n). The social utility of the Sherman Act in preventing price-fixing agreements

would, therefore, appear to be at least as great, if not greater, than the protections offered

by fraud statutes. After all, fraud schemes target only discreet segnents of the general

population while antitrust violations go to the heart of our economic free enterprise system

because they have the possibilrty of negatively ¿ffssting the entire economy. Yet, the

penalties for Sherman Act violatioil¡ are disproportionately lower than those for mail and

wire fraud. Accordingly, the court concludes that antitrust guideline $ 2R1.1 is deserving

of less deference.

The court detailed above the factual circumstances of VandeBrake's offenses. At

first blush, VandeBrake's offenses appear to constitute nothing more than a mine-run

antitrust case. However, u[xln closer inspection, several unusual circumstances come to

light which reveal the truly serious nature of VandeBrake's sommêrcial crimes. First, the

subject of all three conspiracies, ready-mix concrete, is a necessity product, rather than a

luxury or trifle. 'Concrete is used more than any other man-made material in the world.'

\ilikipedia, Concrete, avaílable at http:llenwikipedia.org/wiki/Concrete (last visited

January ll,z0tl). It is necessary for a wide array of construction projects. Concrete is

used in the construction of, among other things, buildings, bridges, roadways, dams,

foundations, parking lots, sidewalks, and driveways. In other words, concrete is employed

in the construction of signihcant portions of our nation's infrastructure. Indeed, one would

be hard pressed to Eaze in any direction in a modern city and not see an architectural
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structure which does not have as a component, some concrete. Moreover, in many

instances, there will be no reasonable substitute for concrete. For instanco, ily individual

or family seeking to build a new home, or a community planning to construct a nelry

school, will be required to purchase concrete for their new building's foundation. Thus,

the price of concrete in turn determines the price of all projects in which it is used and has

a secondary effect on our economy. Excess monies spent on VandeBrake or his co-

conspirator's overpriced concrete deprived their concrete purchasers of the option and

ability to spend those lost monies on other products. This is particularþ troublesome when

one considers the fact that a number of projects that VandeBrake rigged bids on were

public works. By rigging bids on these public works projects, VandeBrake effectively

robbed several local governments of monies that could have been used for the betterment

of their communities. Given VandeBrake's utter lack of involvement in any charitable or

civic activities, this is hardly surprising.

Further compounding the restriction on VandeBrake's victims' choice of substitute

products here is the fact that ready-mix concrete has a twenty-five mile travel limit, and

most concrete companies will not travel that far. S¿¿ PSIR rt 14 n.9. By entering into

three sqlarate conspiracies to fix the price of concrete, all innorthwest lowa, VandeBrake

effectively created his own concrete cartel. The signihcance of these facts is that the

victims of VandeBrake's conspiracies had substantially fewer or, in some instaJrces, no

market options by whichthey could avoidpurchasing concrete from VandeBrake orhis co-

conspirators. As a result, VandeBrake used his regional quasi-monopolistic power in the

concrete industry to extract unlawful monies from his company's customers. Even then,

VandeBrake's greed was unsatiated and he went so far as to double-cross one of his

conspirators when the occasion arose in order to further profit from his illegal endeavors.

VandeBrake and Crü-2 agreed to ng bids on two projects, construstion of a water
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treatment plant in Sioux City, Iowa, and construction at Dordt College, so that GCC and

Siouxland would each win one project. Siouxland was designated with win the Sioux City

water treatment plant project. VandeBrake, holever, double-crossed CW-2 by having

GCC submit a bid which undercut Siouxland's bid by approximately $1 per cubic yard.

Under the circumstances of VandeBrake's case, the l-level enhancement of

VandeBrake's advisory guidelines sentence pursuant to U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bXl) for

participating in an agreement to submit non-competitive bids does not even begin to

correlate to the nature and extent of the harm that VandeBrake's schemes inflicted on the

people and businesses in northwest lowa who had little or no choice but to accept

VandeBrake or his co-conspirator's rigged bids for the concrete required for their

respective projects. See United States v. White,506 F.3d at635,645 (8th Cir. 2007) (the

courtmay varyupwardonthebasis of factors already takeninto account inthe formulation

of the guidelines). VandeBrake's conduct in perpetrating the three price-fxing

conspiracies shows at least as much disregard for the consequences to others, if not

downright intent to economically harm not only his customers but their communities, as

can be attributed to the average drug dealer, or even a midJevel or highJevel drug

conspirator, who could easily face a mandatory minimr¿rn statutory sentence at least as long

as VandeBrake's maximilmstatutory sentence. However, VandeBrake's advisory guideline

sentence here is not increased whatsoever as a result of his involvement in multþle

conspiracies. Counts 1 through 3 have been grouped so that the offense level applicable

to this group is the offense level corresponding to the aggregated volume of commerce

involved in all three conspiracies, $5,666,348.6L. Nonetheless, because the volume of

commerce in Count 3 alone is $4,980,348.61, the offerse level for that count is the same

as that for all three counts as grouped. Thus, VandeBrake's guideline sentence here is not

altered one iota as a result of his involvement in the conspiracies in Counts I and 2.
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VandeBrake's perpetration of these three conspiracies, which inflicted economic harm

across northwest Iowa on his victims and their communities, rvarrants an upward variance

in his sentence.

The court further concludes that because of a flaw in U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(bX2),

application of that section fails to provide a just and reasoned sentencing range given the

facts of VandeBrake's case. The Sentencing Commission has explained that the offense

levels for antitrust violations were increased in $ 2R1.1 'to make them more comparable

to the offense levels for fraud with similar amounts of loss." U.S.S.G. app. C, amend.

377. T\e base offense level for antitrust violations begins at a higher level than the base

offense level for fraud violations 'in order to reflect the serious nature of and the difltculty

of detecting such violations." Id. Holevet, the base offense level for antitrust violations

then increases less rapidly than the offense level for fraud violations 'in part, because, on

the average, the level of mark up from an antitrust violation may tend to decline with the

volume of commerce involved." Id. This assumption is incorrect in this case,

particularly with respect to VandeBrake's price-fixing of concrete sales through GCC's

price list. GCC would establish a price list in January for a given year and then stick to

that price list for the remainder of the year. Because GCC's price list was based on a per

cubic yard price, GCC's price for its concrete did not decrease with volume. Thus, the

level of mark up here for VandeBrake's price-fixing violations did not decline with the

volume of commerce involved. Consequently, GCC's unit cost of production should have

decreased as production increased, thereby increasing the proflrts to be drawn from

VandeBrake's antitrust activities and increasing the losses to his victims.0

404 
buri" concept of economics is that unit production costs are substantialty

affected by changes in production volume. While some costs do not fluctuate with changes
(continued...)
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Therefore, there is no basis in this case for the base offense level for VandeBrake's

antitrust violations to increase less rapidly than the offense level for comparative fraud

violations. The court notes that the volume of commerce in this case, as agreed by the

parties, is $5,666,439. The commentary to $ 2R1.1 indicates that:

It is estimated that the average gain from price-fixing is 10

percent of the selling price. The loss from price-fixing exceeds

the gain because, among other things, injury is inflicted upon
consumers who are unable or for other reasons do not buy the
product at the higher prices.

U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1 cmt. 3. Ten percent of the affected volume of commerce in this case

is $566,634. Thus, the estimated loss to VandeBrake's victims in this case is more rhan

$566,634. Under such circumstances, the fraud guideline $ 281.1(bXl)(H) directs a

fourteen level increase because the resulting loss in this case is more than $400,(Ð0 but

less than $1,000,000. This is substantially more than the meager two point increase called

for by $ 2R1.1OX2)(A) and leads the court to f,rnd that application of that section fails to

provide a just and reasoned sentencing ¡ange given the facts here. Accordingly, the court

finds that the "nature and circumstances of the offense,' 18 U.S.C. 3553(aX1), 'the need

for the sentence imposed{o reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for

the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense, " 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX2)(A), each

justiff the need for substantial punishment above the guideline sentence and warrants a

variance of VandeBrake's sentense above the applicable guideline sentence.

40.'-(...continued)

in production volume, others do. Therefore, because some costs are fxed, there is an
inverse relationship between production volume and unit production costs. As the volume
of production increases, the unit costs of production typically decrease. Thus, the lowest
unit cost of production should be achieved at the maximum attainable capacity of a
manufacturing operation.
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b. The history and characteristics of the deferuIant

The first $ 3553(a) factor also requires the court to consider 'the history and

characteristics of the defendant.' 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX1). The court has described above,

in some detail, VandeBrake's history and characteristics. VandeBrake is a hard-working

man with considerable talent who has worked as a successful executive in the concrete

industry for many years. He had no serious criminal history prior to the instant offenses,

has strong family ties, and has otherwise led a lawful life. What the court finds most

disquieting about VandeBrake's history and characteristics is that VandeBrake was already

wealthy when he embarked on and engaged in the charged conspiracies- VandeBrake can

make no claim to be a latter-day Jean Valjean, the unemployed protagonist in Victor

Hugo's Les MiseraóIes who rv6 imFrisoned for stealing a loaf of bread to feed his

widowed sister's seven children. As this court recentþ recognized, "[a] crime of fraud

by one who already has more than enough-and who cannot argue that he suffered a

deprived or abusive childhood or the compulsion of an expensive addiction-is simply a

crime of greed.' United States v. Miell, --F. Supp.2d ---,2OLO WL 3853155, at *49

(N.D. Iowa Sept. 27,2010). Nearþ as disturbing is the fact that VandeBrake fails to

believe that he rvas motivated by gr""d.41 Instead,

otThi. 
is best exemplified by the following extensive exchange between the court

and VandeBrake during his testimony at the sentencing hearing:

THE COT]RT:

THE WITNF,SS:
THE COURT:

I'm sorry, Mr. VandeBrake. What was
your motivation for initially engaging in
the antitrust conspiracy lra2006?
In 2006?
Right. That's when the first - that's
when the indictrnent alleges the earliest

(continued...)
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4t
(...continued)

THEWITNESS:
conspuacy.
You know, we had - we had merged, and

we had a plant in Sioux Center, and that
was, you knour, close to Rock Valley,
and we wanted, you know, just wanted to
get a - you know, get a decent price for
our concrete.
Well, u,hy doesn't the market place
determine a decent price for concrete?

Why doesn't the free market deærmine
that?
rJfell, they really do.
So you really wanted more than a decent
price. You wanted to make more money

than what the markeþlace would allow
you to make.
No - yeah -well -
No? No?
Well, yeah, I wanted a fair price for my
product.
lVell, the markeþlace doesn't establish a

fair price?
I don't - you know, I didn't think that it
was as fair as it should be.
You mean it wasn't as profitable ar¡ you
wanted it to be.
That's correct.
Did you take any business at the various
schools you attended?
Yeah.
Doesn't the free market always detennine
a fair price?
Yes.

THE COURT

THE WITNESS:
THE COT]RT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

TTIE COIJRT:

THE WITNESS:

THE COIJRT:

THE IWITNESS:

THE COURT:

TTTE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:

81
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4t(...continued)
TTIE COTJRT:

TTIE WITNESS:

But you weren't satisfied with that, were
you?
You know, honestly I - I - youknow,
there's a lot of expenses, and - ild --,
you know, we wete down lower, tryay

low.
Well, you had - you personally had a
high net worth, didn't you, back in zOM?
A high net worth?
Yeah. What do you thinkyournet worth
was in 2OM2
I don't know. I really don't know.
You don't know?
Two million?
Okay. Do you rcalize that that places you
in the top one{enth of 1 percent of all
working people in the United States? Do
you realize that?
I do now.
Okay. So back ul2OO6 you have anet
worth of two million dollars. So your net

worth has increased - isn't it ten million
now?
Something like that, yes.

So you increased your net worth from
two million to ten million in four years,
and you haven't worked for the last year
plus? Is that your testimony?
No. Imean,I-
Well, your net worth is - whenyou ftlled
this out which was several months ago, it
was $10,233,000.
Well, that's - yeah, that's what it was.

THE COURT:

(continued...)

TTTE WITNESS:
THE COIJRT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COTJRT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

TTIE WTTNESS:
TTIE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
TIIE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

THE IVITNESS:
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4t
(...continued)

THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:

So it was increased from two million to
ten million plus in less than four years.
I covered a big territory, though. I - you
know, it wasn't just - I didn't make that
money, and, you know, that net worth
came from the sale of my company. I
didn't -
Yeah. So I guess part of what you were
doing back in 2006 was to try and
increase the value of your company so
you could sell it by violating the federal
antitrust laws.
No.
No. That lvasn't your motivation.
No.
No. It was just to get a fair price.
Yeah.
Okay.
Yeah.
It wasn't greed.

No.
It wasn't greed.

THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE CO[]RT:
THE \{TTNESS:
THE COTIRT:
THE WTINESS:
THE COURT:

TTIE WITNESS:

TIIE COURT:

TIIE WITNESS:

Well, you know, I'd be lying if I said I
didn't want to make money.
Well, you told me before you weren't a

liar. So was it greed or wasn't it greed?

What's difficult about that question?

Were you being greedy trying to violate
the antitn¡st laws or not?
You know, I ftink - I'm not - if I were
to tell you that I didn't want to make
more money and that I wasn't going to

(continued...)
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.continued)
t(4

THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

TT{E WITNESS:
THE COTJRT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COTJRT:

THE WITNESS:
TTTE COURT:

THE TWITNESS:

make more money, I'd be lying. But,
you know, we have equipment. lVe have
empþees. We have health insurance

and, you know -
So that justifies violating the federal
antitrust laws?
No, it doesn't.
Well, under your theory every company
has overhead. Can you name me a single
company that doesn't h¿ve some

overhead?
No, sir.
So, under your theory every company in
the United States would be entitled to
violate the federal antitrust laws to make
more money and get a, quote, fair price.
No, sir.
Well, then explain it to me.
I was wrong.
Well, it's only wrong because you got
caught, and you only got caught because

the government has a leniency program.
You'd still be violating the antitrust laws
today if you hadn't gotten caught in my
opinion, wouldn't you? Why would you
have stoppd? You didn't stop after you
sold the company. Explain that one to
me. Why didn't you stop after you sold
the company?
You know, I can't explain that to you.
You didn't thirik I was going to ask you

that?
Yeah, I did.

84
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or(
.continued)

THECOURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

THE WTINESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

THE COIJRT:

THE WTTNESS:

THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COIJRT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COIJRT:
THE WITNESS:
TI{E COURT:

And you have no explanation whatsoever?
No. Ijust, youknow. .

You just violated federal law for the hell
of it?
No.
Well, then why'd you do it?
Well, I - trying to get along.
Trying to get along.
With the comp - yeah, I'm just, you
know, trying to, you know. . .

A $l0price increase is trying to get along
with the competition? That's your
definition of trying to get along?
I - I - you know, I just tried to - I tried
to get a decentprice. I tried to get -
A decent price. You tried to get an
illegal price. And you're telling me an
illegal antitrust fxing price is what it
takes to get a decent price in your
industry?
I don't have -
Pardon me?

I don't have much to say about that. You
know, I -
Well, do you think you were greedy?

I-no.
No. No. You weren't greedy.
Competitivebut. . .

Competitive.
Yeah. Wel[, you know, I -
Competitive?
You know, I -
It's the antithesis - it's the opposite of

(continued...)
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VandeBrake continues to justi$ and rationalize his conduct. He excuses his criminal

4t
(...continued)

THE WITNESS

being competitive.
Yeah.
To fx prices, isn't it?
Yes.
So how can you tell me you were
competitive? You $rere a cheater. You
were a thief. That's not being
competitive. Is it? Is that your definition
of competitive? Is that what they teach
you in church? Is that your definition of
competitive?
No, sir.
Well, then what did you mean when you
say you were being competitive?
It was a poor choice of words I guess.

I'm not - I wasn't being competative.
You were stealing other people's money.
Well -
You don't think you were stealing.
No, I think they got a gleat product for a
good price. They got a fantastic product.
So I'm just trying to understand, Mr.
VandeBrake, what you're saying. You
justify three separate criminal
conspiracies to violate the Sherman Act
because you were selling a great product
for a good price.
(Witness nodded head.)
Court reporter can't take down a nod of
the head, so you'll have to answer
audibly.
Yes.THE WITNESS:

Sentencing Tr., Vol. L at24Ç51.

THE WITNESS:
THE COTJRT:
THE WITNESS:
TIIE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
TTIE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
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conduct by reasoning that he gave GCC's customers a "greatproduct for a good price."

Sentencing Tr., Vol. L at25l. VandeBrake's self-serving rationalizations reflect a total

lack of remorse for his criminal conduct in his case. Also, it has not escaped the court's

attention that VandeBrake initiated the conspiracies charged in Counts I and 3. Thus, he

cannot claim to have been unwittingly duped into join¡ng and participating in those charged

conspiracies. Equally troubling is the fact that VandeBrake is one of the few white collar

defendants I have sentencd where the sentencing record is totally devoid of any

community work, participation in any service organizations, or charitable giving. There

is no record evidence of even a single good deed done by VandeBrake for anyone other

than his family. VandeBrake makes a mockery of the adage that *to whom much is given,

much is expected."

Thus, the court finds that VandeBrake's history and characteristics warrant more

signif,rcant punishment than the advisory guidelines might mete out, despite VandeBrake's

lack of prior criminal history. Instead, these factors warrant a variance of VandeBrake's

sentence above the applicable guideline sentence.

c. The kinds of sentences avøilable

The third $ 3553(a) factor that the sentencing court must consider is "the kinds of

sentences available,' see 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX3), and the fourth factor is "the kinds of

sentence and the sentencing range established" for similar offenses. 18 U.S.C.

$ 3553(aXa). A comparison between VandeBrake's advisory antitrust offense guideline

sentence and the advisory guideline sentence he would face if charged with fraud offenses

further supports the court's view that VandeBrake is deserving of an upward variance in

his sentence.

In comFaring the volume of commerce referenced in $2R1.1 with loss, as

referenced in U.S.S.G. $281.1, the court has considered loss to be equal to 10 percent of
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the affected volume of commerce. See U.S.S.G. $2R1.1, cmt. n.3. The Base Offense

Level under U.S.S.G. $281.1(a)(2) is six when the statutory maximum tenn of

imprisonment is less than 20 years. The volume of commerce in VandeBrake's case is

$5,666,348.61. Tenpercentoftheaffectedvolumeofcommerc¿inhiscaseis$566,634.

Therefore, using $566,634 as the loss amount, U.S.S.G. $281.1(bX1)(H) direcs the court

to apply a l4level increase when the loss amount is more than $400,000 but less than

$1,000,000. U.S.S.G. $281.1OX2)(Ð(Ð turther directs that if the offense involved 10

or more victims, increase by 2 levels. The record in VandeBrake's case supports a finding

that his offenses involved at least 13 victims, thereby zupponing the 2 level increase.

U.S.S.G. $381.1(a) directs that, if the defendant was an organizer or a leader of a criminal

activity that involved f,rve or more paficipants or \ryas otherwise extensive, increase by 4

levels. VandeBrake initiated sepamte anticompetitive conversations with VanZee of Tri-

State and CW-l and CtW-2 of Siouxland. He further directed GCC sales representatives,

Duane Nippert, David Bierman, Ryan Lake, and Lee Konz to abide by the price lists

agreed to by him and co-conspifator concrete companies when dealing with GCC

customers. Thus, a four level increase would be called for in VandeBrake's case.

Therefore, his adjusted offense level would be 26. After subtracting three points for

acceptance of responsibilþ, see U.S.S.G. $$ 3E1.1(a)-O), VandeBrake's adjusted offense

level is 23. Because no further enhancements are called for, VandeBrake's total offense

level would remain at23. A Total Offense lævel 23 and Criminal History Category I

establishes that VandeBrake's advisory guideline range would be 46 to 57 months, or

roughly twice the advisory guideline sentence called for under antitrust guideline $ 2R1. 1 .

Because the social utility of the Sherman Act in preventing price-fixing agreements would

appear to be at least as great as that offered by fraud statutes, these factors supports an

upward variance in VandeBrake's sentence.
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d. Any pertinent policy statement

The fifth $ 3553(a) factor is "any pertinent policy statement.' 18 U.S.C.

$ 3553(aX5). In determining VandeBrake's sentence, the court takes into account the

Sentencing Commission's view "that alternatives such as comrnunity confinement not be

used to avoid imprisonment of antitrust offenders.' U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1, cmt. n. 5. The

Guidelines reflect a considered deterrrinationby the Sentencing Comrnission that terms of

incarceration are viewed as the most effective deterrent for antitrust violations. See id. Ë

2R1.1 cmt. background (stating that "in very few cases will the guidelines not require that

some confinement be imposed"). The Sentencing Commission has further explained that

terms of imprisonment are ordinarily necessary for antitrust violations because they

"reflectthe serious nature of and the difficuþ of detecting zuchviolations." Amendments

to the Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts, 56 Fed. Reg- 22,762,22,775 (May

16, t99l). The pertinent policy statements favor VandeBrake's being sentenced to a

period of incarceration.

e. Avoiding unwarmnted sentencing dßpañties

The sixth $ 3553(a) factor is "the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities

among defendants with similar records who have been found guilty of similar conduct.'

18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aXO. A concomitant of this principle is the need to avoid unwarranled

similarities among defendants who are nor similarly situated. See, e.9., Gall, 552 U.S.

at 55 (*[I]t is perfectly clear that the District Judge considered the need to avoid

unwarranted disparities, but also considered the need to avoid unwarr¿nted similarities

among other co-conspirators who were not similarly sittrated," and there was no procedural

error in doing so). The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has noted that '' $ 3553(aX6)

may more appropriately apply to disparities [in general] on a national level and not within

the same conspiracy, . . . ."' United States v. Pepper, 486 F.3d 408, 413 n. 2 (8th Cir.
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2007) (quoting United States v. Kane, 47OF.3d 1277, l28l (8th Cir. 2006) (citations

omitted)); see United Støtes v. Ball, 499 F.3d 890, 900 n. 3 (8th Ctr. 2OO7). But see

United States v. Krutsínger, 449F3d8n, $0 (8th Cir. 2006) (concluding district court

committod no abuse of discretion when it considered sentencing disparþ between two

defendants who committed the same crime in the same conspiracy). Other federal circuit

courts of appeals have similarly concluded that $ 3553(aX6) is concerned with national

uniformity as opposed to uniformity of co-defendant's sentences. See Unrted StaÍes v.

Frias, 521 F.3d 229,236 (2d, Cir.2008); United States v. Simnnns, 501 F.3d 620, 622

(6th Cir. 20O7); United States v. Parker, 462F.3d273,277 (3d Ctu. 2006); United Stues

v. Candia,454 F.3d 468,476 (5th Cir. 2006); Uníted States v. Pismnn, 443F.3d912,916

(7th Cir. 2000); United States v. Fernandez, 443 F.3d 19,3I-32 (2d Cir. 2ffi6).

A nationwide survey of sentences for Sherman Act antitrust violations of 15 U.S.C.

$ 1 reveals few published decisions since passage of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty

Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 more than tripled the ma¡rimum penalties for

individuals from a possible term of imprisonment of three years to ten years.42 Sæ

AntitrustCriminalPenaltyEnhancementandReformActof 2004, Pub.L. No. lO8-237,

118 Stat. 665 (zû{uø-). The likely reason for so few published decisions is binding plea

42 Inrh" early 1970's 8 percent of price-fixing convictions resulted in a jail term
and, evet then, the avemge term of incarceration was only 44 days. See Gregory J.

Werden, Sanctioning Cartel Activity: I¿t the Punishment Fit the Crtme, Eur. Competition
J. (publication forthcoming), http://www.usdoj.goviatrloublic/artisles/240611.htm (last
visited January l3,20ll) (discussing early prison sentences under the Sherman Act). The
United States Justice Department reports on its web site that by 2010, both of those figures
had increased dramatically over the proceeding four decades. In 2010, 78 percent of
defendants convicted of Sherman Act violations received sentences that included a period
of incarceration and the average period of incarceration was 30 months. See

http://www justice.gov/atrlpublic/criminal/264101.html (last visited January 13,zOlL).
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agreements, pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11(cX1XC), entered into

between defendants charged with Sherrran Act violations and Antitrust Division

prosecutors. A review of those few published decisions reveals sentences both more

substantial than the court is considering here as well as sentences far more lenient than the

court is contemplating to impose berc. Compare United States v. Green,592F.3dlO57,

1071 (9th Cir. 2010) (upholding 90 month sentence) with United $aes v. Beaver,5L5

F.3d 730, 737 (7thcir. 2008) (27 month sentence), United States v. Rose,449F.3d627,

629 (stla Cir. 2006) (reversing 30 month sentence under prior version of $ 2R1.1 because

evidence was insuff,rcient to support five-level enhancement), and, Uníted Støes v.

Rattoballi, 276 Fed,. App'x 99 Qnd Cir. 2008) (afhrming sentence of 18 months

imprisonment under prior version of $ 2R1.1). VandeBrake's conduct in this case most

closely resembles tttøit tn Beaver, where the defendant also was embroiled in a price-fixing

conspiracy involving concrete competitors. See Beaver,5l5 F.3d at 732-34. However,

because the defendant in Beaver did not appeal his sentence, but rather challenged the

sufficiency of the evidence to sustain his convictions, ttrc opinion provides insufficient

detail for the court to determine whether the underþing facts of that decision are

comparable to VandeBrake- The other three decisions all involve circumstances that are

plainly distinguishable from the antitrust conspiracies here. For example, the defendant

tn Green was convicted not only on nine counts of bid rigging and one count of conspiracy

to commit bid rigging but also eleven counts of wire fraud and one count of conspiracy to

commit wire and mail fraud. Green,592F.3d at 1060. Moreover, the loss involved in

Green, concerning bilking the foderal government out of almost $60 million, is

considerably higher than in this case. .Id.

Accordingly, while the sentence the court is contemplating for VandeBrake is higher

than some recent sentences imposed for violations of the same statute, the court
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nevertheless concludes that the contemplated sentence it will impose is appropriate to avoid

unwarrantedsimilaritíes among defendants whoarenot similarþ situated. See, e.9., Gall,

552 U.S. at 55. Moreover, I appear to be the first federal judge to consider varying

upward from the Sentencing Guidelines based on my policy disagreements with the

Sentencing Guidelines's relatively lenient treatment of antitn¡st violations when compared

to fraud sentences. This action, by changing the status quo of antitrust sentences, will

understandably rezult in a sentencing disparity between the defendants here and those

sentenced previously. However, the sentencing disparity created here is not an

unwarÍanted disparity. To the contrary, the disparþ is entirely warranted in order to

reflect the seriousness that Sherman Act violations pose to the well-being of the nation.

f. Remøining S 3553(ø) tactor

The remaining $ 3553(a) factor-"the need to provide restitution to any victims of

the offense,' $ 3553(a)(7)--does not lead the court to a contrary conclusion. No

customers of VandeBrake have submitted a request for restitution. In the circurnstances

of this case, this factor is, at best, neutral.

Our society as a whole is damaged when free and unfettered competition is

prevented by Shennan Act violations. While the court notes that "restitution" to society

in general is not possible in a Sherman Act case, the concept of restitution is still a factor

to consider in such a case. The court believes that VandeBrake should make "restitution"

in the form of cornmunity service to members of society who have all suffered indirectly

from his crime. To that end, VandeBrake must complete 500 hours of community service,

at a tute of not less than 25 hours per month.

g. Fíne

The special fine instmction at $ 2R1.1(c)(1) provides that: "[flor an individual, the

guideline fine range shall be from one to five percent of the volume of commerce, but not
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less than $20,000.' This qpecial instruction takes precedence over the general guideline

found at $ 5E1.2(b). ,S¿¿ U.S.S.G. 5E1.2(b) (*If, however, the guideline for the offense

in Chapter Two provides a specific rule for imposing a frne, tbat rule takes precedence

over subsection (c) of this section."). As a result, the guideline fine range for

VandeBrake is limited to a minimum of one percent of the volume of corrmerce and a

maximum of five percent of the volume of commerce. The court finds the fine authorized

by $ 2R1.1(cX1) is woetully inadequate.

In determining what fine to impose here, the coun considers VandeBrake 's income;

earning capacity; financial resor¡rces; the burden on VandeBrake and his dependents;

pecuniary loss inflicted on others as a result of the offense; whether restitution is ordered;

the need to deprive VandeBrake of illegal gains; the expected costs of VandeBrake's

imprisonment and supervised release; and the need to promote respect for the law, provide

just punishment, and adequate deterrence. See tB U.S.C. $ 3572(a); U.S.S.G. $

5E1.2(d).43 The background commentary to the g 2R1 . I indicates that 'ls]ubstantial hnes

are an essential part of the sentence. " U.S. S.G. 2R1. 1 cmt. background. Section 2Rl . 1,

however, offers no guidance on when an upward variance might be warranted. The

comments to $ 5E1.2, on the other hand, indicate that an upward "departtre" may be

warranted where two times the amount of loss resulting from the offense exceeds the

maximum guideline fine. U.S.S.G. $ 581.2, comment4. InVandeBrake's case, the court

has deterrrinedthat the resulting loss was approximately $56ó,634. Inasmuch as t$/o times

43Th, 
court notes that 18 U.S.C. $ 3572(a) and U.S.S.G $ 5E1.2(d) list slightly

different factors. To the extent they conflict, the court has followed the factors listed in
$ 3572(a) since statutes prevail over conflicting Guidelines. S¿¿ United States v. Butler,
2O7 F.3d 839, 850 (6th Cir. 2000) ("When the Commission's interpretation, as embodied
in a guideline, does not square with clear Congressional intent, courts will not apply that
guideline.').
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$566,ó34 equals $1,133,286 and $1,133,286 exceeds the maximum recommended fine

under $ 2R1.l(cXl) of $283,321.50,the court is well within its discretionto vary upward.

The court finds that a $829,715.85 fine on Vandebrake is warranted, which represents

fifteen percent of the volume of commerce done by him in goods and services that were

affected by his violations of 15 U.S.C. $ 1. The court notes that U.S.S.G. $ 5E1.2(d)

specifically instructs that: '[t]he amount of the fine should always be sufficient to ensure

that the hne, taken together with other sanctions imposed, is punitive." The court further

notes that the cornmentary to $ 2R1.1 fudicates that the average gain is equal to 10 percent

of the selling price but the loss is greater than that because of the injury to those customers

who are unable to buy the product. U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1 cmt. 3. Thus, the loss caused by

VandeBrake's action here is more than ten percent of volume of commerce done by him.

Accordingly, the court has chosen fifteen percent of the volume of commerce done by

VandeBrake in goods and services because that amount is suffltcient to make the fine

punitive.

pinally, the court notes that in determining the amount of VandeBrake's fine, it

must consider, inter alia, YandeBrake's 'income, earning capacity, and financial

resources' as well as "the need to deprive the defendant of illegally obtained gains from

the offense.' 18 U.S.C. $ 3572(aXl), (5); s¿¿ U.S.S.G. $ 5E1.2(d)(2). VandeBrake is

an extremely wealthy individual, with a net worth over $10,000,000. VandeBrake's

wealth and assets are particularly pertinent to consider in determining the proper amount

of his fine because a$829,715.85 fine, while in the abstract is a large sum of money, is

quite modest when compared to VandeBrake's overall wealth. Only by imposing a fine

of such a large amount does the fine become sufficientþ proportionate to VandeBrake's

wealth to properly reflect the gravity of his offenses. Given VandeBrake's wealth, the

court finds that a $829,715.85 fine is appropriate in order to eril¡ure that it is 'sufflrcient
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to eru¡ure that the fine, taken together with other sanctions imposed, is punitive."

U.S.S.G. $ 5E1.2(dX2); see United States v. Koestner. ---F.3d---, 2010 WL 5185833, at

*1 (8th Cir. Dec. 23, 20I0)(affirming the imposition of a $100,0ü) fine which wa.s

$70,000 above the advisory guidelines range where the defendant was a "millionaire' and

such a fine was appropriate to ensure that the sentence was punitive to the defendanÐ.

h. Summary

After considering the $ 3553(a) factors, the court finds that an upward variance

from the greatest advisory guidelines sentencing range of 2l to 27 months to 48 months

is warranted for VandeBrake. In light of its analysis of the $ 3553(a) factors above, the

couf finds that a sentence of 48 months of imprisonment and a fine of $829,715.85 is

appropriate and, therefore, is sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to accomplish the

goals of sentencing.

i. Allernolíve sentence of imprisonment

Alternatively, if the court did not vary upward, the court would impose sentences

of 2TmonthsoneachCount; withz7 monthsofthesentenceonCount3, 15monthsofthe

sentence on Count 1, and 3 months of the sentence on Count 2 running consecutively; for

a total sentence of 48 months imprisonment.

In fashioning this alternative sentence, the court recognizes that under 18 U.S.C.

$ 3584(a), when multiple terms of imprisonment are imposed at the same time, the

sentences fun concurentþ "unless the court orders or the statute mandates that the terms

are to run consecutively.' In determining whether sentences of imFrisonment are to run

concurrently or consecutively, the court must consider *the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C.

$ 3553(a)." 18 U.S.C. $ 358aO); see United Støes v. Lone Fiyht,625F.3d,523,525-26

(8th Cir. 20tO); United States v. famis,606 F.3d 552,553-54 (8rh Cir. 2010); Uníted

States v. Rutherford, 599 F.3d 817, 821 (8th Ct.), cert. dmied, 131 S. Ct. 349 (2010).
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Moreover, U.S.S.G. $ 5G1.2(c) provides for multþle sentences to run concurrentþ '[i]f
the sentence imposed on the count carrying the highest statutory maximum is adoquate to

achieve the tot¿l punishment ."4 If such sentence is inadequate, 'then the sentence

imposed on one or more of the other counts shall run consecutively, but only to the extent

trecessary to produce a combined sentence equal to the total punishment." U.S.S.G. S

scl.2(d).

The court understands that $ 5G1.2 does not call for consecutive sentences in

VandeBrake's case because the advisory guideline range of 21 to 27 months' imprisonment

does not exceed the statutory maximum sentence of 120 months imprisonment for each

count. Nevertheless, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals recently heldinLone Fight that:

the advisory guidelines are not the exclusive basis for imposing
consecutive sentences for multþle counts of conviction. Even
if the guidelines do not recommend that sentences run
consecutively, the district court has broad statutory authority,
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. $ 3584, to impose consecutive terms.

Lone Fight,625F-3dat525; see farvis,606 F.3d at554 (holding that "the guidelines do

not control whether sentences run concufrently or consecutively. "); Rutherford,5gg F.3d

at 821 (noting that "$ 5G1.2 does not describe the only time a court may impose

consecutive sentences. ").

Here, the court has considered VandeBrake's advisory guidelines sentencing range

of 21 to 27 months of imprisonment for each of his three antitrust offenses and has taken

into account each of the $ 3553(a) factors. In light of its analysis of the $ 3553(a) factors

4u'Tor^Ipunishment' 
means 'the precise sentence determined by the sentencing

judge from within the appropriate guidelines range.'" Innc Fight,625 F.3d at 525
(quoting UnitedStatesv. Ervasti,2O1F.3d LO29,10/,546 (8thCir.2000); see Rutherford,
599 F.3d at 820 (quoting Emasti,201 F.3d ú 1045-46).
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discussed above, particularly "the nature and circumstances of the offense,' "the history

and characteristics ofthe defendant,'and 'the need for the sentence imposed,' the court

finds that a sentence of 27 months on each Count is appropriate; with all 27 months of the

sentence on Count 3, 15 months of the sentence on Count 1, and 6 months of the sentence

on Count 2 running consecutively; for a total sentence of 48 months imprisonment, is

sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to accomplish the goals of sentencing.

3. Defendant Stewørt

After balancing the $ 3553(a) factors, the court finds that an advisory guidelines

sentence of 12 to 18 months for Stewart is adequate to accomplish the goals of sentencing,

and that a sentence of 12 months and a day, is a sentence that is "sufficient, but not greater

than necessary" to accomplish the goals of sentencing. 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a). The court

is not required to recite its consideration of each of the $ 3553(a) factors. See Powills,537

F.3d at 950. Nonetheless, in the circumstances of this case,

the court provides the following reciation of the court's consideration of each of the

$ 3553(a) factors which more than adequately provide justification fo¡ the sentence

imposed.

a. The nature utd circumstarrces of the offense/need for senlence

As discussed above, because the first $ 3553(a) factor, "the nature and

circumstances ofthe offense'and the second $ 3553(a) factor, 'the need forthe sentence

imposed," largely overlap, they will be discussed together. See lrey,612F.3d, at 1198.

In considering the 'the nature and circumstances" of Stewart's offense, see l8 U.S.C.

$ 3553(aXl), the court is stnrck by both the banality of Stewart's illegality as well its

seriousness. The banality of Stewart's colluding on the price for ready-mix concrete and

rigging bids for it masks the seriousness of his illegal endeavors. Stewart's crime strikes

right at the heart of our free and fair enterprise system, the integrity of the market. As
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discussed above, the subject of Stewart's criminal conspiracy, ready-mix concrete, is a

necessity for the construction of a wide array of both commercial and non-commercial

projects. As a result, those businesses, local govemments, and individual consumers with

projects requiring ready-mix concrete look to the marketplace to obtain it. However, due

to the travel limitations on ready-mix concrete, the victims of Stewart's conspiracy had

substantially fewer or, in some instances, no market options but to purchase concrete from

Stewart or his co-conspirator. Consequently, Stewart's actions, in using his company's

position in the concrete industry to exploit its customers, corrupts our free enterprise

system and, in general, undermines our way of life by causing systemic hann to

competition and the market.

Considering the circumstances of this case, the court finds that the l-level

enhancement of Stewart's advisory guidelines sentence pursuant to U.S.S.G. S

2R1.l(bxl), for participating in an agreement to submit non-competitive bids, utterly fails

to correlate to the nature and extent of the hann that Stewart's conspiratorial actions

inflicted on his company's customers¡ who were literally forced to accept Stewart or his co-

conspirator's rigged bids for the concrete required for their projects. See White,506 F.3d

at645.

In considering the second $ 3553(a) factor, 'the need for the sentence imposed,'

$ 3553(aX2), the court finds that the flaw in U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1(b)(2), discussed above,

causes application of that section to provide a slightly inaccurate sentencing range for

Stewart and one which the court does not believe wanants a variance. The aszumption that

the level of mark up from an antitrust violation tends to decline with the volume of

commerce involved is incorrect in Stewart's case. Great lakes, like GCC, established a

price list for its concrete sales early in 2009 and used that price list for its sales for the

remaining period of the conspiracy. Since Great Lakes's price list was based on a per
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cubic yard price for its concrete, its price for its concrete did not decrease with volume.

Accordingly, Great Lakes's level of mark up for its concrete did not decline with the

volume of commerce involved. Therefore, there is no basis in Stewart's case for the base

offense level for his antitrust violations to increase less rapidly than the offense level for

comparative fraud violations. The court notes that the volume of commerce in Stewart's

case is $1,668,541.90. The commentary to $ 2R1.1 indicates that:

It is estimated that the average gain from price-fixing is 10
percent of the selling price. Ihe loss fromprice-fxing exceeds

the gain because, among other things, injury is inflicted upon
consumers who are unable or for other reasons do not buy the
product at the higher prices.

U.S.S.G. $ 2R1.1 cmt. 3. Ten percent of the affected volume of commerce in this case

is $166,E54. Thus, the estimated loss to Stewart's victims in this case is lsss rhan

$200,(n0. Under zuch circumstânces, the fraud guideline $ 281.1(bX1XF) directs a ten

level increase because the resulting loss in this case is more than $120,000 but less than

$200,000. This is five times the two point increase called for by $ 2R1.1(bX2XA).

However, because the fraud guideline begins at a level six, six levels below that starting

point of the antitrust guideline, the court finds that application of $ 2R1.1(bX2XA)

provides a just and reasoned sentencing range for Stewart given the facts of his case.

Therefore, the court finds that the 'nature and circumstances of the offense," and the *the

need for the sentence imposed,' each justiff a punishment within the guideline sentencing

fange.

b. The history and characteristics of the deÍerrdønt

Under the first $ 3553(a) factor, the court must also consider 'the history and

characteristics of the defendant." 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX1). Stewart's history and

characteristics were described above in detail. Stewart has successfrrlly worked in the
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concrete industry for nearly thirty years. Since 2û04,he has been the president, general

manager and part owner of Great l¿kes. Stewart had no serious criminal history before

the current charge, has strong family ties, and has led a productive life. Indeed, his career

in the cement industry has provided him with a comfortable life in which he has

accumulated more than four million dollars in assets. Despite living the American dream,

Stewart chose to involve himself inthe charged criminal conspiracy. The court, however,

finds that Stewart's involvement in the charged offense was not motivated solely by greed.

To be sure, ensuring the profitability of his company was the driving concern to him.

Stewart, however, did not seek his company's continued profitability as means to benefit

only himself. Rather, he saw his company's continued profitability as a way of ensuring

the jobs and livelihood of his employees in the face of competition from the subsidiary of

a multi-national, conglomerate. Thus, because the court finds that Stewart's crime was not

one of pure greed, there is no special need for general deterrence of his crime and the

dangers it posses to our society. Thus, the court finds that Stewart's history and

cha¡acteristics do not warrant a variance from the applicable advisory guideline sentence.

c. The kinds of sentences avaíl¿ble

The court turns next to consider the third $ 3553(a) factor, "the kinds of sentences

available," see 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX3), and the fourth $ 3553(a) factor, "the kinds of

sentence and the sentencing range established' for simila¡ offenses. 18 U.S.C.

$ 3553(aXa). Conparing Stewart's antitrust offense guideline sentence with the guideline

sentence he would have if his sentence was calculated using the sentencing guidelines for

fraud offenses does not support an upward variance in Stewart's sentence.

In comparing the volume of commerce referenced in $2R1 .1 with loss as referenced

in $281.1, the court has again considered loss to be equal to 10 percent of the affected

volume of commerce. See U.S.S.G. $2R1.1, cmt. n.3. Stewart's Base Offense Level
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under U.S.S.G. $281.1(a)(2) is six since the statutory maximum term of imprisonment is

less than 20 years. The Volume of Commerce in Stewart's case is $1,668,541.90. Ten

percent of the affectod volume of commerce in this case is $166,854. U.S.S.G.

$281.1OX1)(F) directs that a lO-level increase be assessed when the loss amount is more

than $120,0@ but less than $200,000. U.S.S.G. $281.1(bX2)(AXÐ further directs that

if the offense involved l0 or more victims, increase by 2 levels. The record here ñrlly

supports a finding that Stewart's offenses involved 10 or more victims and supports the 2

level increase. Therefore, his adjusted offense level would be 18. Because a two level

reduction for acceptance of responsibility is called for in Stewart's case, his adjusted

offense level is 16. Because no further enhancements are called for, Stewart's total offense

level would remain at 16. A Total Offense Level 16 and Criminal History Category I

establishes that Stewart's advisory guideline sentencing range would be 21 to 27 months.

Slightly morethanthe advisory guideline sentence called forunder $ 2R1.1. As discussed

above, since the societal benefits of the Sherman Act would appear to be at least as great

as that offere.d by fraud statutes, these factors slightly support an upward variance in

Stewart's sentence.

d. Any pefünent policy statement

In determining Stewart's sentence, the court next considers 'any pertinent pollcy

statement,' the fifttr $ 3553(a) factor. 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aX5). As discussed above, the

court notes the Sentencing Commission's view that incarceration is deemed the most

effective deterrent for antitrust violations because such sentences reflect both the

seriousness of the violation and difhcuþ posed by its detection. See id. $ 2R1.1 cmt.

background; Amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts, 56 Fed.

Rleg- 22,762,22,775 (May 16, 1991). Accordingly, the pertinent policy statements

weigh in favor of Stewart being sentenced to a period of incarceration.
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e. Avoidinganwarrantedsentencingdísparities

The court next considers the sixth $ 3553(a) factor, 'the need to avoid unwarranted

sentencing disparities among defendants with similar rocords who have been found guilty

of similar conduct.' 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a)(6). As the court explained above, there is a

dearth of published decisions since passage of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement

and Reforrn Act of 2004 signifrcantly increased the maximum penalties for antitrust

violations. The court's consideration of this factor is further complicated by the fact that

those few decisions available for review either provide insufficient details which would

permit the court to compare the underlying facts of those decisions with Stewart's case or

involve plainly distinguishable circumstances from the antitrust conspiracy involving

Stewart. As the court noted above, $ 3553(aX6) is primarily focused on mitigation of

national disparities between similarly sitr¡ated defendants. See Pepper, 486 F.3d at 4I3

n.2; Kane, 470 F.3d at l28L; Ball, 499 F.3d at 900 n. 3; see also Sitwnons, 501 F.3d at

622; Parker, 462 F.3d at 277; Candia, 454 F.3d at 476; Hsmüu 443 F.3d at 916:'

Fernandez, 43 F.3d at3l-32. Nonetheless, Eighth Circuit precedentpermits, but does

not require, the court to consider gross disparities in sentences between co-defendants,

even if it is not the primary goal of that sentencing provision. See Kane, 47O F .3d at l28l
(holding district court did not abuse its discretion in considering intra-conspiracy

disparity); Krutsinger, 449 F.3d at 829-30 ("We cannot say the district court abused its

discretion in fashioning a sentence that attempted to address the disparity in sentences

between two nearly identically situated individuals who committed the same crime in the

same conspiracy. "); see aho Uníted States v. Vózqrcz-Nvera, 4'l0F .3d 443,uf49 (lst Cir.

2006) ("[A] district court rnay consider disparities among co-defendants in determining a

sentence . . . .'); United States v. Wilk, 476F.3d 103, 110 (2d Cir. 2AOT (*We do not,

as a general matter, object to district courts' consideration of similarities and differences
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among co-defendants when imposing a sentence.'); United States v. Parker, 462F 3dn3,

277 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that a district court is permitted, although not required, to

consider sentencing disparities among co-defendants).

Unsurprisingly, the case the court has found to present the closest factual analogue

to Stewart's case is VandeBrake's case. Stewart was a co-conspirator with VandeBrake

in one of the three antitrust price-ñxing conspiracies VandeBrake is charged with

participating in. VandeBrake and Stewart each conspired to price fix and rig bids on

concrete sold by their companies. Both Stewa¡t and VandeBrake have similar backgrounds

in the concrete industry, each rising to an executive position in a concrete company. Like

VandeBrake, Stewart has become wealthy by his involvement in the concrete industry and

had no economic need to engage in criminal conduct. Like VandeBrake, Stewart has no

criminal history, resulting in a criminal history category of I. The court further finds that

the family support for these two defendants is comparable. However, there are significant

differences between VandeBrake and Stewart which warrant Stewart receiving a lesser

sentence. Stewart was only involved with VandeBrake in a single conspiracy concerning

two concrete companies while VandeBrake was involved in three conspiracies embroiling

four concrete companies throughout northwest lowa. Thus, VandeBrake was the puppet

master of a wide ranging concrete cartel he created and organized. Significantly, the court

finds that VandeBrake 's criminal actions lvere ones of pure greed, not necessitated in the

least by either need or circumstances, and viewed as a means to obtain material goods and

provide an opulent lifestyte. Stewart's motivations were not purely monetary. Albeit

seriously misguided, Stewart sought to ensure his company's continued profitability as a

means to benefit not only himself, but the jobs and livelihood of his employees in the face

of what Stewart viewed was the unfair competition posd by VandeBrake and GCC.

Moreover, the volume of commerce effected by Vandebrake , $5 ,66 ,348 . 6 1 , is over three
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times the level effected by Stewart's actions, $1,668,541.90. Finally, VandeBrake

initiated two of the th¡ee conspiracies in which he was involved and may well have

initiated the conspiracy with Stewart. Thus, the court finds that avoidance of unwarranted

sentencing diqparities among similarly situated defendants pursuant to 18 U.S.C-

$ 3553(aXO, and avoidance of unwarranfed similnrities among defendants who are not

similarly situated, see Gall, 128 S. Ct. at 600, supports a sentence for Stewart of 12

months and a day imprisonment.

Í. The need to provide restitution

The final $ 3553(a) factor is 'the need to provide restitution to any victims of the

offense.' 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(aXÐ. Only one customer of Stewart, Tn,-Zack Contractor,

has submitted a restinrtion request. The volume of commerce attribut¿ble to Stewart on

Tú-Zack Contractor's project is $259,818. The prosecution argues that the appropriate

amount of restitution should be no less than 10 percent of the volume of commerce of that

project, $25,981.80- Stewart counters that if Tn-Zack had obtained a bid for and

purchased its concrete from American Concrete, a concrete manufach¡rer in Emmetsburg,

Iowa, which was uninvolved in any of the antitrust violations involved here, it would have

saved only $419.00. The flaw in Stewart's argument is that it is based on a fiction-namely

it assumes the price set by American Concrete reflects the true market price for the

concrete Tn-Zack purchased. The court is unwilling to make that assumption. It is

altogether possible that if Stewart had not rigged the bid for the Milford project, the

project involving T¡i-Zack,Tri-Zack might have been able to purchase the concrete it used

at substantially lower prices than that offered by American Concrete. Accordingly, the

court finds that the appropriate restitution amount is 10 percent of the volume of commerce
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of that project, $25,981.80. Therefore, Stewart is ordered to pay restitution to TriZack

Contractor in the sum of $25,981.80. In the circumstances of Stewart's case, this factor

is neutral.

As the court noted above, society in general is damaged when free and unfettered

competition is prevented by Sherman Act violations. Although *society" is not a 'victim,'

as defined in 18 U.S.C. $ 36624(a)(2), the concept of 'restitution' to society for Sherman

Act violations is still a factor to consider in such a case. The court believes that Stewart

should make 'restitution' in the fonn of community service to members of society who

have all suffered indirectþ from his crime. To that end, Stewart must complete 1@ hours

of community service, at a rnte of not less than 20 hours per month.

g. Fine

The special fine instruction found in $ 2R1.1(c)(1) results in a advisory guidelines

fine range for Stewart between a minimum of one percent of the volume of commerce and

a InilKimum of five percent of the volume of commerce. The couft finds that a $83,427.09

fine for Stewart to be justified here, which represents five percent of the volume of

cornmerce done by him in goods and services that were affected by his violations of 15

U.S.C. $ 1. The court has chosen to levy a hve percent f,rne on Stewart instead of a fifteen

percent fine, as it has imposed on VandeBrake, in order to properly reflect the

proportionate heightened severity of VandeBrake's actions resulting fromhis involvement

in th¡ee separate conspiracies. In addition, the court has taken into account the fact that

because VandeBrake is much wealthier than Stewart, VandeBrake's fine needs to be

significantly higher in order to onsure that his fine, when taken together with the other

sanctions imposed, is punitive.

h. Summary
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After considering the $ 3553(a) factors, the court frnds that an upward variance

from the advisory guidelines sentencing range of 12 to 18 months is unwarranted for

Stewart and that a sentence of t2 months and a day of imprisonment and a fine of

$83,4n.W is sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to accomplish the goals of

sentencing.

III. CONCLUSION

A. VøndeB¡ahe

With respect to defendant VandeBrake, for all of the reasons stated above, upon a

consideration of the totality of the circumstances, in light of the 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a)

factors-and particularþ considering "the nature and circumstances of the offense' and

*the history and characteristics ofthe defendant" pursuant to $ 3553(a)(1) and "the need

for the sentence imposed" pursuant to $ 3553(a)(2)-the court varies upward from the

advisory guidelines sentencing range of 2l To 27 months of imprisonment for

VandeBrake's antitrust offenses in violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1, and imposes a sentence of

48 months of imprisonment on each count, all three sentences to run concurrentþ,

followed by 3 years of zupervised release during which VandeBrake will be required to

complete 5(X) hours of community service, at a rate of not less than 25 hours per month.

In addition, the court imposes an $829,715.85 fine on VandeBrake, which represents

fifteen percent of the volume of commerce done by him in goods and services that were

affected by his violations of 15 U.S.C. g 1.
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Alternatively, if the court did not vary upward, after considering the totality of the

circumstances in light of the $ 3553(a) factors discussed above, the court would impose

sentences of 27 months imprisonment on each Count; with all 27 rnonths of the sentence

on Count 3, 15 months of the sentence on Count 1, and 6 months of the sentence on Count

2 running consecutively; for a total sentence of 48 months imprisonment, followed by 3

years of supervised release during which VandeBrake would be required to complete 500

hours of cornmunity service, at a rate of not less than 25 hours per month. The court finds

that such consecutive sentences, are sufficient, but not greater thau necessary, to

accomplish the goals of sentencing. In addition, ttrc court would again impose a fine of

$829,715.85 on VandeBrake, representing fifteenpercent of the volume of commerce done

by him.

B. Stewart

Finally, with respect to defendant Stewart, after considering the totality of the

circumstances in light of the 18 U.S.C. $ 3553(a) factors-and noting in particular "the

nature and circumstances of the offense' and *the history and characteristics of the

defendant" pursuant to $ 3553(a)(1) and *the need for the sentence imposed" purzuant to

$ 3553(aX2)-the court finds that a variance from the advisory guidelines sentencing range

of 12 to 18 months is unwarranted and imposes a sentence of 12 months and a day of

imprisonment, followed by 3 years of supervised release during which Stewart will be

required to complete 100 hours of community service , at a rate of not less than 20 hours

per month. Such a sentence is sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to accomplish the

goals of sentencing. The court also imposes a fine on Stewart in the amount of

$83,427.W. Stewart's f,rne represents five percent of the volume of commerce done by

him in goods and services that were affected by his violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1- In
addition, Stewart is ordered to pay restitution to Tri-Zack Contractor in the sum of
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$25,981.80. This Memorandum Opinion And Order Regarding Sentencing shall be

attached and incorporated by reference, in its entirety, to the Statement of Reasons and

Judgment in these cases.

IT IS SO ORDERBD.

DAÏED this 8th day of Febnrary, 2011.

l.t-A uJ. fÈ.-Jù-
MARK W. BENNETT
U. S. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
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United States District Cowt
NORTTTERN DISTRICT OF IO$/A

JT'DGMENT IN A CRIMINAL CASEI,'NITED STATES OF AMERJCA

v.
STEVEN KDTTIT VANI¡EBRAIG

e/l¡/¡ Steve V¡udebnla

THE IIEFENDAIIII:

Case Number:

USM Numbu:

LeeGmdwln

cRr0402$1-lñItB

M022-029

t phadcd guilty t9 coun(s) 1.2. ¡nd 3 ofthe

f}Éndnl'¡ ¿ffomsy

filrd onAnrll26.20l0

0 plcaded nolo contcnde¡p to count(s)

which was acceplod by the court.

tr wasfound guiþoncount(s)
after a plea ofnot guilty,

The defendant is adjudicated guiþ ofthesc offenscs:

rs u.s.c. s 1

rs us.c. $ r

to th€ Senteoc¡ng Rcform Act of l9&1.

tr The dcfcndant has bsen fo¡nd not guilty m coun(r)

tr Couns

Net¡É of Olfensc
Conspirrcy of Unrc¡son¡ble Rc¡tnlrt of I¡ter¡trte
Tndcand Conmenc
Conrpincy of Unrcr.ro¡¡He Rc¡tr¡l¡t of l¡ter¡tate
Tnde ¡nd Comnerce
Conrplrrcy of Urrc¡sorsble Re¡tmlnt of l¡tershte
Trrde¡nd Connerce

Offcnrc Endcd
ßßrr¿009

08/31¿1009

08/3t 2009

Count
t

2

3

The defcnd¡nt is santenced as providcd in pagcs 2 tbrough 6 of úris judgmcnL The scnlence lr impccd F¡rs¡ant

is/uc dismisscd on tìc motioo of tl¡c Unitcd Statcs.

chmgc of namc,
rçs If oñccd opaf
fts

8,2011

Jrd¡sid

llt.

lfi¡rkW. Bc¡¡ctt
U.$ Dbü{ct Court Judce
NglF Íd TîlêofJudhhl Oftccr
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¡dsrrß-nrgÊ 2 of 
--É-DEFENDANN

CASE NUMBER:
STEVEN I(EITH VANDEBRAI(D r/kl¡ Stevc Vr¡debr¡ke
cR l0-402st-MrYB

IMPRISONMENT

Thc defcndant is hcreby comrnltted to thc cusody of thc United Statc¡ Br¡¡car¡ of P¡iso¡rs to be impriso¡rd for a utl æm oû

¡ The coul makcs the following rccommcnddíons to lhe Buncaü of Prisons:

Iåf"iflm:#rfri}å,:lte|ff"1,îlqiå," 
to FPC Y¡nkton, l¡ Yilkton' south ll¡kor¡' lf comme¡su¡sre wlth hls

Thc defend¡nt is æmanded to lhe custody of the Unilcd St¡te¡ Marshol.

Thc defend¡nt ¡hall sure¡dcr to thc United S¡ræs lttüùl for lhis dísria:

Ir¡ ,l:30 E a.m. I p.m. on f'cbru¡Iv tt^20tt

tr as nol¡fied by lhc Uniæd Staæs ìlsrhal

The defcndan¡ slrall curender for se¡vicc of seirtcncc al lhc innin¡tion dcs¡gaed by thc Bt¡¡t¡u of Priso¡u:

tr beforc 2 p.m. on

tr as notif¡cd by the Uniæd Smcs Ma¡shal.

O as notificd by the Prcb¡tion or heuial Scrviccs Office.

RETT'RN

I havc cxcculcd thisjudgmcnt ar follows:

tr

I

o

Defendant dclivcrtd on lo

al , with a ccrtified cop oftbis judgmcnt.

I'NITEDSf^ÎES MANSHAL

By
Dr¡uTY llnreDsrAres
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SlÊct 3 -

DEFENDANT:
CASENUMBEK

R.hËê

SIDVEN I(EITE VA¡IDEBRAI(D ¡/k/e Stwc V¡ndcbr¡ke
cR lll-41ì291-MIYB

SIIPERVISED RELEASE

of: 3 ye¡r¡. Thi¡ tem co¡sl¡fs of 3 ve¡r¡ on

The defendurtmustrcport to thc probation ofticc in he district to whichthe defendant is re leased w¡lhin 7ll ho¡rs ofrelease Fom thc
custody ofürc Burca¡ ofPrisons.

The defendan¡ shall no¡ commit another fcderal, natc or local crímc.

'3,1[*1'r,r"i:'ååËi:r,ü#iTiiffi"H:,9:gii"T"Hii,gH'uPr.:¡'*,'x*'ffi3lixiË",1'#
coutt.

¡ The abovc drug testing condition is suspcndcd bæcd on thc cor¡¡Î'¡ detc¡mination that the defendant pæcs a low rlsk of
ñ¡t¡rc substancc abusc. (Check, if applicabh.)

I Thc deftndant shall not posscss a fuemn, unmunitioq dcstrustÍyc dcvicc. or any olher &ngcnous weapon" (Oteck, if applicablc.)

I The defendant sl¡all coopcrate in thc collection of DNA ar dirccted by lho probation officcr. (Checlç ifappllcoble.)

tr Thc dcftnd¡nt shall rcgistcr with hc statc acx offcnder regisradon rgcncy in the state whcle thc dcfcndant res¡des, wot*s, or is a
studøt, as dircced by üc pmbation oflïccr. (Chcdr, lf applicablc.)

tr The dcfcndant shall particþto in an approved p¡ogram for domcstic violence. (Chedc, if applicúlÐ

*nJ[*5iË9ffi:iLi,Hir",ffi fif;ll[tion, 
it b ¡ condÍtion orsupcrvlæd trlcasc th¡t tbe defcndant pav in ¡ccord¡nce with rhc

The dcfend¡nt must complywith thc stand¡rd conditions that haræ bccn adoptert þ this court as wcll as wiúr uty rdditional conditionr
on the attachcd pago-

STANDARI} CONDITIONS OF SIIPERVISION

the defendant shall not leave the judicial district withoul lhc permlsslon offhc court or probation ofücer;

the defend¡¡rtshall rcporttothe probationofüc¿rand shall submÍtatruthfi¡l utdcompletcwrittenrcport withinthc first fivc days
of each month¡ '
the dcfendant shall ansryer truthfully all inquiries þ the prob*ion ofücer and follow the lnstructions of the prcbækm oflìcer;

the defcndant shall support his or hcr dcpcndcnts a¡rd mect othcr family rcsponsibilities;

thcdefcndantshall worlc rcgularlyatalawful occupation unless excrsed bytheprobationofficcrforsclrooling taining ororher
accept¡ble rÊasons¡

thc dcfcndant shall notifr the pmbation ofüc¿r at lcast ten days prior to any chsnge in rcsidence or employmcn$

thc defenda¡rt shall refrain from e¡¡cessivc use ofalcohol a¡rd shall not pr¡¡chasc. Dosserss. use, distributc, o¡ admini¡ter a¡ry
contolld substanc€ or any paraphcmalia related to my contsolled sublstanccs, è*ccpt as prcecribcd by a physiclan;

the dcfendant sh¡ll not frcqucnt places wherc cont¡ollcd substances orc illegally sol{ tsc4 distibutcd, or administe¡ed;

lhe dcfcnd¡nt shall nol associatc with any penons ceeged in crimind ¡stivity and shall not associatc with any pcrson convicæd
of a fclony, unlcss grurted pennission to öo so by tÑ þrobalion offrccr;

the defer¡da¡rt shall permit a p¡obation officer lo visit him or hcr at atry tlmc al homc or elscwherc and shall permit conf¡scation
of any eontaband ribscrvcdìn plain vicw of tlre pmbation offic -

the defendant sh¿ll notiff the p¡obation officer within sevcnt¡r-two houn of bcing amstcd or questioned by a law cnftrcement
olfccr:

the defc¡dant_shall riot cnþr- into any agrGcmcnt to act ¡s ar informcr or a speciat 4,cnt of a law enforcancnt agency withour flrc
permissioo of the courg and

r)

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

7'

8)

e)

l0)

il)

t2)

l3) av be occasioned bv tlp defcnda¡rt's
eí to m¡l¡e srph ¡xñific¡tions and 3o
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DEFENDANT:
CASENUMBER:

STEVEN KEITH VANDDBRAI(E ¡/l¡/¡ Stcvc V¡ndcbrrkc
cR l0-{02$t-Mt[,8

¡øc¡taa-htc 
-t- 

of 

-Í-

SPECIAL CONIDITIONS OF' SUPERVISION

Thc d{ndou mst cottgþ wlth iltclolloulng spccbl condûIons os ordcæd by the Coa¡l ond lmplcmanled ty ûe A.S. fmbclln OOle;

l. The dcfcnd¡n3 rbell pey eny finenciel penalty thrt b lmporcd by thls Judgmenl.

2. Thc defc¡d¡nt rbrll prcvidc lhe U.S. Probetion Olfrce wltb accelr to rny rcguested li¡¡¡ci¡l l¡fomrdon.

3. The defend¡nt ¡hsll ¡ot lncur ¡ew c¡¡dit chrryçs gr open ¡ddltlo¡¡l lincs of c¡cdit without tbc rppmvel of lhe U.S.
Prubatio¡ Oflice rnle$ be is l¡ conplhncc rvíth the lipt¡llncrt p.'mctrt schedulg

4. orvehicle,

5. The defend¡nt rbrll perform llll0 bous of communlty rervlcer lt ¡ rrte of nol lc¡s thrn 25 houn pcr montù.

Upon ¡ lindine of ¡ vlol¡do¡ of¡upcrvl¡fon, f undenl¡nd thc Court nry: (1) rcvokc rupcrvirlo¡¡ (2) ertcnd thc acrm of
sriiperrlrion; s-rd/or (3) modtfy tbricondlüoi of rupcwbion.

Thc¡e condilio¡¡ h¡ve bce¡ rt¡d to ma I fully ulderstend the co¡dltion¡ ¡nd h¡ve been pruvidcd r copy of them.

D¡te

t,¡IE
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DEFENDANT:
CASENUMBER:

TOTALS
A¡¡ec¡ment

3 300(p¡ld)

CRIMINAL MONETARY PENALTIES

The defendant must pay the total criminal monetary pcnalties under lhc schedule of pryments on Shect 6.

Judpcu-n¡gc 
-f- 

of 

-l--
STEVEI{ KEITH VANDEBRÂKE ¡/lc/r Súevc V¡ndebrrkc
cR Íì-{02F1-MM

Re¡titutíon
$0

Flne
829:ní.8s$

tr Thc dasrmination of¡'cstin¡tion is defcrrcd until kt Anended Judgøent ìa a C¡Ininal Cøse(AO24iCl will bc cntcrcd
¡frer g¡ch dctcrmin¡tion.

tr The dcfendant must makc ¡rstin¡úon (inchding commuoity rcst¡tut¡on) !o ttc following payce¡ i¡ lhe amount listcd bclow.

oanial ravmcnt cach oavcc shall rcccivc a¡¡ a¡oroximately orooo¡tioncd DrymGnL unlcss soccified othmrise in
Éntagi ir¡yneot mlrirñnf,clow. Howevcr, pui:íuant to l8U.s.C. S 3664(i)¡ll no-ofedcr¡l victim¡ must b€ Fûid
F pilc.

Nanc ofP¡vec Totrl Lmr Rc¡tltutlm Ordcttd Priodtv or Pcmcnt¡se

TOTAT,s ¡

tr Rßst¡tution ¡mount ordcæd pursu¡nt to plca agÊement S

t The dcfendant must pay intcæst on ¡cíin¡¡ion urd a fine of mo¡c th¡¡ S2J00, unless tbe rcstllrtim or fine È pail iro fr¡ll befo¡p the

ñÊccnth day aftcr thc datc of ttrc judgment, p[urant to lt U.S.C. S 3612(fr. Atl of úrc payms¡t opt¡{Ðt on Sbæt 6 may bc subjcct

to pcnaltics for dclinqucacy and default, pt¡$¡art !o 18 U.S.C. 0 3612(Ð.

O Tl¡e court detcrminod th¡t the dcfcndmt docs not have thc ability to pay htcrest, and it i¡ ordc¡cd thal

E thc intercst rcquircment is rvaivcd forthc tr fine tr rtsdtution.

tr thc inrcrcst rcçirumcnt for the tr f¡ne tr rcstitrÍion is modificd æ follows:

r Findin¡¡fqthctotalamomtofloca$are rc{uùEd underChaÉe¡¡ 109å" I10, I l0A, a¡td I l3A ofTitle lt, Unitcd$arcs Codc, foroffsnsc¡
committãd on or añcr Scpæmber I 3, 1994, büt bcforc April 23, 1996.

s
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Srct 6-C¡Íuird PEodlic¡

DEFENDANT:
CASENUMBEK

STEVEN KEITH V/|IIIDEBRAIG c/lda StËr,e V¡ndcbnke
CR 1ll.{02$1-Ml[,8

Judgmcnt-Pr¡c 
-É- 

of 

-É--

SCHEDIILE OT'PAYMENTS

Having assesed the dcfcnd¡nt's abllity to pay, psymenl of thc totsl crimlnat monçl¡ry pendt¡æ arc duc as follorvs:

A f Lumpsumpyment of $ 829.715.ß5 duc Ímmcdl¡¡tely, b¡lancc due

E notherlhan rof
tr in accordance with tr C, E D, E E, or E F bclow; or

B tr Paymcnt ¡o bcgln immcd¡ilGly (may be cornbined with O C, E D, or O F below)¡ or

C tr Paymentineçral (e.g.,wecþ,monthly,qu¡¡ærþ)inst¡llmq¡t¡of8 

-overaperiodof

(e.9., months or ycar), to commcncc _ (c.g., 30 or 60 days) afrer thc date of thir judgmcot; or

D tr Paymcntin equal (e.g., wcekþ, monthly, quartcrþ) inst¡llmcn¡s of $ ovcr a pcriod of
to commencc 

- 

(c,9., 30 or 60 d¡ys) after ¡tle¡sc from imprhørmcnt to a(e.9., months or ycas).
tcrm of supervision; or

E tr Paymcnt during the Eín of stprviæd ¡rlc¡sc vill commencc within 

- 

(e.9, 30 or 6(l days) afrer rclcasc froo
imprisonncnl Thc courr will sa thc paymcît flm based on an ¡ss€ssrrent of thc dcfendant's rbility to pay ar thú a¡mc; or

F I Spccial insuuctbns rcgarding tlre paymcnt ofcriminal monetary pcnalties:

Reccipt ¡umber IAItIS5llOlXl3?4 ¡cflccts thc SJÍXI spcci¡l ¡¡sessnent wu prld on Mey ?,2010.
\

O Joint and Scveral

fÞfenda¡rt urd Co-Defcndurt Nunes and Casc Nrnnbcrs (including defendant numbcr) Total Amounl, Jo¡nt snd Scvenl ¡{momt,
and conesponding paycc, if approprirtc.

tr Tbe dcfendmr shall pay thc cost of proæcution.

tr The defcndmt shall pay thc following coürt co(s):

tr The defenda¡rt shall forfeit thc defendant's ¡ntcrét in the follorving property to thc Unitod Sl¡tc¡:

scs imo¡isonmcnl oavmcntofcriminal mone¡¡rv¡cnalties ir duc durins
ents niadc throu¡ñ t[e Fedenl Burcau of PrÉóns' lnnatc Financisìl

Thc dcfcndanr shall rcccivc credit for all payrnens prcviously madc toward ory crirnín¡l monetary pcnaltics impoccd-

Pa¡4nenq shall bc ¡ppticd in thc following ordcr: (l) æessmEnt, (2) Ëtie¡ti,m p¡incipd, (3) ttfi-anion-htc¡crt, (4) finc pincip¡|,
(5f f¡ns i¡te¡est, (6)tbmmun¡ty rtsr¡turioñ, (7) pciah¡c1 end (8)'crÉ8, imludini ccst'of þdcortion ud courr doiÉ.
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